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BIGGER

THAN

TV.
16 WAYS BIGGER

A radio station with bigger audiences than TV? You’ve got to be kidding!

It’s for real. It’s WCCO Radio—the one station that proves there’s more to broadcasting than meets the eye.

The latest ARB Reports for radio and television in the Minneapolis-St. Paul market include four important areas in which average quarter-hour audiences can be compared. On a total of 16 different points.

WCCO Radio beats TV on all 16.

The four areas:

- **Total Day/Total Week**: WCCO Radio delivers larger audiences than any of the four television stations in the Twin Cities market. So much larger that WCCO Radio nearly equals the top two TV channels combined! (6am-12 Mid., Monday-Sunday)

- **Daytime**: WCCO Radio’s audience is greater than all four TV stations combined! (6 am-6 pm Monday-Friday)

- **Prime Time**: WCCO Radio’s morning drive audience is bigger than the glamorous evening block on any TV station. (6-10 am, Monday-Friday, for WCCO Radio; 6:30-10:30 pm, Monday-Friday for TV)

- **Top Hours**: WCCO Radio has two separate hours with bigger audiences than any hour on any TV station. (6am-12 Mid., Monday-Friday)


That’s not all. WCCO Radio also provides superior coverage. Unmatched advertising economy. A setting of top acceptance for your sales story.

WCCO RADIO

MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL Represented by CBS RADIO SPOT SALES

All data subject to qualifications which WCCO Radio will supply on request.
Daytime ... fringe ... prime time ... whatever your client's requirement may be, KRLD-TV offers choice availabilities in an outstanding line-up of participating programs.

"The Noon News" heads up the list for daytime housewives, and in the afternoon starting at 3:30 PM, it's two new game shows ... "He Said-She Said," and "Game-Game," followed by "U.N.C.L.E."

Look to the award-winning "News" at 6:00 and 10:00 PM for excellent fringe avails.

Then, to complete your schedule, prime time spots in "Judd" at 8 PM Wednesdays and "The Wackiest Ship" at 9:00 PM.

Contact your H-R representative for complete details and avail for your specific requirement.
Action at FCC

Same principals but different timetable: That's latest on Nixon shifts of FCC members. It now appears that both Dean Burch, Tucson attorney and former chairman of Republican National Committee, and Robert Wells, career broadcaster from Garden City, Kan., will be nominated soon as successors, respectively, to FCC Chairman Rosel H. Hyde (seven-year term from last June 30) and to Commissioner James Wadsworth (rest of term that runs to June 30, 1971). Mr. Wadsworth will move to State Department for assignment at forthcoming Intelsat conference. All are Republicans.

President Nixon asked Mr. Hyde to continue as chairman until successor was found (Broadcasting, June 23), but understanding was he would remain no longer than end of year. Mr. Burch, 41, was former aide to Barry Goldwater. Mr. Wells, 50, has been active Republican in Kansas. He has been general manager of KUJL Garden City for 20 years. He's friend of Grover Cobb, formerly of KVOB Great Bend, Kan., who just completed term as chairman of National Association of Broadcasters joint boards. Mr. Cobb now heads broadcasting for Garrett newspaper-broadcast group.

More viewing

For what is said to be first time ever, TV viewing levels in July this year exceeded those for June—and June's were all-time high for that month. That's word from Television Bureau of Advertising authorities, who say July viewing averaged five hours seven minutes per TV home per day, up three minutes from June average. Not surprising since massive coverage of Apollo 11 flight and moon landing came in July? Not so. Apollo moon coverage—and other special events that might inflate figures—were eliminated in figuring averages.

Bigger phone bill?

AT&T, which has been taking its lumps in trying to keep abreast of city-exchange service demands, is certain to stir up new rumpus in broadcasting field when it files tariffs for long-lines (interconnection) rates Sept. 1, to become effective month later. Insiders figure AT&T, seeking to maintain 8½% profit margin, will boost rates about 30%, or from current take of $66-70 million to $90-93 million. I won't be flat rate increase but rather readjustment of rates to comply with FCC ruling that users of occasional service, like Hughes Sports Network, are given better break which would mean increase for regular network service.

Poised to contest any rate increases, presumably on basic ground that service now costs too much and is premised on inequitable cost base, are three TV networks (represented by Joseph M. Kittens, partner of McKenna & Wilkinson), National Association of Broadcasters (represented by Pierson, Ball & Dowd) and Sports Network (represented by Welch & Morgan). New tariff schedules, which have been in controversy for nearly two years, automatically become effective unless stayed by FCC and that will be objective of oppositions to be filed by users.

Moonlighter

According to law, FCC's Broadcast Bureau is supposed to maintain posture of independence from commission itself. But James Junillia, bureau's deputy chief, has been helping out his close friend and car-pooler, Commissioner Kenneth Cox (who used to head bureau). Mr. Junillia reportedly helped draft majority decision setting hearing on transfer of KTVH (TV) Wichita-Hutchinson, Kan. It's that order that has provoked Chairman Rosel Hyde to write toughest dissent in perhaps his whole career (see page 21). Order is now undergoing revision, which hopefully will make it more acceptable.

Writers' cramps

Proliferating dissents to majority FCC opinions are causing lengthy intervals between adoption and release of decisions. In case involving authorization of distant-signal carriage by Glen Falls, N.Y. CATV, order adopted June 4 was not released until last week. Commission staffers said delay stemmed from Commissioner Kenneth Cox's wish to include dissent with order. Dissent is yet to appear, however. Commissioner Cox also has yet to issue dissent in WOAK case (see page 46). And dissenting bombshell to be dropped in Pacifica case (see page 26) with Mr. Cox teamed with Commissioner Nicholas Johnson is still atop FCC's eighth floor.

Nothing to do

More than desire to return to private law practice motivated Fred Ford to announce intention to leave presidency of National Cable Television Association by end of year. NCTA delegates little authority to its president. Such decisions as selection of working committee members belong to board chairman, elected for one-year term from among NCTA dues-paying members.

Mister Ford joined NCTA in January 1965 after serving as FCC member and chairman. He draws retirement pay from 25 years of government service. Current NCTA salary is said to be $65,000. Mr. Ford's successor is yet to be picked, but it's thought Bruce Lovett, NCTA general counsel, would take over on interim basis if Mr. Ford leaves before successor has been chosen.

New assault

Study of TV stations in mid-Atlantic states now being conducted by college and law school students (Broadcasting Aug. 11) could have far-reaching consequences. Students, working under auspices of Institute for Policy Studies, of Washington, reportedly have produced findings indicating final report will be critical of number of stations, particularly in District of Columbia. This raises possibility that protests will be filed against one or more license-renewal applications; stations in areas being studied are due for renewal Oct. 1. What's more, project may spark formation of citizen's groups in communities across country that would research stations' performance and oppose renewal applications of those stations found wanting.

Broad hint

FCC is reported finally to have dropped hint to Frontier Broadcasting Co. that sale of one of its communications properties might facilitate commission renewal of its KFBC-TV license. Cheyenne, Wyo. Commission is said to have adopted unusual letter to Frontier, noting that it could find no basis for renewing KFBC-TV's license and asking for comment within 30 days. In process, commission recites Frontier interests in broadcasting and newspaper properties in Cheyenne and elsewhere in state. And, among matters reviewed is Department of Justice petition urging commission not to renew KFBC-TV unless Frontier agrees to sell station (Broadcasting, Jan. 6). In this context, implication is that only new comment Frontier could make is that it is reducing extent of its media control.
FAMOUS QUOTES ON VIETNAM.

Nothing teaches humility more than surveying fifteen years of expert opinion on Vietnam.

We recently did that on “Martin Agronsky’s Washington.”

Some excerpts:
Fifteen years ago, in 1954, the French commander-in-chief in Vietnam said, “I fully expect only six more months of hard fighting.”

Thirteen years ago, the U.S. Vice President said, “The militant march of communism has been halted.”

Seven years ago, the Secretary of Defense reported, “Every quantitative measurement shows we’re winning the war.”

Five years ago he told the Congress, “The United States still hopes to withdraw its troops from South Vietnam in 1965.”

A year later he said, “We have stopped losing the war.”

Two years ago, the commanding U.S. general announced, “We have succeeded in obtaining our objective.”

And last year, another U.S. general said, “The enemy situation is deteriorating rather rapidly.”

“Martin Agronsky’s Washington.” Provocative!

Five nights a week. From 6 to 7.
Charging FCC Commissioner Nicholas Johnson with participating in ex-parte activities, Chronicle Broadcasting Co. asks him to disqualify himself from license renewal proceedings involving its KRON-FM-TV San Francisco. See...

**High noon for Nicholas Johnson**...19

Dissension accompanies FCC order setting sale of KTHV-(TV) Wichita-Hutchinson, Kan., for hearing, as Chairman Rosel H. Hyde depletes premature 'conclusions' in case. Majority opinion remains under wraps. See...

**Hyde rebukes FCC in KTVH sale case**...21

Triangle Publications Inc. disputes charges of undue concentration of mass-media control levied against its WFIL-TV Philadelphia, pointing to extensive media competition in area. See...

**Triangle refutes mass-media charges**...26

Application for noncommercial Washington FM by controversial Pacifica Foundation is set for hearing by FCC, together with that of church-related group for same facilities. Action culminates over year of sparring over issue. See...

**Pacifica FM bid goes into hearing**...26

After onslaught of Hurricane Camille, broadcasters come to aid of stricken Mississippi Gulf Coast after picking up pieces of their own stations. Entertainment special broadcast from Jackson is part of fund-raising campaign. See...

**Stations suffer in Camille's path**...28

Increasing use of satellites for simultaneous broadcast of programs around globe—as graphically demonstrated by Apollo 11 flight—points to future establishment of worldwide electronic network. See...

**Step-up in worldwide networking**...32

Merv Griffin, CBS-TV's new entry into late-night television, attracts larger audience than competitors first night, but top draws recruited by ABC-TV and NBC-TV help make for mixed first-week ratings. See...

**'...May the best man win...'**...42

Washington meeting of National Association of Television and Radio Announcers, black disk jockey group, bars doors to newsmen amid intensive politicking, regional factionalism, calls to revolution. See...

**Backroom politics dominate NATRA**...44

Mid-September introduction of 1970 automobiles may herald increase in broadcast advertising expenditures by auto makers. Spot TV picture looks good and spot radio may be up by 20%. See...

**Auto ad buys hold steady in '69**...47

Stanford Research Institute releases final version of its FCC-sponsored study of land-mobile frequency crowding, finds redistribution of users rather than shortage of spectrum space as cause of congestion. See...

**Spectrum space is regional problem**...53
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In fifteen minutes, Russia set Communism back twenty years.

For a while, Communism seemed to be getting along alright. And no other country exemplified this better than Czechoslovakia.

They were enjoying freedom of the press. Freedom of worship. And freedom of expression. In fact they were doing something a Communist country never does. Thinking for itself.

A fatal mistake as far as Russia was concerned.

You'll see how Russia rectified this situation in our special “Prague: Summer of the Tanks.”

It's just one of the 52 prime-time specials Group W is presenting on its five television stations this year.

Each week we'll be bringing you specials that aren't carbon copies of every other television special.

For example, we'll be showing you parts of our country you're not likely to see. We'll be exposing you to problems you probably didn't even know existed. And we'll be entertaining you in a way only television could.

We've decided to bring you the invasion of Czechoslovakia because there are a lot of things going on in this world. And just because you can't stop them doesn't mean you should stop thinking about them.
Staying away from specials

ABC-TV officials said Friday (Aug. 22) they would defer premieres of *Survivors* and *Love American Style* from Sept. 22 to Sept. 29 to avoid pitting them against two NBC-TV specials.

They said both shows were too important to have their initial audience samplings diluted. *Survivors* (Mondays, 9-10 p.m. EDT) and *Love* (10-11) would have been up against one of NBC-TV's "multispecial" presentations, (Broadcasting Aug. 11), featuring Bob Hope at 9-10 and Flip Wilson at 10-11.

Two other new ABC-TV Monday-night shows will start Sept. 22 as scheduled: *Music Scene* at 7:30-8:15 and *New People* at 8:15-9. They will be followed that night by Elvis Presley movie, "Wild in the Country," that had been scheduled Wednesday, Sept. 3. *Lost Command* will replace it in Sept. 3 movie period.

By its latest move, ABC will now be starting its new-season shows over three different weeks. Eight of its nighttime series will start week of Sept. 14-20 (Broadcasting, Aug. 11), followed by bulk of schedule Sept. 21-27 with exception of *Survivors* and *Love* which will be programmed in last week of September.

Surfing start

In preening for its fall premiere, ABC-TV said Friday (Aug. 22) it will start its Sunday movie schedule on Sept. 14 with movie "special"—The Endless Summer, documentary motion picture on surfing, Clairithrough Foote, Cone & Belding, is major sponsor of presentation, highest grossing documentary in film history.

Visual figures drop down

Shareholders at annual meeting of Visual Electronics Corp., New York, diversified electronics company, were told Friday (Aug. 22) by James B. Tharpe, president, that "sales, shipments, earnings and cash reserves are down; inventory is at a peak and backlog at a minimum."

Mr. Tharpe said company is still in "transitional" period, and in process of gaining foothold in TV-camera field. He said Visual expects "one or two sales" within next month or two.

Mr. Tharpe would not venture any projections, saying it is too early to tell when market will be ready for new 90-pound, three-tube Plumbicon color camera (Broadcasting, Feb. 10). He said Visual spent $1.2 million in developing camera project.

He told shareholders "regular profitable diversified businesses of our subsidiaries are now running at a rate of $10 million annually, and growing to where this should exceed $12 million by the end of the current fiscal year."

For year ended March 31: 1969 1968
Earned per share $0.42 $0.50
Net sales 21,501,363 24,830,659
Net income 587,400 1,262,606
Shares outstanding 1,468,308 1,353,633

St. Louis fight continues

Employee group that for months has been petitioning FCC unsuccessfully for status as applicant in assignment of KWK St. Louis license from interim operators may this week file still another new bid in which St. Louis Labor Council may participate.

KWK's new owner, Vic-Way Broadcasting Co., recently approved by commission to take over from interim operators and including several individuals from among them (Broadcasting, June 23), turned station off Aug. 15 pending site move. Vic-Way however, under terms of FCC temporary suspension, may have had to resume operation at present site over weekend. Dr. Haley Bell, vice president of Vic-Way and president of WCJB Inkster, Mich., said Friday (Aug. 22) KWK eventually expects to relocate in Granite City, Ill., part of St. Louis area.

Employes under interim operation, who no longer are with KWK, claim they were dismissed without notice or severance Aug. 15. Mr. Bell, however, said they left of own accord. Union announcers and engineers were included, according to Charles Rand, former KWK news director, who heads employe group seeking applicant status. KWK formerly had middle-of-road format, switched to hard rock in early August under new owners, Mr. Rand said.

Lorillard switches signals

Lorillard Corp., which shifted its Newport cigarette business from Lennen & Newell, New York, to Grey Advertising, New York, three months ago, (Broadcasting, June 2), has returned account to L&N.

Joint representation from Lorillard and Grey said "impending television blackout" of cigarette advertising prevents development of new campaign and proper course is to continue with L&N.

Newport budget for 1968 was reported at about $7 million, of which about $5.5 million was in broadcast.

Kaufman goes to Vikoa unit

Stanley Kaufman, deputy chief of FCC's CATV task force, named Friday (Aug. 22) as president of Continental CATV, effective Sept. 15. Mr. Kaufman, who also served with FCC as supervisory attorney in its Broadcast Bureau, succeeds George Green at Continental. Mr. Green has been named group vice president at Vikoa Inc., Hoboken, N. J., in charge of CATV and communications products.

Continental is Vikoa's cable-TV systems operating division. In addition to building, operating and owning cable systems, Vikoa also is a TV-film producer and manufacturer of electronic components for CATV and communications industry.

MPC tries new tack

Metromedia Program Sales is moving to imitate in syndication with at least one show, now-standard network practice of considering series spin-off from television special.

Wynn Nathan, MPS vice president and general manager, said approach will be taken with one-hour special Meet Me at Martonis, which is being produced for syndication by Metromedia Producers Corp. Special, he said, will be offered at indenriement rates to stations which would judge reaction of light-entertainment format of show in their own markets.

New Blair acquisition

Boards of directors of John Blair & Co. and City News Printing Corp., Stamford, Conn., have approved definitive contract for Blair to acquire printing company in exchange of stock. Indicated value of transaction, which is subject to approval of City News stockholders, is approximately $7.5 million.

VFW head blasts TV

Television took it on chin Friday (Aug. 22) in acceptance speech of Raymond A. Gallagher, new commander-in-chief of Veterans of Foreign Wars.

He charged that at June convention of Students for a Democratic Society some members of medium had "literally groveled at the feet of that evil organization—and they spread their coverage across the length and breadth of the land."

Mr. Gallagher, Redfield, S., D., attorney, praised "great news wire services and the vast majority of our newspapers" who "retained their objectivity
and refused to cover the convention on the terms dictated by the far-left-wing leaders of the SDS."

VFW head maintained "proud code" of news media "in support of truth, decency, honor and good is being violated and cast aside by a small but sometimes influential segment" of publication. "People who are able to reach vast television audiences," he said, "have incited to riot and have even staged their own lawless episodes in search of the sensational."

Nader aims anew

Crusader Ralph Nader has taken aim at one of Washington's most prestigious law firms, Covington and Burling. Members of firm, which has 110 lawyers on its staff, found memorandum from Mr. Nader and his gadfly associates on their desks Thursday morning, (Aug. 21), asking help in completing questionnaire.

Mr. Nader said firm was chosen because of its leading position in terms of size, diversity and age. He also claimed that firm represents many trade associations it has internal committee to prevent duplication.

Covington and Burling's Ernest W. Jennes represents Association of Maximum Service Telecasters, as well as number of TV and radio clients.

Nonduplication ordered

WHOM-FM and WEDV-FM, both New York, and WFLN-FM Philadelphia, must cease total duplication of their AM facilities by end of year, FCC announced Friday (Aug. 22).

Stations had sought waiver of FCC's 50% nonduplication rule, designed to prevent "use of two signals to bring the same broadcast material to a single receiver location."

In denying continued exemption, commission determined that "operation in compliance with the rule would further the diversity of program services more than would continued duplication."

Stations present exemption was based on 1966 waiver granted because of WHOM-FM's "distinctive" programing and AM-FM contour variations, WEDV-FM's economic situation and WFLN-FM's association with daytime-only AM station. WHOM-FM and WEDV-FM are foreign-language stations; WFLN-FM programs classical music.

More on Camille

WWL New Orleans, which had canceled all commercial programing in effort to locate survivors of Hurricane Camille, which roared through Gulf Coast last week (see page 28), has its own problems late Thursday (Aug. 21). Fire
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For other personnel changes of the week see "Fates & Fortunes."

broke out in Roosevelt hotel, home of station, and fire department ordered everyone—including station personnel—to evacuate.

Fire department order came while staff was in midst of its "Project Locate," broadcasting names of hurricane survivors.

Without missing name, staff members dropped microphone cables out of windows to street, pulled lines across street to theater lobby and continued name-reading from there. Staff returned to hotel several hours later after fire was brought under control.

Late last week reports also came in detailing work of other stations in coverage of hurricane before and after it hit.

On advice of its own meteorologist, Nash Roberts, Sunday, WDSU-TV New Orleans began to prepare for extensive hurricane coverage, sending camera-reporter crews to outlying areas expected to be hard hit by Camille and beginning broadcasts of hourly reports on path of approaching storm.

That evening, when it was evident that hurricane was hitting hard, but missing New Orleans proper, station shifted over to continuous hurricane coverage, preempting all network and local programs. During night, station, including its sister AM and FM outlets, broadcast stream of warnings, evacuation orders, reports of levee breaks, and official reports and orders. By Monday morning station was back to normal operation but continued break-ins to broadcast own film reports of damage or reports on disaster.

Monday evening, WDSU-TV preempted one hour to present recap of Camille's sweep, including appeals from official sources for clothes, food and medical supplies.

During hectic weekend, WDSU-TV processed over 40,000 feet of film for itself and for its network (NBC).

Highlight of coverage, station said, was 11 p.m., Sunday night when it had announcer on camera talking to mayor of Gulfport, Miss., who held his phone outside so New Orleanians could hear fury of storm.

WVUE(TV) New Orleans, after making several position reports on storm late Saturday, began plotting storm's progress on maps for viewers beginning 7 a.m. Sunday.

On Monday and Tuesday, continuous bulletins on effect of storm's impact, were amplified by film reports narrated by cameramen and reporters who had been on scene and two-way radio reports. Extended evening news reports provided wrap-up.

Correspondent in Biloxi escaped motel, later heatedly damaged during storm and broadcast from Civil Defense shelter.

Station also carried barrage of messages to national guard, Red Cross and police of city. Mayor and chief-of-police of New Orleans provided up-to-date information on damage and recovery operations. One of station's main objectives was to avoid panic. After height of storm passed WVUE even found time to broadcast some humor.

Reeves strike ends

Strike at Reeves Production Services, New York, which had halted productions at tape facility since July 23 (see page 43) ended Friday (Aug. 22). Reeves Telecom signed new three-year contract with video technicians of Local 52 of International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees.

Contract calls for weekly salary increase of $48 over three-year period ($16 per week per year), increased vacation and other benefits for junior, senior engineers. Supervisors get a proportionate increase. Union did not get reduction it sought to 35 hours in work week. Video technicians pay scale has averaged $275 per week. Not affected are sound engineers who earlier this year signed new contract.

Back to network

KWBN Wichita, Kan., has affiliated with NBC Radio. Station's previous affiliation contract expired on June 1 and KWBN operated an independent since then. Station operates on 1410 kc with kw-D and 1-kw-N.
For the millions who call a city "home," the potential exists for a new and more rewarding life style.

That was the message of a unique, month-long, 123-program project, "Your Life In The 1970's," recently offered by the five NBC Owned Television Stations.

But before the potential is realized there's a maze of problems to be solved.

Big ones, that seem just as big today as they did 123 programs ago.

Except that now there are viewers in New York, Washington, Chicago, Cleveland and Los Angeles with more information and perhaps a different perspective than they had before.

That's the first step in the direction of that better future for each community.

And any future of theirs is a future of ours.
INTERNATIONAL FILM TV-FILM AND DOCUMENTARY MARKET

20th CINE-MEETING
MILAN 9 - 19 October 1969

The International Film, TV-film and Documentary Market (MIFED) is an international centre where feature, TV and documentary films are traded on a worldwide scale. Contacts are made there for negotiating agreements in any branch of film production, co-production, financing and the issue of import and export licences.

Its comfortable quarters are provided with all modern facilities and include numerous studios for the projection of cinema and TV films. International telephone, cable, telex and telefoto services are available. Also conference rooms, offices, dining rooms and bars. Medical assistance on the premises. Registration fee, inclusive of five hours film presentation, meals in restaurant and first-class hotel accommodation for eight days, US $250.

Applications by letter or cable should be made before 22 September 1969 to MIFED.

For information and bookings write to:
MIFED - Largo Domodossola 1 - 20145 Milano (Italy)
Telegrams: MIFED - Milano

Datebook

A calendar of important meetings and events in the field of communications.

*Indicates first or revised listing.

August
Aug. 26—Annual stockholders meeting, Rollins Inc., Atlanta.

September
Sept. 2—Deadline for reply comments on FCC's proposed rulemaking prohibiting stations from recording or broadcasting live telephone conversations unless parties involved are informed beforehand of the recording process.
Sept. 5—New deadline for comments on Part Five of FCC's notice of proposed rulemaking dealing with CATV policy. Previous deadline was Aug. 1.
Sept. 5—Deadline for reply comments on FCC's proposed rulemaking on alternative method for indirectly determining power of AM stations.
Sept. 5—New deadline for reply comments on FCC's further notice of proposed rulemaking issued Mar. 16, in which commission revised certain sections of its earlier proposed rulemaking dealing with CATV policy. Previous deadline for reply comments was July 2.
Sept. 5—New deadline for reply comments on FCC's proposed rulemaking on seven-year retention period for local inspection files of licensees and permittees.
Sept. 5—Deadline for reply comments on FCC's proposed rulemaking requiring licensees to show nondiscrimination in employment practices.
Sept. 9-10—Southeastern broadcast station license renewal conference, co-sponsored by University of Tennessee and WSM Inc. University Center, University of Tennessee, Knoxville.
Sept. 13—Seminar for broadcast news and editorial directors on Urban Affairs and Media Opportunities, Stanford University, Stanford, Calif. For information contact Jules Dunes, Redwood Hall, Stanford, University, Stanford 94305.
Sept. 11-13—Annual fall convention of Louisiana Association of Broadcasters, Monte Carlo hotel, New Orleans.
Sept. 11-13—Annual fall meeting of Minnesota Broadcasters Association, Holiday Inn, Duluth.
Sept. 12-14—Annual fall meeting of Maine

Combined workshop-management conference sessions, Radio Advertising Bureau

Sept. 24—Hilton Inn, Atlanta.
Sept. 29—Hotel Pontchartrain, Detroit.
Sept. 29-30—Sheraton Palace, San Francisco.
Oct. 2-3—Marriott motor hotel, Dallas.
Nov. 10-11—Continental Plaza, Chicago.

BROADCASTING, August 25, 1969
They're all tongue-tired in Fargo—the 'Paris of the Plains!'

Our housefraus are about dehydrated from lickin' envelopes addressed to our local-live-color fun-oree—'Party Line!'

Easy to figger out: In the last six months, our lip-smackin' viewers have bombarded 'Party Line' with over 17-thousand pieces of mail for recipes, patterns, entries, offers, etc! Now—ya gotta admit that's purty good—even if we did have to buy our mailman a late-model truss!

All this jist illustrates—in one more way—the tremenjus hold 'Party Line' has on our loyal hayseeds. Bin that way since '53!

Them nice fellas at PGW has acres of facts about 'Party Line'... and why it's the best buy in the upper midwest as a spot carrier!

No tongue-in-check, now. Call PGW—and if your Colonel ain't in, leave your number, he'll git back to ya real soon.

WDAY NBC WDAZ
FARGO TELEVISION DEVILS LAKE-GRAND FORKS
Covering All of Eastern N.D. and Western Minnesota

PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC., Exclusive National Representatives

BROADCASTING, August 25, 1969
Broadcasters Association, Sebasco Lodge, Sebasco Estates.

- Sept. 15—New deadline for filing rebuttal statements on oral argument in FCC's proposed rulemaking on network control of programming. Previous deadline was Aug. 22.


This indicates first or revised listing

**OpenMike**

'*X' stands for exclusive**

**Editor:** Thought you'd like to know how the selection was made for *Face the Nation* to have the Apollo 11 astronauts on an exclusive basis Sunday, Aug. 17.

Here is what happened: Long prior to the Apollo 11 manned lunar landing mission, all three commercial TV networks asked for the astronauts upon completion of the flight.

Earlier we had the same interest in Apollo 7, 8 and 10, and we ended up in a kind of natural "rotation" system involving the three Sunday news shows, NBC-TV's *Meet the Press*, CBS-TV's *Face the Nation*, and ABC-TV's *Issues and Answers*. Each network had one of the crews—there was no request for Apollo 9.

Well, each network had a crew; each wanted the Apollo 11 crew. What to do? I decided the only fair way to do the thing was simply to have a drawing.

The representatives of the three shows decided it was a fair way to do it, so on Aug. 7 Betty Cole Dukert (*Meet the Press*), Karen Renus (*Face the Nation*) and Peggy Whedon (*Issues and Answers*) did it in my office. We decided to put an "X" on one index card, leave the others blank. Peggy drew first—a blank. Karen drew next—and got the "X." There were no straws available.

That's how great TV programming is decided.—**Julian Scheer**, assistant ad-

ministrator for public affairs, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Washington.

**Looking for funds**

**Editor:** I am writing this letter as I am not sure that you are familiar with the Will Rogers hospital at Saranac Lake, N.Y., and the large number of television and radio personnel that have been patients at this hospital over the past 10 years.

I am not sure you know that all members of the entertainment communications industry including television, motion pictures, radio, etc. own the Will Rogers hospital and have full use of its doctors, nurses, private rooms, medicine, food, etc. all without charge.

Over the past few years, approximately 100 members of the television and radio industry were treated at this hospital—each in this own private room without charge. Approximately 12% of the patients at the hospital were from the television and radio industry.

At a recent meeting in Saranac, I learned that the Will Rogers hospital received donations from all groups of the entertainment communications industry. Last year they received over $1 million from the motion-picture industry, and I was shocked to learn only $3,889 was contributed by the entire television and radio industry.

This is my first year as chairman of the Will Rogers hospital drive. I need
your help and advice as to the manner to proceed to get the television and radio industry to contribute a fair share of the money required to run the hospital.—Milt Goodman, vice president and general sales manager, Columbia Pictures, New York.

A vote for WBZ

EDITOR: I realize I’m making waves in the famous “was-first” controversy mentioned in “Open Mike” of Aug. 11, but I’d like to throw in my contribution to the friendly fracs of formidable firsts.

One would assume the first radio broadcasting station (emphasis supplied) would quite naturally be the first station licensed for radio broadcasting, as opposed to previously licensed transmitters which simply radiated radio waves in the “ether” on a quasi-experimental basis. According to government records, the first licensed radio broadcasting station was W3Z Springfield, Mass., licensed Sept. 15, 1921, to the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., 625 Page building, for operation on 360 meters, utilizing up to 1,500 w. W3Z [Detroit] checks in as the sixth broadcast station, licensed Oct. 13, 1921: eighth was KDKA [Pittsburgh], licensed Nov. 7, 1921. KQW, 467 First Street, San Jose, Calif., authorized Dec. 9, 1921, was the 18th licensed radio broadcast station. I’ll use the Department of Commerce, Bureau of Navigation as my criteria.

Have I rattled anyone’s cage?—Jan Daryl Lowry, cameraman, ABC-TV, Hollywood.

Key to Raiders coverage

EDITOR: Your special report on broadcasting rights in professional football was excellent, with one exception. In your rundown on the Oakland Raiders you failed to mention that both the Oakland-Kansas City game and the Oakland-San Diego game were being carried by KNEW-TV, as are all 14 regular-season highlight shows.

The two stations you did mention, KTFLV [Sacramento and KTVW] [Sacramento] and KTXV [Sacramento and KTXV] [Sacramento] were piking up the high-light show and ‘or the games via KNEW TV, the station that is originating the broadcasts, as well as the only hometown coverage of the Raider efforts.—Tim McDonald, promotion director, KNEW-TV San Francisco.

KSTP-TV’s preseason slate

EDITOR: Your July 28 report on pro football contained one discrepancy. It was stated that “WCCO-TV may air some exhibition games [of the Minnesota Vikings], but this was not settled last week.”

On June 12 we confirmed an agree-

ment with the Vikings whereby KSTP-TV would air all four exhibition games. The games have been sold to the Northwestern National Bank of Minneapolis. Al Tighe and Dave Sheehan of our sports staff are doing the play-by-play and color. The games: Aug. 2, Vikings-Miami Dolphins from Tampa-St. Petersburg, Fla; Aug. 23, Vikings-St. Louis Cardinals from Memphis; Aug. 30, Vikings-New York Jets from Winston-Salem, N.C.; Sept. 13, Vikings-Cleveland Browns from Akron, Ohio. James E. Blake, sales manager, KSTP-TV, Minneapolis-St. Paul.

The good feeling isn’t new

EDITOR: I was delighted to see in the July 21 issue of Broadcasting that the San Francisco stations had copied, on a limited scale, the Sacramento job-finding effort. I admit that I was surprised that credit to us was inadvertently omitted from the story.

Last summer—when the social temperature was much hotter—the three local commercial stations and our public-television station cooperated with the Sacramento Metropolitan Chamber of Commerce and the Community Study and Service Center of Sacramento State College to stage a 12-hour simulcast which sought jobs and funds for needy students. If anyone would like more information, he may contact Frank La Rosa, here at KVBV [TV], who was a producer for the program, or the managers at any of the cooperating stations: KCRATV, KXTV [TV], and KOVR [TV] [Stockton].

Now don’t you feel better knowing all this?—Lee Nichols, acting general manager, KVBV [TV] Sacramento.

(We already knew it. See Broadcasting, June 3, 1968."

Full time for KVEC

EDITOR: The July 14 special report on Santa Maria, Calif., refers to “KVEC, a 1-kw daytimer in the separately identified San Luis Obispo, etc.” KVEC is not a daytimer and operates from 6 a.m. to midnight, Monday through Saturday, and signs off at 11 p.m. Sunday evenings. KVEC operates on 1 kw daytime and 500 w at night, on 920 kc. I hope you will correct this matter in an upcoming issue, in the event any buyers should get the wrong impression that KVEC is a daytime only operation.

I might point out that KVEC does get into Santa Maria with more than just “slight effectiveness” as evidenced by several surveys in the past few years. We do have quite a listening audience in the Santa Maria, Lompoc and Vandenberg Air Force Base areas. However, we do not actively solicit business from the area.—Robert F. Brown, vice president-general manager, KVEC San Luis Obispo, Calif.

We’ve not spared any expense in offering our completely transistorized, full capacity, ten fader stereo and dual channel mono consoles. We’re using Altec faders, Altec pre-amplifiers and Altec transformers!! Substantial switchcraft switches!! A completely enclosed RF shielded metal cabinet dressed with mahogany wood and covered with handsome formica!! Switching facilities beyond your expectations!! You will understand why we call these consoles— the “ULTIMATE”. Detailed literature upon request.

CCA

CCA ELECTRONICS CORP.
716 Jersey Ave., Gloucester City, New Jersey 08030- (080) 456-1176
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COMPARE... YOU’LL BUY a CCA “ULTIMATE” 10 FADER STEREO or DUAL CHANNEL MONO CONSOLE
Fall programing is on the avail sheets. Stations and reps are bullish ("great new programs!"). Schedules are being planned. The new rate cards are coming out. And with them, a prickly new problem for spot TV buyers.

The old problems, of course, are still with us—such as, "How will the new programs perform?" That's still worry number one for timebuyers, and the computers haven't come up with any better answers than people-type buyers used to.

But now there's a new dimension added to the problems the timebuyer has to sweat out—the rate card itself. Sure, there have always been rate cards, but now the harassed timebuyer has to hit a moving target. TV spot rates are only a little short of chaotic. Based on a study we made of the May 15 spot television Standard Rate & Data Service, nearly three out of four stations on the air have a rate card less than a year old. Even more disturbing, over half the listed stations have rates which went into effect since November 1968, or later . . . in other words, after last fall's network season was well under way. This makes for real fun and games in the media department. And the billing department. And the client service department. For instance . . .

Last December our agency placed a 45-market schedule for one of our clients. The schedules began in mid-January, continued through mid-May. In that four-months period, we were notified of "rate adjustments" (for which read "rate increase," with few exceptions) by no less than 90% of the stations on the schedule. So much for carefully-worked-out budgets.

It's a mess, frankly. You can no longer place a schedule and tell the client, with any degree of confidence, what his monthly billing will be. This tends to make clients nervous. Then there's the challenge of budgeting for an upcoming buy. How can you give a reliable estimate of cost? Answer: You can't. You come up with a ballpark estimate, and the client fixes you with a fish eye and mutters, "Mmmm?"

The "grid card" system of TV rate structure is adding its own contribution to the mess. Developed as a means of pricing spots in direct relation to the size of audience delivered (on the face of it, a good idea), it's being used today in one form or another by at least 40% of all stations, an increase from 35% last year.

The old standard rate card called for one basic price classification for all spots of a given length during prime time. Under the grid system, you pay more for top-rated spots, less for weak ones. Theoretically, the grid system makes sure each buyer gets equal value for his dollar. You're able to emphasize audience quality and program content, since cost efficiency (cost-per-thousand) is more or less automatic. Not accidentally, the system is a boon to the stations, since higher-rated spots now produce more revenue, while low-rated spots, which went begging except during peak buying periods, now produce dollars more consistently.

That's the theory, anyway . . . but the grid system is far from an unmixed blessing. It has added its share to skyrocketing spot TV costs. One reason: Too many (though not all) stations apply the grid system too rigidly.

But as if the grid system isn't enough, there's so-called "rate protection." Most rate cards seem to include the old standard 60- or 90-day rate protection, but when you read the fine print you'll discover enough disclaimers to make that "protection" a weak armor indeed. Spots bought on a pre-emptible rate often carry no more rate protection than "immediate notice," or perhaps as much as 30 days' notice—but invariably lack the full protection of the rate card.

Some rate cards have as many as four different costs for the same spot—fixed, pre-emptible on two weeks' notice, pre-emptible on one week's notice, and pre-emptible with no notice. When that spot is also on a complex grid, buying decisions become Excedrin headaches.

It is time that the spot TV industry recognizes some of these problems, and does something about them. If media people, who recommend where and how advertising money should be spent, cannot get some relief from the flexible (OK, let's say it: "flimsy") rate structure, we may soon face an undesirable alternative—moving out of spot TV into a less volatile medium.

It seems both obvious and necessary that spot TV provide reasonable price stability. We're fully aware that price increases are often necessary in an inflationary era, but surely they can be planned with some semblance of order and timing. The grid system needs greater stability. Rate protection must have some real meaning.

With the loss of substantial cigarette advertising now seemingly certain by 1971, spot TV could be facing a buyer's market for the first time in years. It needs new advertisers to fill the revenue gap. But ever-increasing price instability, constant petty changes, can only be considered a negative factor in media selection. It's often tough enough to sell an advertiser the kind of schedule you know he needs. It's even tougher to go back in the middle of a campaign, and either ask for more money or cut back the projected schedule.

The TV stations might be wise to take a hard look at their rate structure . . . to consider some alternatives . . . and to exercise a modicum of restraint.

Daniel R. Fineberg has been director of media and market research for Krupnick & Associates Inc., St. Louis, since early 1968. Prior to joining Krupnick & Associates, he was a media supervisor at Gardner Advertising Co.'s St. Louis headquarters, joining Gardner in 1960 following his graduation from Washington University with a BS in business administration. The present major broadcast accounts at Krupnick are Hollywood Brands Division of Consolidated Foods and Golden Dpt of DCA Food Industries.
What's the younger generation coming to?

WOKY.

We, at radio station WOKY, gave a pops concert for charity and 30,000 kids showed up. They screamed and shrieked and cheered 5 hours in a cold rain for sweet charity.

Sometimes through a break in the cheering your wet ears could catch some of the great pop sounds of our time.

Sounds a lot of Milwaukeeans thought only came out of a radio, but now being belted out in the flesh by a band of floppy-haired strangely dressed and yes, weirdly beautiful young men and women who didn't look so different from many of the kids who were cheering them on.

Their names are almost legend to any self-respecting pop music fan. Tommy James and the Shondells, The Monkees, Garry Lewis and the Playboys, The Buckinghams and more, many more.

It was a great afternoon for Milwaukee, even for a lot of people who weren't there. Like the poor, and the handicapped, the very young and the very old.

Because all the profits from this happy afternoon will go to give them a few happy afternoons of their own, through the Children's Outing Association of Milwaukee.

We at radio station WOKY were glad to do it. Because we think that serving Milwaukee means more than just spinning a few records and sending out a few commercials.

Maybe because we feel this way about Milwaukee, Milwaukee feels this way about us: WOKY has more different listeners and more average quarter-hour listeners than any other Milwaukee station.*

Which is why, if you've got anything to say in Milwaukee, they're waiting to hear it on WOKY.

---


Pardon us while we name-drop, but CAROL BURNETT, SID CAESAR, DICK VAN DYKE, DEANNA (Land of the Giants) LUND, ROBERT MORSE, PETER (Big Valley) BRECK, ROBERT CUMMINGS, ANNA MARIA ALBERGHETTI, ROBERT CLARY, VINCENT PRICE, GEORGE (Mayberry RFD) LINDSAY, WILL HUTCHINS, SEBASTIAN CABOT and more all love to appear on STUMP THE STARS.

The Entertainment Establishment is pitted against television’s New Faces in a game which requires that actions speak louder than words. And the score speaks for itself—four Emmys and seventeen years of unparalleled success on all three networks.

This proven winner is now in syndication in a brand-new, five-day-a-week package produced by its originator and MC, Mike Stokey. It’s the show that delivers the stars and the audience, one hundred and thirty half-hours videotaped in color in cooperation with Triangle Television Programs.

Do a little name-dropping yourself. Call Bill Mulvey at (215) TR 8-9700. We guarantee he’ll be impressed.
High noon for Nicholas Johnson

Chronicle says he consorted with its accusers, requests his disqualification in KRON case

Many broadcast licensees have thought about it; last week one licensee did it. Chronicle Broadcasting Co., licensee of KRON-FM-TV San Francisco, formally asked FCC Commissioner Nicholas Johnson to disqualify himself from further participation in the license-renewal proceedings involving those stations. If the commissioner refuses, Chronicle said, the other members of the FCC should take the initiative and disqualify him.

Indications were that Mr. Johnson will not step down on his own.

The company charged that Commissioner Johnson "has received, has failed to disclose in a timely manner, and has responded to, prohibited ex-parte presentations." More generally, Chronicle said, "his conduct has created the appearance of providing preferential treatment to individuals, of losing independence of judgment, and of participating in an agency decision outside official channels."

The ex-parte accusation is based upon correspondence received by the commissioner from two critics of the Chronicle communications complex: Albert Kihn, the former KRON-TV cameraman whose charges of managed news contributed to that station's difficulties with the commission, and Bruce B. Brugmann, publisher of the monthly San Francisco Bay Guardian and a frequent critic of the Chronicle Co.

The charge that Commissioner Johnson has negatively prejudged multiple ownerships and newspaper-broadcast ownerships generally, and Chronicle in particular, is based upon the commissioner's articles, official statements, speeches and television appearances, in which he has frequently expressed concern about concentration of control of mass media, and has invited the public — in general terms — to oppose license renewals if they feel that particular stations are failing to serve the public interest. Chronicle also cited two such cases which it said demonstrated specific prejudice against KRON-TV.

Chronicle is a multimedia owner in San Francisco. Chronicle Publishing Co., parent of the broadcasting licensee of KRON-FM-TV, owns the city's primary newspaper, the San Francisco Chronicle, which in turn has a joint operating agreement with the San Francisco Examiner. The company also owns several CATV franchises.

Mr. Kihn's status as a party to the KRON-FM-TV renewal proceeding stems from his charge that Chronicle has managed news on KRON-TV to advance its corporate interests, particularly its attempts to acquire CATV franchises.

Commission sources noted last week that no action can be taken on the Chronicle proceeding until other parties have been given an opportunity to respond to the charges. Under standard procedure, the commission's office of opinions and review would then digest the filings and report them to the commission, possibly but not necessarily recommending a course of action.

It is Mr. Johnson's six commission colleagues who will decide the issue, an assistant to Commissioner Johnson said last week. He added that the commissioner would issue no statement until after the commission has considered the matter.

Both of Chronicle's principal charges hinge upon the fact that the KRON-FM-TV case is presently a "restricted adjudicatory proceeding." It assumed that status in December of 1968, under commission rules, when a petition to deny license renewal was filed by John F. Banzhaf III and Action on Smoking and Health. That complaint was subsequently disposed of in a commission letter to KRON-TV, but the Chronicle renewals were then designated for hearing on other issues (Broadcasting, March 24). These involved possible concentrations of control, charges of anticompetitive practices, and charges of news management.

In June of this year, the commission made public all correspondence that had been received concerning the case since it became restricted. The material was made available for public inspection in accordance with a request by Chronicle. Among the correspondence, Chronicle noted, was one letter to Commissioner Johnson from Mr. Kihn and several from Mr. Brugmann. The commissioner responded briefly by letter to several requests by Mr. Brugmann for information and for copies of commission materials. He did not respond to Mr. Kihn's letter.

At this point, the wording of several FCC rules becomes crucial. When a case is restricted, those designated in
the rules as "interested persons"—parties to the proceeding and others who might be affected by its outcome—are prohibited from making most kinds of written ex-parte presentations to those designated as commission "decision-making personnel"—the commissioners and their staffs, the general counsel's office, and a few other individuals. An ex-parte presentation is one which is "made to decision-making personnel" and "not served on the parties to the proceeding."

If a commissioner receives an unauthorized ex-parte letter, he is required by the rules to forward it to the commission's executive director, with an explanation "if the circumstances . . . are not apparent from the presentation itself." There are only a few exceptions; for example, an individual may request "information solely with respect to the status of a restricted proceeding," although interested persons "are prohibited from directly or indirectly soliciting ex-parte status inquiries."

Noting that "correspondence from the files of Commissioner Johnson was made available for the first time on or about June 6, 1969," Chronicle said:

"It is submitted that the incoming letters [from Mr. Kihn and Mr. Brugmann] . . . constituted ex-parte presentations by interested persons or parties, which should have been referred upon receipt to the executive director for handling as required by . . . the rules, and that any responses to those letters made by Commissioner Johnson also violated the rules."

Attached to the petition are copies of the letters, one of which—dated Feb. 7—is from Mr. Kihn. The letter is personal as opposed to businesslike in its tone, and notes that Mr. Kihn had written to Commissioner Johnson "a number of times" about KRON-TV. Mr. Kihn expressed the hope that the commission is "still interested in the KRON matter."

The bulk of the one-page letter was an account of Mr. Kihn's experiences after quitting the station. He said: "I had hoped, upon quitting KRON, to be free of all the hassles that went along with my involvement with the station. But I find that, having dared to make waves, I'm now more deeply involved than ever." He said friends had told him that the station was beginning to assemble "mountains of material" to refute his allegations, and indicated that the station was beginning to investigate his activities.

Subsequently, it was revealed that Chronicle had hired private detectives to investigate Mr. Kihn. The commission's review board then added an issue to the KRON-FM-TV hearing: to determine whether Chronicle had harassed or intimidated two witnesses, Mr. Kihn and Blanche Streeter, another complainant [Broadcasting, Aug. 18]. Mr. Kihn also said it appeared that the WHDH-TV decision, in which the commission awarded occupancy of Boston's channel 5 to a competing applicant, "could explain part of KRON's nervousness." Later, when the case was designated for hearing, Chronicle became immune to the threat of a competing application for its facilities.

Chronicle noted in last week's petition that Mr. Kihn's letter "as a whole contains clear indications that the correspondence was not all one way, and the last sentence warrants the inference that Commissioner Johnson had expressed to Mr. Kihn a personal interest and opinion in the KRON matter." Although the previous letters were written before the proceeding became restricted, Chronicle said, "it would have been most appropriate and more in keeping with the spirit of the ex-parte rules to have also made available the prior correspondence."

According to Chronicle, "Commissioner Johnson's failure to reveal all this correspondence creates the unfortunate appearance that he has been interested in the KRON renewal to such an extent that he should not participate further in this case."

A subsequent exchange of letters between Mr. Kihn and the commission's executive director, Max D. Paglin, indicated that Mr. Kihn was unaware of the problems surrounding a restricted proceeding. According to Mr. Kihn, "... at the time I wrote the letter [of Feb. 7] I had not been informed of these rules. . . . I had no idea of what a 'restricted proceeding' was, and no indication from the commission that my communications regarding this matter would be made public."

Mr. Kihn said he learned of the rules only after Fred Goldsmith of the executive director's office called him and informed him of their importance.

"It's all right with me that my communications with the commission be made public," Mr. Kihn said, "but I don't think the commission should have let me continue writing personal letters without telling me about the restricted proceedings' rules."

Chronicle also attached to its petition, and commented upon, correspondence between Commissioner Johnson and Mr. Brugmann. The latter's initial letter to Mr. Johnson, dated Nov. 26, was accompanied by a copy of Mr. Brugmann's newspaper, the San Francisco Bay Guardian, in which he had written a critical article on KRON-TV and its relationship to "the city's most powerful monopoly." In his letter, Mr. Brugmann asked for comment on the story "and the serious implications it raises on two major points: the use of a television station makes, such as KRON, of its news and camera crew to further its CATV interests, and 'KRON's reductions in quality and amount of its local programming—despite its monopoly advantages with the Chronicle/Examiner newspaper monopoly."

Commissioner Johnson's complete response was: "I appreciate your thoughtfulness in sending the copy of the Bay Guardian with the story on KRON. However, I think it would be inappropriate for me to comment on these matters since they are pending before the commission."

In subsequent letters, Mr. Brugmann asked for copies of Johnson's dissent and other material, congratulated the commissioner on his position on broadcast matters, and continued occasionally to enclose relevant material from the Guardian and elsewhere. The covering letter that accompanied one copy of the Guardian said: "Here's some more ammo for you." Commissioner Johnson continued to send brief, polite responses, but nowhere indicated that he regarded Mr. Brugmann's material as "ammo."

Nevertheless, Chronicle argued, Mr. Brugmann's letters "constitute ex-parte communications which should have been referred to the executive director, and should not have been replied to by Commissioner Johnson," whether or not Mr. Brugmann is in fact an "interested person" within the meaning of commission rules. And according to Chronicle, he must be regarded as an interested person, since he "is closely associated with Mrs. Streeter and Mr. Kihn, the complainant in this case, being the employer of Mrs. Streeter" and being an individual who has received copies of Mr. Kihn's complaints and other correspondence associated with Mr. Kihn's charges.

The Chronicle company charged that Commissioner Johnson's conduct "has, at the very least, created the appearance of giving preferential treatment to some interested persons, of apparently losing independence or impartiality, and of making a government decision outside official channels."

The petition continued: "It is unnecessary to determine whether Commissioner Johnson's unusual and active interest in KRON has resulted in his abandoning the normal judicial approach to the case and becoming an advocate of a position adverse to KRON. In any event, he has permitted the appearance of advocacy to arise, and his conduct requires that he be disqualified from further participation in this case."

While the ex-parte charges were based upon reference to commission rules, the charges relating to Commissioner Johnson's "public representations" were hinged more directly upon precedent. According to Chronicle: "The courts have clearly established the principle that public pronouncements by a commissioner of an administrative
Hyde rebukes FCC in KTVH sale case

Conclusions on mass media, trusts and programs are looked upon as premature

FCC Chairman Rosel H. Hyde, in the role of a biting dissenter, has accused a four-member FCC majority of prejudging a transfer case that has just been set for hearing. The majority reportedly has been touching up its original order in hopes of looking better when all the documents come out.

The dispute is over the $4.4-million sale of KTVH (TV) Wichita-Hutchinson, Kan., from the Minneapolis Star and Tribune Co. to WKY Television System Inc. The commission vote was taken on Aug. 14 and announced the next day (Broadcasting, April 18). A week later neither the majority's order nor Mr. Hyde's dissent had been made public.

In the majority, that Mr. Hyde charged with reaching conclusions before hearing any evidence, was Nicholas Johnson, whose disqualification was sought in another case last week on similar grounds. The San Francisco Chronicle has asked that Mr. Johnson be removed from a forthcoming hearing on the license renewals of KRON-FM-TV (see story beginning page 19).

Voting with Mr. Johnson for a hearing on the Wichita transfer were Kenneth A. Cox, Robert T. Bartley and H. Rex Lee (concurring). Robert E. Lee joined in Mr. Hyde's dissent. James J. Wadsworth was absent.

Mr. Hyde is understood to have characterized the KTVH order as repetitive with premature findings. He is said to have protested the majority's "conclusion" that Gaylord interests, which own WKY Television and Oklahoma Publishing, would have "potential political and media influence" over 6,617,000 people. He also deplored the majority's estimate that 27-million people are reached by the broadcast stations, newspapers and magazines owned by the Cowles family, its Minneapolis papers and interlocking ownerships of broadcasting and publishing.

The chairman is said to have dismissed such "eye-catching figures" as ignoring the profusion of other media reaching the same people. He is also said to have pointed out that the fairness doctrine neutralizes media influence by requiring broadcasters to provide diversity of broadcast opinion.

Mr. Hyde took particular exception, it was said, to the majority's pronouncement of a formula to measure program quality according to a ratio of program expense to station revenue or station profits. The majority, in its original order, found that KTVH under present ownership was spending a higher proportion of revenue for programming than WKY-TV. Oklahoma City has spent (although KTVH program expenses in actual dollars have been less than half WKY-TV's). From that, the majority questioned whether the quality of KTVH programming would be improved by a transfer to Gaylord ownership.

Mr. Hyde is said to have characterized that part of the majority's order as a threat to impose program standards "by dollar measurement. He called it "appalling."

The majority also questioned family trusts that hold stock in both Cowles and Gaylord operations. To this Mr. Hyde observed that if trust arrangements were to be questioned, the forum should be a rulemaking, not an assignment case.

Summing up, Mr. Hyde has reportedly described the majority's original order as unique in FCC history.

In the first draft of his dissent he is said to have described the order this way: "It is conclusive as to the very issues it purports to explore, and it represents an abuse to the hearing process to raise and decide broad policy matters."

agency, such as those by Commissioner Johnson relating to KRON, require his disqualification."

The company cited a case in which a federal court of appeals held that Federal Trade Commission Chairman Paul Rand Dixon should have disqualified himself from a proceeding involving Texaco because of a speech, made while the case was pending, that indicated disapproval of "specific practices engaged in by Texaco." The court concluded that one "could hardly fail to conclude that he [Chairman Dixon] had in some measure decided in advance that Texaco had violated the Act." Chronicle likened this case to that of Commissioner Johnson.

Listed among the commissioner's relevant statements was his concurring opinion in the WHDH case, in which he said: "In America's 11 largest cities, there is not a single network-affiliated VHF television station that is independently owned. . . . I take no present position on the merits of continued newspaper ownership of broadcasting properties in markets where there is competing media. But I do think it is healthy to have at least one station among these politically powerful 33 network-affiliated properties in the major markets that is truly locally owned, and managed independently of the other major mass media."

Mr. Johnson also noted on more than one occasion that the significance of the WHDH case was not limited to Boston.

Other general pronouncements cited by Chronicle included articles in Atlantic, Harper's and the AFL-CIO Federationist, expressing concern about concentration of control and other matters, and inviting the public to participate in commission proceedings.

Such comments, Chronicle said, constitute the general context within which to view other indications of Mr. Johnson's specific attitude toward the Chronicle communications complex and the KRON-FM-TV case. The company alleged, for example, that Mr. Johnson's remarks on a Public Broadcast Laboratory program last winter "could only be interpreted as expressing agreement with and approval of Mr. Kihn's charges."

On that program, which dealt largely with the promise of CATV and the inadequacies of existing broadcast service (Broadcasting, Feb. 24), Mr. Kihn appeared in a brief filmed sequence and related his story. Interspersed with Mr. Kihn's comments were separate statements by Mr. Johnson.

The company also cited a July article in TV Guide as evidence that the commissioner's "improper involvement in the affairs of KRON has not ceased." In that piece, Mr. Johnson said:

"Suppose you approach a television station with a commercial you have prepared either supporting or protesting the station's coverage of the Viet Nam war. It may no longer be sufficient for the station to say to you, 'Sorry we don't like your views, so we won't broadcast your announcement'—as a San Francisco station did last year to those trying to express their point of view regarding a ballot proposition."

Chronicle noted that KRON-TV and another San Francisco station were involved in that incident, but said that the station's action in denying the request for time was taken "because of a then-existing policy against the sale of time for the discussion of controversial issues, which appear on the ballot."

And "more important," Chronicle added, "Commissioner Johnson's acceptance of the complaint as true, without reference to the real facts, clearly adds to the impression of KRON and the public that he has a personal interest in and has prejudged the KRON renewal proceeding."

Chronicle's lawyers are Lester W. Spillane of San Francisco and Fletcher, Heald, Rowell, Kenenah & Hildreth of Washington.
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Time Inc. moves up executives

Zorthian heads broadcast division as Pullen switches to corporate post

Barry Zorthian was promoted to president of Time-Life Broadcast Inc. last week, succeeding Weston C. Pullen Jr., in a wholesale Time Inc. realignment that also vested higher responsibility for the broadcast subsidiary in Rhett Austell, one of the three newly named Time Inc. executive vice presidents.

Mr. Zorthian, who joined Time Inc. last October, has been executive vice president of Time-Life Broadcast since January. Mr. Pullen, a key figure in Time Inc.'s broadcasting activities since its entry into station ownership in the early 1950's and president of Time-Life Broadcast since its formation in 1961, becomes an assistant to Andrew Heiskell, Time Inc. chairman and chief executive officer.

Mr. Austell, a Time Inc. vice president who has been publisher of Time-Life books, will be responsible for company interests in the fields of books and records, education and films, as well as for the Time-Life Broadcast division.

The changes were part of a far-reaching reorganization, announced last Thursday (Aug. 21) and effective immediately that started with James A. Linen giving up the Time Inc. presidency for health reasons and being succeeded by James R. Shepley, who has been publisher of Time. Among other changes in the domino effect, Henry Luce III moves from publisher of Fortune to publisher of Time. Retiring President Linen becomes chairman of the corporate executive committee, succeeding former president Roy E. Larsen, who moves to vice chairman of the board.

Mr. Zorthian, 48, has advanced rapidly since he joined Time Inc. last fall as a senior member of corporate management after 20 years of government-information service including, at one point, the program management for the Voice of America. Immediately before moving to Time he was in Saigon for four and a half years as director of the joint U. S. public-affairs office, minister-counselor for information of the U. S. embassy and special assistant to Ambassador Ellsworth Bunker.

As executive vice president of Time-Life Broadcast since January, he has been responsible for maintaining liaison with the editorial staffs of Time Inc. publications looking toward development of TV, radio and audio-visual programming services. In last week's changes he was named vice president of Time Inc. as well as president of Time-Life Broadcast.

Mr. Austell, who is 44, joined Time Inc. when he graduated from Harvard Business School in 1950, starting in the business office. He served successively as assistant to then-President Larsen, as a member of Time's education department, in various circulation posts including director of circulation for Time as general manager of Time in corporate research and development and, since 1964, as publisher of Time-Life books.

As Time Inc. vice president and assistant to the chairman, Mr. Pullen, 52, is expected to take on a variety of special assignments, perhaps including some in broadcasting. One in that area may be to give special attention to Time Inc.'s broadcast activities in Latin-America—including the channel-5 operation in Sao Paulo, Brazil, whose studios were destroyed when terrorist forces burned four of Sao Paulo's five TV stations in a little-publicized attack a few weeks ago.

The channel-5 station, in which Time Inc. has an interest, has remained on the air despite the leveling of its studios. Its transmitter was unharmed.

Time Inc. also has Latin American broadcast interests in Venezuela and Argentina as well as Brazil.

Sig Mickelson, Time-Life Broadcast vice president who has specialized in the company's foreign broadcast activities for several years, was said to have been concentrating to a great extent on programming recently, including last year's 12 half-hour episodes of The World We Live In, based on Time-Life books' nautical and science series, and a sequel of 15 programs currently in production throughout the world.


The company also has substantial interests in cable TV.

Gencoe applies to wire Tulsa

An application to establish a cable TV system in Tulsa was filed last week by Tulsa Cable Television—owned by multiple-TV-owner Gencoe Inc., a division of Livingston Oil Co., which is based in that Oklahoma city—and a group of local businessmen.

In its application to the city council, the cable TV firm, capitalized at a reported $7 million, proposed to bring 20 channels to its customers. In addition to carriage of Tulsa's present four TV stations (three commercial and one educational), the firm said it would carry movies, children's programs, 24-hour news, stock market reports, as well as weather and flight advisories, sports and syndicated, religious, educational and professional programs. The firm said that it would include live color coverage of significant local events through remote facilities, and that it has a contract for a Warner Bros-7 Arts library of over 1,000 features, as well as syndicated programs and cartoons for television.
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Martin-Trigona adds WRC-TV to targets

Anthony R. Martin-Trigona last week asked the FCC to revoke the license of NBC's WRC-TV, Washington, charging NBC with antitrust violations, conglomerate conflicts of interest and concentration of media control.

Two weeks ago Mr. Martin-Trigona, owner of now-dark WTAI(TV), Marion, Ind., asked the FCC to revoke the licenses of all ABC- and NBC-owned stations because the networks refused to cut off tobacco advertising (Broadcasting, Aug. 18). In May he asked the commission to revoke the licenses of WNBC-TV, WABC-TV and WCBS-TV, all New York network-owned stations, citing the same charges he is now levying against WRC-TV.

In his petition to revoke WRC-TV's license, Mr. Martin-Trigona asserted that NBC-owned television stations have an estimated audience of 38 million persons—about 19% of the U.S. population—while the 201 NBC affiliates cover the remaining 81% for an average station-population reach of 800,000 viewers, or 0.4%. Coverage of the individual NBC O&O's, he charged, is about nine times greater than the average affiliate.

"Court decisions have held that far less concentration than 19% of an industry is sufficient to constitute a restraint against trade when the industry as a whole is made up of small producers (which a television station is)," the petition charged.

In support of the concentration-of-media issue, Mr. Martin-Trigona alleged that WRC-AM-FM-TV is a profit-making operation and is operated in the best interests of the network rather than the public. "Ownership [of the stations] inhibits growth and development not only of local program service and local license ownership, but also of competitive network service," Mr. Martin-Trigona charged.

The petition also charged that "very real problems" are posed by the fact that "RCA-NBC is a defense supply, entertainment and related activity conglomerate which has used television-radio profits to expand in numerous directions."

Senators owner sells an FM in Los Angeles

In its second radio-station acquisition in two weeks, Pacific & Southern Broadcasting Co. announced last Thursday (Aug. 21) that it had agreed in principle to buy KRHM(FM) Los Angeles for $850,000, subject to the usual condition of FCC approval.

Robert E. Short and Francis T. Ryan, co-owners of KRHM, joined DeSales Harrison Jr., chairman of Pacific & Southern, in the announcement.

Mr. Short, former owner of the Los Angeles Lakers of the National Basketball Association, said his own interest in the station stemmed from his involvement with the basketball club and added: "Now that we have disposed of our interest in the Lakers, we welcome the chance to turn KRHM over to a broadcasting company we know will operate the station in the best interest of the Los Angeles community."

Mr. Short, whose current business holdings include ownership of the Washington Senators baseball team, bought KRHM in 1965 from Metromedia for $125,000 (Broadcasting, Dec. 9, 1968).

KRHM(FM) is on 102.7 mc with 8.3 kw and antenna height of 2,790 feet above average terrain.

Less than two weeks before the KRHM announcement, Pacific & Southern had disclosed plans to buy WJZ& Hackensack, N. J. (New York), a full-time station specializing in country-and-western music, for $6.1 million (.Broadcasting, Aug. 18).

Pacific & Southern, a publicly owned group broadcaster that reported $10.4 million in gross revenues last year, owns WQXI-AM-FM Atlanta and WJBT-FM Smyrna Ga.; WSAI and WJBR(FM), both Cincinnati and KHON-TV Honolulu and two KHON TV satellites, KHAW-TV Hilo and KAAI-TV Waikolu, also Hawaii.

Changlings Hands

Announced:

The following sales were reported last week, subject to FCC approval:

• KRHM(FM) Los Angeles: Sold by Robert E. Short and Francis T. Ryan to Pacific & Southern Broadcasting Co. for $850,000 (see above).

• KXAB-TV Aberdeen, S. D.: Sold by South Dakota Television Inc. to KS00-TV Inc. for about $700,000. South Dakota Television is controlled by John Boler, who has majority interest in KXJB-TV Valley City-Fargo, and KXMB-TV Bismarck, both North Dakota. Gordon H. Ritz is president of KSOO-TV Inc., which owns KSOO-AM-TV Sioux Falls, S. D., and has a construction permit for KSOO-FM that city. KXAB-TV is
an NBC-TV affiliate on channel 9 with 304 kw visual and an antenna height of 1,390 feet above average terrain. Broker: John Stebbins, Lake Forest, Ill. (Corrected from an Aug. 18 item, which said KSOO-TV Inc. was selling the station).

* WWPB (FM) Miami: Sold by Paul Brake to Robert W. (Woody) Sudbrink for $300,000. Mr. Sudbrink owns 50% of WRRS Beardstown, Ill., and 85% of KYNO Burlington, Iowa. He also owns WQBR Coral Gables, Fla.; the Illinois Star, Beardstown, and is buying KLLV-FM Pasadena-Houston for $150,000 subject to FCC approval. WWPB (FM) is on 101.5 mc with 31 kw and an antenna height of 285 feet above average terrain. Broker: Chapman Associates.

* KFUN Las Vegas, N. M.: Sold by Mr. and Mrs. Merle H. Tucker to Mr. and Mrs. S. Carl Mark for $150,000. Mr. Mark owns KAKC-AM-FM Tulsa, Okla. KFUN is full time on 1230 kc with 1 kw day and 250 w night. Broker: Hamilton-Landis & Associates.

Approved:
The following transfer of station ownership was approved by the FCC last week (for other FCC activities see "For the Record," page 60).

* KXXW Lafayette, La.: Sold by Edward E. Wilson and others to Delwin W. Morton, John Pickens and James V. Hoffpaur for $315,000. Mr. Wilson has interest in WILX-TV Onondaga and WJCO Jackson, both Michigan. Mr. Morton owns KCAD Abilene and has interests in KDOX Marshall; KAW and KEFC (FM); both WACO, KYAL McKinney, all Texas, and KRGX Salt Lake City. Sale of KDOX is pending FCC approval. Messrs. Morton and Pickens have interest in KPNG Port Neches, Tex. Mr. Hoffpaur, who already owns 5% of KXXW, will become a 10% stockholder under the new group. KXXW is full time on 1520 kc with 10 kw day and 500 w night.

FCC is empowered
to leave channels open
A federal judge in Washington told the FCC that it doesn't always have to issue a grant to a broadcast applicant when it isn't satisfied that the applicant is properly qualified to serve the public interest.
The comment, contained in a footnote, came in a unanimous U.S. Court of Appeals ruling upholding the FCC's 1968 grant of channel 29 Buffalo to Ultravision Broadcasting Co., and denying the appeal by WEBR Inc. (WEBR-AM-FM Buffalo and Buffalo Courier-Express). WEBR claimed that Stanley J. Jasinski, 45% owner of Ultravision, had testified falsely about conversations he said he had with a Buffalo school principal. WEBR also said the commission erred in refusing to reopen the record to hear new evidence on this matter.

Circuit Judge Edward A. Tamm, who wrote the decision for himself and Judges J. Skelly Wright and Carl McGowan, in the footnote that the FCC is not required to issue a license when there is a choice among applicants.

"We remind the commission," he said, "that the appropriate consideration is what the public interest dictates. If that interest commands a withholding of the license from all applicants . . . then the commission must disallow the permit until qualified application is made . . ."

FCC sources said last week that the commission in a number of instances has declined to issue a permit where it felt no applicant met its standard for licensing. This usually occurred, it was pointed out, because of a specific disqualification based on one of the issues in a hearing. Within the FCC, it's understood, there is a difference of opinion on whether the commission may turn down applicants without a specific finding of disqualification.

MM gets FCC's ear on overlap claim
A Waynesboro, Pa., AM frequency has again provided a battleground for Metromedia's WNEW New York and TV Cable of Waynesboro Inc., an applicant for a station on WNEW's frequency.

The FCC said last week there was possible merit in Metromedia's claim that TV Cable's proposed Waynesboro station would cause prohibited overlap with WNEW's operation at a new site location, but it added it would test the overlap claim in hearing. At the same time, the commission dismissed Metromedia's plea to rescind a prior FCC order, refusing to deny, at Metromedia's request, TV cable's application for the new 1 kw daytime on 1130 kc.

This is the second dispute between the two parties in which the commission has been involved. Two weeks ago the commission denied TV Cable's request to set for hearing WNEW's license-renewal application (BROADCASTING, Aug. 18).

The TV Cable application was desig-
nated for hearing in March with a competing application, which has since been dismissed. At that time Metromedia made its overlap claim for WNEW, but was rebuffed by the commission.

The commission changed its mind on the basis of signal-strength measurements made by WNEW, which it said show a "substantial possibility" that prohibited overlap does exist.

Triangle refutes mass-media charges

Group is held to be only one of 200 licensees in the Pennsylvania market

Triangle Publications Inc., multimedia owner, last week responded to charges of undue concentration of mass-media control in an extensive reply to a letter challenging license renewal of its WFLI-TV Philadelphia.

The reply by George A. Koehler, general manager of Triangle's radio and television division, challenged the charges made by Milton Shapp in his letter to the commission June 30 urging denial of WFLI-TV's renewal application (BROADCASTING, July 7).

Mr. Shapp, former head of Jerrold Electronics Corp., contended that Triangle "exercises a near news monopoly in the Philadelphia area," and that under the direction of Walter H. Annenberg, president of Triangle and now U.S. ambassador to Great Britain, "news has been censored, omitted, twisted, distorted and used for personal vengeance and other personal purposes."

Mr. Shapp also said Triangle's Philadelphia Inquirer had conducted a "venдетта" against him during the 1966 gubernatorial campaign that "reached a low in character assassination." Mr. Shapp was the defeated Democratic candidate for governor of Pennsylvania.

Commenting on concentration of control-of-media allegations, Mr. Koehler contended that Mr. Shapp's letter does nothing more than tabulate Triangle's media ownership interests, "already known by the commission and well within the maximum permitted by the commission." Mr. Koehler also contended that since the last renewal of WFLI-TV's license, media ownership has become more diverse, not more concentrated.

Mr. Koehler pointed to the existence of extensive media competition in all areas served by Triangle licensees. He noted that "while the extent of Triangle's media interests has remained constant, the past six years alone have seen the initiation of operations or issuance of authorizations of ten AM stations, one FM station, seven commercial and three educational TV stations in the respective service areas of Triangle's broadcast facilities. Moreover, during this period within the grade A contour of WFLI-TV, ten newspapers have commenced publication."

Arguing against the alleged dominance of Triangle in Pennsylvania, Mr. Koehler noted that, including WFLI-AM-FM-TV, Triangle owns but two of the more than 165 AM's licensed in the state, two of the 120-odd FM's and three of the 24 commercial TV's. "Triangle is one of more than 200 commission licensees in Pennsylvania, he added.

Mr. Shapp's allegations against Mr. Annenberg were said by Mr. Koehler to be "wholly indefensible attack on a fine, sensitive and dedicated community leader who has devoted himself personally, and has contributed in large measure to causes for the public good."

Mr. Koehler also refuted "any material business or other interplay" between Triangle's print and broadcast division, listing frequent disagreements in editorial policy. He added that because Mr. Koehler raised no questions concerning the operation of WFLI-TV "and in view of the independence, fairness and objectivity of the television operation, it would appear that no question can be raised concerning a grant of renewal."


In addition, Triangle publishes TV Guide, the Morning Telegraph and Seventeen Magazine.

HEW funds go to FM, TV

Nine FM and four TV noncommercial, educational broadcast stations received grants from the federal government to help in building or improving their station.

The grants are part of the facilities aid program under the auspices of the Department of Health, Education and Welfare, with funds appropriated by Congress under the Public Broadcasting Facilities Act of 1967.

The following noncommercial, educational radio stations received grants:

- KUOW-FM Seattle, $32,969; WUSB-FM Tampa, Fla., $64,410; KVFM-FM Eugene, Ore., $16,842; WRVO-FM Newark, N.J., $18,185; WFCR(FM) Amherst, Mass., $11,769; WETA-FM Washington, $84,678; Wisconsin State Radio Network, $30,350; Augusta College, Augusta, Ga., $36,572, and Milwaukee Board of School Directors, Milwaukee, Wis. (for 88.9 mc), $26,247.

In TV, noncommercial, educational WJTV(TV) (ch. 7) Jacksonville, Fla., received $223,797; WPIT(TV) (ch. 51) Staunton, Va., got $45,000; KMET-TV (ch. 13) Eugene, Ore., got $52,566, and Texas A&M (ch. 15) College Station (Bryan), Tex., received $66,193.

Pacifica FM bid goes into hearing

Another applicant, NEF, included in contest;

Cox, Johnson object

The highly controversial Pacifica Foundation, owner and operator of four noncommercial FM stations that have stirred up broadcasting circles with their unconventional programming, has been called on the line.

Last week its application to build and operate a noncommercial FM station in Washington was set for hearing by the FCC. One of the issues, raised by a competing applicant, is Pacifica's right to be licensed for noncommercial, educational operation.

At the same time, the commission accepted an application from the National Education Foundation Inc., for the same facilities in Washington, but raised a question of whether NEF meets the criteria for a noncommercial, educational license.

The FCC vote was 4 to 2 with vigorous objections registered from Commissioners Kenneth Cox and Nicholas Johnson, whose dissents were to be issued later.

The action setting the Pacifica application for hearing was taken after more than a year of turmoil inside commission circles. Pacifica, whose stations are supported by donations, filed its Washington application in April last year. During the last several years, Pacifica has been called on the FCC carpet for broadcasting obscenities over its Berkeley, Calif., KPFA(FM) and KPFK(FM) stations, and anti-Semitism over its New York WBAI(FM). In both cases the commission found no substance in the complaints. Pacifica also owns KPFK(FM) Los Angeles, and has applied for an FM station in Houston.

NEF is considered a successor to Christ Church Foundation Inc., whose applications for a noncommercial, educational FM outlet in Washington were declined by the FCC on the ground that its church orientation failed to meet the required criteria for a noncommercial, educational category. The latest application has removed these religious connections, NEF claims, but the FCC made this one of the issues.
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Stations suffer in Camille’s path

May go off the air temporarily; damage reports still incomplete; call is out for transistors

In the death and destruction left by Hurricane Camille last week along the Mississippi Gulf Coast, broadcasters rallied to serve the needs of storm-battered communities after struggling to get their own stations back on the air.

Only sketchy information on Camille’s damage to radio and TV outlets was available late Thursday (Aug. 21), but what was gleaned from broadcast officials in the area indicated that the hurricane’s rain and 190-mile-an-hour fury temporarily knocked out many of the area broadcasting stations.

Perhaps one of the stations hardest hit by Camille was WLOX-AM-TV Biloxi, Miss. The radio station’s transmitter and the TV station’s studios, in the basement of the city’s Buena Vista hotel, were inundated Sunday with about 15 feet of water. The storm failed to damage the station’s tower, however, and with the aid of a 50-watt transmitter donated by its consulting engineer and installation of a wire on a microwave tower, the radio station was able to resume operation by Tuesday. A 1-kw transmitter was to have been flown in. The TV station, its transmitter undamaged, also went back on the air with the aid of a studio transmitter link, a generator obtained from one of the area service bases, cameras and other equipment donated by WLBt-(tv) Jackson, Miss., and a remote unit from Loyola University’s WWL-TV New Orleans.

WALA-TV Mobile, Ala., which lost power for only three minutes Sunday night, had a remote transmitter standing by at its regular transmitter site, but did not have to use it. It offered use of a remote bus to help WLOX-TV get back on the air.

WWMT and WBNF-FM in Jackson, Miss., was available late Thursday (Aug. 21) to send sets to WJDX for the use of the people in the hurricane-stricken area, whose only source of vital information is radio.

WJDX reported there was no fresh water or electricity in a 60-square-mile area. Radio, the station noted, was the only source of information as to the availability of food, medical aid, water, and news of continuing emergencies.

The station said that on a ratio of one radio for every five families, about 10,000 radios with new batteries were needed. Stations were urged to send radios to Homer Mann, WJDX, 175 South Jefferson Street, Jackson, Miss. 39205.

Tuesday, Aug. 19, the MBA and the Mississippi Municipal Association (which comprises all the mayors of the state) started work on a We Care Fund, an entertainment spectacular and fund raising campaign to tie together and coordinate all the other aid campaigns in the state. The program was scheduled to originate from Jackson’s Mississippi Coliseum and be broadcast Sunday (Aug. 24) from noon to midnight over WJDX-AM-FM and WLBt. The program was to have been fed over the MBA FM network to member stations and to have been available for pickup by other stations. Scheduled were appearances by Bob Hope, Eddie Arnold, the Goldiggers from The Dean Martin Show, the New Orleans Saints professional football team and rock and country-

More talk is due on cable TV

Negotiating committees get together, schedule another meeting Sept. 4

Broadcasters and cable TV operators, representing their respective industries in attempting to reach a settlement of differences, agreed to have another go at it next month, following an all-day meeting in Washington last Thursday (Aug. 21). The groups are to meet again in Washington on Sept. 4.

Last week’s meeting was the first in which cable TV operators, named two weeks ago as a negotiating committee for the National Cable TV Association, met with a similar committee representing the National Association of Broadcasters.

The fact that another meeting is scheduled is considered by both sides an optimistic sign.

Last week saw the five-member NAB group discuss last spring’s staff agreement on a subject by subject basis, but it was understood there was not sufficient time to take up all the material. Last spring the staffs of the NAB and the NCTA worked out a compromise agreement on legislative and regulatory issues. The agreement was accepted in principle by the NCTA board; but was turned down by the NAB joint board, which, however, authorized continued negotiations.

The first meeting of the NAB negotiating committee with NCTA staff representatives was held earlier this month. A second meeting three weeks ago led to last week’s sessions, the first in which the NAB committee of broadcasters sat down face-to-face with NCTA cable operators.

Present at last week’s meeting were all five members of the NAB group, which is headed by William Grant, KOAA-TV Pueblo, Colo., and the five NCTA committee members, whose chairman is Alfred Stern, Television Communications Corp. Present also were Jack P. Blume, Washington attorney, counsel for the NAB group, Bruce E. Lovett, NCTA general counsel, and Walter Schier, New York copyright lawyer, for NCTA.

During the week, the NCTA board met and among other things heard a report from the organization’s negotiating group on the day’s meeting. Other actions by the NCTA board were said to have been routine and affirmations of previously established NCTA policies.
and western music stars. Those on the "possible" list as of Thursday (Aug. 21) included Johnny Cash and Flip Wilson.

Before the scheduled show, Mr. McKaney said, WJDX-FM was feeding information down the network line. He added that all Jackson stations had canceled their commercial schedules to help relay the information, and that most MBA member stations had canceled all public service spots in order to concentrate on the needs of the ravaged area.

WWL New Orleans also canceled all its commercial programing and, working with civil defense officials, began broadcasting instructions to residents of the stricken areas where to go for help and what help was on the way. It also started "Project Locate," inviting people to call with names of relatives or friends of the battered coastal communities. Volunteers from Loyola University's communications school were dispatched to the Gulf Coast to get names of survivors which were broadcast by WWL. The station also had sound trucks touring the area, taking the names of survivors who wanted to contact relatives or friends.

The aid of broadcasters in the aftermath of what experts called the worst hurricane ever to strike the American mainland (283 dead in Mississippi at latest count last Thursday) extended even to the West Coast, where KVA San Francisco sponsored an Emergency Mercy Mission to Mississippi. Tuesday morning, Aug. 19, the station canceled all contests and promotion spots to appeal for donations of food, clothing and other supplies, which were scheduled to be flown to the Gulf Coast area the next day by Delta Airlines and a plane from Travis Air Force Base.

AP said last week it was given assistance by KATC (TV) Lafayette, La., in reporting news of hurricane Camille.

AP newsmen Guy Coates was on the Gulf Coast when he ran into difficulty in calling the bureau's office in New Orleans. Mr. Coates, a former newsmen at KSLL-TV Shreveport, La., and KNOL-TV Monroe, La., finally got through to KATC. AP said the station taped his report and relayed it to the bureau office where it was put on the news wires.

Pioneers pick chairmen

Two divisional chairmen and one co-chairman have been appointed in the Broadcast Pioneers' drive for funds to set up and maintain a historical library and reference center at the Washington headquarters of the National Association of Broadcasters (BROADCASTING, June 16).

W. Theodore Pierson of the Washington law firm of Pierson, Ball & Dowd was named chairman of the legal committee of the campaign, and Andrew D. Ring of the Washington consulting engineering firm of A. D. Ring & Associates was appointed chairman of the consulting engineers committee. Dick Clark, entertainer and head of Dick Clark Productions, Hollywood, was named co-chairman of the talent committee, to serve with newsmans Lowell Thomas.

A battle in Boston enters new phase

Dudley Station Corp. is now new applicant for RKO General's channel 7

Dudley Station Corp. last week entered what is now a three-way contest for Boston's channel 7 as the FCC accepted Dudley's application for the facilities of WNBC-TV. The station, now licensed to RKO General Inc., is also coveted by a group of Boston businessmen operating as Community Broadcasting of Boston, whose application was filed last March (BROADCASTING, April 7).

Dudley, which proposes to represent blacks in the Boston area, submitted its application July 8 after asking the commission for a "two-month safe period" in which to file. Prior to June 25, commission rules stipulated that competing applications filed against pending renewals must be tendered on the day before commission action on the renewal application.

After June 25, rule changes provided that when a license term begins on or before June 1, 1969, competing applications must be filed by June 25; applications for licenses whose term begins after June 1 must be filed by the first day of the last calendar month of the expiring license term.

Noting that Massachusetts broadcast licenses began their new term April 1, 1969, the commission issued an order denying Dudley's request for a "safe" filing period. The commission added that "this in no way is to be considered as establishing a cut-off other than the rules presently in effect; i.e., that if a substantially complete application is filed prior to the day on which the commission takes action with respect to the pending applications for channel 7, it would be entitled to comparative consideration with the previously filed applications."

The commission criticized Dudley's "slip-shod" procedures but admitted its earlier order had been "ambiguous." It found in Dudley's favor, noting the necessity for holding the comparative hearing in any case and the lack of opposition to Dudley's request by other applicants.
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KCOY-TV loses, regains cable TV protection

The FCC has ordered two Santa Barbara, Calif., CATV systems to continue carriage of KCOY-TV Santa Maria, Calif., and to give it program exclusivity against duplication by KNBC-TV and KNXT-TV, both Los Angeles.

The commission said Cable TV of Santa Barbara County Inc. and Central Coast Broadcasters Inc., licensee of KCOY-TV, had reached an agreement whereby Cable TV would carry duplicating KNBC and KNXT signals but would insert KCOY-TV's station identification and local commercials during network programming. On June 19, Cable TV ceased the hybrid arrangement and Central Coast petitioned the commission for reinstatement of the operation.

Though KCOY-TV places a grade A signal over the population center within its coverage area, the commission said KCOY-TV is in serious financial trouble because terrain conditions obliterate its signal over the area served by Cable TV. Since Cable TV of Santa Barbara County and Cable TV of Santa Barbara Inc. carry KCOY-TV, the commission contended, affording nonduplication protection would serve the public interest by enhancing the station's ability to obtain revenues and to continue its needed service to the Santa Maria area. The commission also ruled that KCOY-TV is entitled to program exclusivity because of the priority of its predicted contour over those of KNBC and KNXT.

Phone firms answer Justice on cable TV

A Justice Department proposal to curb telephone-company involvement in CATV came under attack from four telephone firms last week. In reply comments on the commission's inquiry into CATV-telephone company relationships, the firms said Justice's proposal was unsupported by fact, would discourage innovation, and could not be implemented by the FCC because the commission lacks the authority.

Justice said in comments filed last month that it foresees dangers if a regulated company is allowed to engage in an unregulated business such as CATV. Among its specific proposals aimed at combating this state of affairs, the department said the commission should prohibit telephone companies from offering CATV services directly as part of their rate-regulated telephone business (BROADCASTING, July 28).

In their replies, AT&T, the United Independent Telephone Companies Association, United Telephone Systems, and General Telephone & Electronics all disagreed. In a typical comment, GTE said: "The mere fact that telephone companies have a very heavy commitment to existing technology is no reason for prohibiting them from adopting new technology to provide public service."

Filing for seven years draws opposition on

Broadcasters have filed objections to an FCC proposal last month to require a seven-year retention period for local inspection files of broadcast licensees and applicants (BROADCASTING, July 14).

Of the comments filed last week by networks, group broadcasters and the National Association of Broadcasters, only those of KKO General Inc. and Time-Life Broadcast Inc. supported the commission's proposed amendment to its 1965 rule, which established the current retention period of one or two years pending experience in the matter. Time-Life, however, while asserting the seven-year period would create no undue burden, also agreed with ABC Inc., CBS Inc., Doubleday Broadcasting Co., and Palmer Broadcasting Co. that a three-year period proposed by the National Association of Broadcasters would adequately serve the public interest.

In opposition comments, the NAB alleged that the burden on broadcasters would outweigh any benefit to the public. It cited an NAB survey showing that of 1,286 stations reporting in 1967, only 50 stations reported at least 65 requests to inspect public files.

NAB recommended a 39-month retention period, which would cover the 90-day period between the filing of a renewal application and the cut-off date for filing competing applications, during which persons inspecting the file would be able to view not only the current but also the previous renewal application.

Day sees common goals for NET and stations

The new president of National Educational Television, James Day, sees no "necessary conflict" between NET and local stations. "They both have the need to reach an audience and ... to have some effect upon this audience," he said.


He said the commercial networks have an obligation "to the public they serve, not to public television. ... Commercial television is both a business and a public service, and I don't quite understand myself how that service can be improved if they were to be taxed to support a competing service."

Mr. Day sees his task in programming as moving "forward on a course that does not, for the time being, contemplate more hours but perhaps better hours." Public television's goal, he said, is to provide programming for more specialized and particularized interests rather than the mass audience reached by commercial broadcasters.

"I'd like to see NET establish some stars," he added. "We need to have identifiable human beings associated with our programs. ... We've got to develop new people—bright, young, new people."

Media reports:

Affiliate switch in Florida - Wnvy Pensacola, Fla., an ABC American Entertainment Network affiliate, joined CBS Radio Aug. 18. WNVY was purchased by Pensacola Broadcasting Corp., with Cleve Brien as general manager. It operates on 1230 kc with 1 kw daytime and 250 w nighttime.

New ABC outlet in Detroit - ABC Radio signed WJLB Detroit, an independent, Storer Broadcasting Co. station, as an American Contemporary affiliate. Leonard Sable is general manager of WJLB. The station operates on 1500 kc with 50 kw daytime, 5 kw nighttime.

Re-evaluates - Illinois Bell Telephone Co., Chicago, last Monday (Aug. 18) corrected its tabulation of broadcast facilities provided for TV-radio coverage of the astronauts' visit to that city Aug. 13. On the day after the event phone company spokesmen said the coverage facilities ordered were greater than the Dynamic Network, which in August 1968. Last week they revised it to say the moon men coverage facilities were the largest in many years for a single-day event but not larger than the political convention.

Network data - ABC Radio has assembled a report, based on data supplied by the American Research Bureau and The Pulse Inc., on the affiliated stations of all radio networks by market groupings. The ABC-commissioned projects produced ARB data grouped by the top 25, 50 and all measured markets and Pulse data by the top 25, 50, 100 and 200 markets. ABC Radio will make the data available to its advertisers.

Urban study - University of Chicago's Center for Policy Study has announced a study program for working journalists, including broadcast newsmen, to help expand their knowledge of urban problems. Each associate receives $180 weekly living expenses during the session that runs January-June 1970. Application deadline is Sept. 30.
You're known by the company you keep on WFMT—Chicago's Fine Arts Station.
Step-up in worldwide networking

As more satellites go up and costs come down broadcasters begin to plan global line-ups

Those demonstrators in Chicago last year who shouted "the whole world is watching" were, like most youngsters today, ahead of their time. But not much.

In a sense the whole world did watch last month when astronauts walked on the moon, but coming up more quickly than it was ever thought possible a few years back is the establishment of a world-wide electronic network that will be available day-in and day-out, 365 days a year.

That fact is not lost on broadcasters of all continents. Communications satellites, strung out over the Atlantic, Pacific and Indian Oceans have indeed linked the world.

Last week in Washington, a quiet meeting was held by ABC International Television Inc. Seated at a baize-covered table in a hotel meeting room were more than 20 Latin American broadcasters, all customers of ABC Worldvision. They had come together to make arrangements, first, for next month's Apollo 12 flight, but, more significant, they were talking about regular interconnections via satellite of news, special events, sports and even entertainment programs.

Donald W. Coyle, president of the ABC Worldvision organization, is unequivocal about his company's plans: "We're aiming at the distribution of a regular series of programs via satellite by the end of 1970."

ABC Worldvision, organized a scant decade ago, has customers all over the globe. Now they are being referred to as affiliates. The network's international unit provides programs and sponsors for those programs. It is now preparing to interconnect via satellites the 32 customers it has in 24 countries.

The Latin American broadcasters who met in Washington last week represented 35 TV stations and seven radio
stations to make up the Latin American regional group.

Soon, according to Mr. Coyle, there will be another regional meeting, this one for the Far-Eastern customers. And again the promise will be interconnection, Mr. Coyle says.

ABC International TV is no neophyte in the use of communications satellites to connect customers. Three years ago it produced the commercial "Bridges of Friendship" which went to its Japanese customers via satellite and with Max Factor cosmetics as the sponsor.

The Apollo 11 flight was also a satellite process for ABC. During the flight and the moonwalk, ABC served TV stations in eight Latin-American countries with the package, including pool coverage, and sold it to four major advertisers: Pan American Airways, Coca-Cola, General Motors and Esso. More than $250,000 in billings rode on that one.

Basically, ABC International TV, according to Mr. Coyle, aims at providing four significant categories of programs to overseas clients: news, special events, sports and, last but not least, entertainment.

The ABC meeting came about a month after CBS Enterprises announced that it would begin feeding its CBS Newsfilm service to more than 100 stations in Australia and Japan on a regular basis via satellite (Broadcasting, July 14).

Each of the stations, CBS said, will receive 24 10-minute feeds over an indeterminate period depending on the frequency of news events justifying this form of delivery.

Willard Block, who is vice president of international sales for the CBS activity, explained that in the past each of the stations asking for satellite transmission had to pay individually for these circuits. With the new arrangement, he explained, the group of stations taking the satellite feed will be able to share the cost.

What Messrs. Coyle and Block are doing is what all U.S. networks will be doing in maybe three years. Those are the sentiments of Howard A. Schoeffer, AT&T long-lines sales manager. "In a few years," Mr. Schoeffer says, "I can foresee the U.S. networks furnishing commercial programs to their customers abroad by way of satellites."

Mr. Schoeffer is much more sanguine than most. But then he's been at it longer than most: he was there in Andover, Me., in 1962, when AT&T at its own expense put up the Telstar satellite that furnished the first live TV link between Europe and the U.S.

The AT&T executive sees U.S. network customers abroad becoming more and more like affiliates of the networks in the continental United States. At the beginning, of course, it will be news and special events and sports, he says, with sports especially important. It was the riot over a soccer match that is supposed to have triggered the "war" between El Salvador and Honduras a month ago.

Where satellite facilities exist and where the price is right, they will be used, says Mr. Schoeffer. He points to Puerto Rico as a prime example of this communicators' theory. The use of satellite circuits to the island is "tremendous," he says, particularly on weekends.

Comsat reports that during the current baseball season two Puerto Rico stations, WAPA-TV and WKAQ-TV in San Juan, ordered 132 hours of satellite time for the baseball games from the States.

But not all broadcasters are as optimistic. Network news and program officers consider communications satellites as just another "tool" for fast distribution.

Richard Wald, vice president of NBC News, says: "Using satellites is a matter of routine now and it's not unusual to use both the Atlantic and Pacific satellites on one night's newscast."

His approach, and it's indicative of the attitude of all broadcasters, is in his comment: "Given any technological advance, TV will use it."

J. Paul Adler, president of NBC Enterprises, says that his network's philosophy on satellite broadcasting is that "stations overseas should receive what they want when they want it. . . ." The biggest thing NBC International has now, it was said, is the baseball Game of the Week, going to Puerto Rico by satellite. The World Series will be relayed to Puerto Rico too, and, for the first time, to Venezuela through a portable ground station which that country set up for the Apollo 11 coverage.

In the area of entertainment programs, Mr. Adler said it was his experience that most overseas broadcasters would rather receive these by mail because of costs.

NBC has a working arrangement with Visnews, a British-based film news service, for which the network provides a U.S. newsfilm service. Visnews is owned principally by the British Broadcasting Corp. and Reuters

For TV Comsat picks a customers' man

Although television accounted for only 5% of its $30.5-million 1968 revenues and a mere 700 hours of its yearly transmission time, the Communications Satellite Corp. is counting on futures. It has assigned Daniel D. Karasik as manager of television development, a full-time job.

The job and the man seem to match. Mr. Karasik, 47, Yale graduate, has been a foreign correspondent for newspapers and the broadcast networks (Chicago Daily News, CBS and NBC). He has also been a Ford Foundation fellow at Tokyo University.

For five years before joining Comsat in 1966 Mr. Karasik was a producer-writer at NBC under Lou Hazam, involved in such award-winning documentaries as "Polaris Submarine: Journal of an Undersea Voyage," and "U.S. 1: American Profile." The Polaris program won a first prize at the 1963 Venice Film Festival; the U.S. 1 show, a second in 1962.

"Although the overwhelming bulk of Intelsat traffic and revenue are from telephone and record communications," he says, "it is intercontinental TV via satellites that has captured the public imagination."

"Very few people are aware that there are now more high-quality telephone circuits spanning the Atlantic by satellite than there are by cable. On the other hand, the man in the street in Europe and America—and in parts of Asia and Latin America as well—knows that satellites have made it possible for him to witness the dramatic events of our rapidly changing world—and maybe his favorite sports contests."

Mr. Karasik
Lmt., and includes the Canadian Broadcasting Corp., Australian Broadcasting Corp., and New Zealand Broadcasting Corp., in ownership.

Visnews provides film to 140 organizations in 80 countries. Informed sources say that within a year Visnews hopes to offer a daily news package.

Air freight is still Visnews's major method of transportation, but satellites are being used more and more. In the past 18 months, Visnews has used satellite circuits more than 100 times, mostly in short segments.

The same attitude toward satellite communications is expressed by Robert A. Little, foreign editor of CBS News. "It's just another device," he says with a qualifier—"the most modern means of moving news."

Richard Salant, president of CBS News, expresses the executive outlook concisely: "If the story is urgent enough, we will use satellites when jets aren't fast enough." Mr. Salant doesn't foresee any great increase in the use of satellites in the future.

Mr. Block sees satellite communications opening up new forms of programs for sale overseas—the Super Bowl, the Rose Bowl parade, the Miss Universe Pageant.

"The form of delivery," Mr. Block believes, "will be dictated by the type of material to be delivered. I seriously doubt that normal entertainment programming will be going by satellite. There is no reason for simultaneous broadcast, and there is the problem of dubbing."

In the news area, however, Mr. Block expects daily use of satellites, with voice-overs for different languages.

George E. Miller, CBS News production manager, says the network sends more news than sports by satellite. Most of this space-relayed traffic, he notes, has been inserts for regular newscasts. But, he recalls, CBS initiated a number of specials, such as the "Town Meeting of the World" in 1966, and a series of programs interconnecting correspondents, and sometimes guests, from different countries in subsequent years.

At ABC News, again the emphasis is on satellite communications as a "tool." Elmer Lower, ABC News president, says his criterion for satellite use is "just news judgment." "As the rates go down," he says, "naturally, they'll be used more. But we're not letting the rates get in the way right now."

George Milne, of the network's production and planning department, stresses the importance of the event in the case of a news story and the possible impact on the audience in the case of a sports event as the determinant on whether satellites will be used. Each decision, he notes, is made event-by-event. But in the sports area, ABC is completely committed to the satellite system for distribution. Charles A. Howard, vice president for production—sports, says: "We'll be using the satellite every day, even if it's not live, from Munich for the 1972 summer Olympics."

Because of the time difference, he notes, it would make no sense to broadcast weekday events live. But, he adds, on weekends, live broadcasts via satellite will be used extensively.

ABC's satellite-oriented worldwide sports coverage is no new thing, Mr. Howard notes. The opening and closing ceremonies of the 1964 winter Olympic games from Innsbruck, Austria, were space-relayed via AT&T's Telstar and were taped by ABC in New York. Telstar, of course, was only operational for 10 to 20 minutes at a time since it is in what is known as low orbit. Last year, the winter Olympic games from Grenoble, France, were satellite-relayed every day, with live or tape operations depending on what time the events took place. The Mexico City games last year were brought to the U.S. by land lines, but both the Atlantic and Pacific satellites were used by a pool of European and Japanese broadcasting organizations.

ABC's sports team is also proud that it was responsible for the first live TV from Russia—the U.S.-Russian track meet in Kiev in 1965, via Early Bird. The network also points with pride to the live transmissions in 1965 of the Le Mans auto race.

Some group broadcasters have taken brief rides on satellite service. Metromedia used its own correspondents and satellites to feed its European coverage of President Nixon's round-the-world tour to its own stations (it didn't use any-

ABC International has already begun talking to customers of its Worldvision service about the regular use of satellites for distribution of all kinds of programs. Last week in Wash-

ington Donald W. Coyle (second from right), president of ABC International, met with the network's Latin American customers—or "affiliates" as they may soon be called thing from Asia because of the time difference). Metromedia also joined the network pool in covering the Apollo 11 splashdown. "Our objective is to serve our own stations, not to set up a new network," a spokesman says.

The satellite system was used in 1967 by a single U.S. station, WFIL-TV Philadelphia, which carried three hours live from Rome at the investiture of John Cardinal Kroll of Philadelphia.

National Educational Television used the satellite in a June 1967 program, "Our World," in which it shared costs with 14 other nations. NET, whose portion amounted to $200,000, originated about 20 minutes of the two-hour program. And the Ford Foundation-financed Public Broadcast Laboratory did one show last February, taping in President Nixon's visit to Europe for an interconnected discussion of "Europe Under the Dollar" from New York, London and Paris.

The use of satellites for TV programs is by no means a U.S. phenomenon. The British Broadcasting Corp., for example, has used the satellite system eight or nine times a year for special shows such as interviews or golf.
sell Watkins says that on "hot news" items the four Australian networks sometimes use their own teams, depending on whether they get sufficient advance notice to get their own people to the event. Ordinarily, Mr. Watkins says, news is sent in 10- to 15-minute segments, unless it's a special, like Australian Day at Expo '67 in Montreal when a large audience in Australia viewed the ceremonies even though it was 2 a.m. there.

Mr. Watkins was one of the few broadcasters who was willing to venture a more optimistic prediction for the future: "Within a year or so there is a likelihood of a regular daily news feed from New York, especially if satellite costs come down and ground costs in Australia come down."

The European Broadcasting Union, a well-knit organization of some 30 countries, has been a heavy user of satellites. In the past year or so EBU has used space circuits to cover the Martin Luther King funeral, the Bobby Kennedy funeral, the political conventions and the elections, more recently the Irish debates at the United Nations and only last week the havoc wrought by hurricane Camille.

Because EBU is a cooperative venture, the cost of satellite circuits can be shared, thus making the charges more palatable to individual members.

How satellite communications has worked to enforce cooperation is evident in the pooling arrangement that was set up last March by the Japanese networks, when they formed the Japan Satellite News Pool (JSNP). This is a system of rotating responsibility for U.S. pool coverage, with NET serving when ABC is the American pool manager, NHK when NBC is pooling and Tokyo Broadcasting System when CBS is on. Each of the three Japanese networks have developed a special relationship with their American counterparts.

These references to costs cannot be dismissed lightly. It is a heavy financial burden to order up satellite circuits, in some cases running over $3,000 for the first 10 minutes, but relief may be in sight. The advent of multiple-access satellites could bring down costs once again, beyond the reduction put into effect last February by Comsat.

Comsat, however, is only one of three entities that figure in charges for satellite communications.

A U. S. satellite user must order the service through a U.S. common carrier, AT&T, ITT, RCA, Globecom, Western Union International. Each carrier takes weekly turns handling satellite orders and, naturally, charges for delivering the program to a Comsat earth station as well as an override for satellite transmission.

Complicating the rate structure is the fact that these charges in the U.S. are only for what is called the "up leg" to the satellite. The "down leg," the transmission from the satellite to the destination, is charged for at rates set by the telecommunications administration of the receiving country.

For example, the total charge for a TV satellite circuit with audio from the U. S. to Australia (or vice versa) is
How TV has used satellites to cover great events

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Power</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1964</td>
<td>GT-9 Launch and Recovery</td>
<td>4.5 degree</td>
<td>300 w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1966</td>
<td>POPE AT FATIMA</td>
<td>4.5 degree</td>
<td>300 w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967</td>
<td>ADENAUER FUNERAL</td>
<td>4.5 degree</td>
<td>300 w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969</td>
<td>SALT III</td>
<td>240 MHz</td>
<td>1,200 w</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$2,352 for the first 10 minutes and $120 for each additional minute. For a U. S. to Europe link, the total charge is $3,290 plus $89; U. S. to Japan, $2,520 plus $110; U. S. to Hawaii, $1,650 plus $86; U. S. to Thailand, $2,900 plus $155; U. S. to Brazil, $3,130 plus $99.

These charges used to be higher but last February Comsat reduced its rates by 40%, doing away with the surcharge on color, forcing the carriers to also reduce their rates. So that on the U. S. side of the satellite video-audio link Comsat now charges the carriers at the rate of $660 for the first 10 minutes and $18 for each additional minute to Europe for example. The carriers in turn charge their customers $890 for the first 10 minutes and $29 for each additional minute. Previously, Comsat had charged the carriers $1,100 for the first 10 minutes and $30 for each additional minute, plus an override of $275 for the first 10 minutes and $7.50 for each additional minute for color. The carriers earlier had been charging their customers $1,600 for the first 10 minutes and $50 for each additional minute; with a $400 and $12.50 extra charge for color.

When Comsat announced its rate reduction, it hazarded the guess that TV use of satellites would double. It well might by the end of the year; since 1966 TV use has tripled each year. In that first full year of commercial operation, 80 hours of satellite circuits were used for TV; in 1967, this rose to 225 hours and last year to 666 hours.

For the first half of this year, more than 300 hours have been used, with about 100 hours devoted to the Apollo 11 flight.

These times are for transmission hours only; as satellite spacecraft become more sophisticated, satellite hours become doubled, tripled and otherwise multiplied as many nations receive the same signal from a single satellite.

What goes up must come down, is the old saw, and this is particularly true of satellite communications. There must be earth stations to receive the signals.

What started out in 1965, when Comsat's Early Bird was lofted to serve as a communications switchboard-in-the-sky over the Atlantic, as three standard ground stations (Andover, Me.; Goonhilly Downs, England, and Pleumeur Bodou, France) now proliferated to 29 around the world. And by the end of the year, there are expected to be 40. Next year about 25 new ones are due to become operational; in 1971, six more, and in 1972 seven more. So that in three years there are expected to be 78 ground facilities in 53 nations (some have more than one, the Continental U. S., for example, already has four).

By 1972, even such mini-nations as Zambia or Cameroon will have earth stations.

The growth of earth stations, as well as the needs in some areas of heavy communication traffic for more than one (Australia is due to have three; England, France, Canada, Italy, Japan, Pakistan, Philippines, Spain, Thailand, each two, as well as Hawaii) will make it much simpler for those nations to work with the multiple and more powerful satellites that are due to be operating at that time.

Early Bird, considered now a primitive "bird," was capable of handling 240, two-way, 4-kc voice circuits, or a single one-way TV channel. It was taken out of Atlantic service in January this year after three and a half years of operation (when launched it was expected to last one and a half years).

The Intelsat II generation of communications satellites was launched in 1966 and 1967, for the Atlantic and Pacific, with the same number of circuits, but with antennas configured to cover broader areas. For one-way TV these required only the pre-emption of half of the 240 voice circuits. They have a life expectancy of about three years.

The Intelsat III launches began in 1968, and are now working over the Atlantic, Pacific and Indian oceans. They provide 1,200 voice circuits, with 300 channels reserved for TV and other occasional uses. The Intelsat III satellites—another is due to be launched for Atlantic service next month, and Comsat received permission from the FCC only last week to order a couple of more for deployment next year—have a life expectancy of five years.

In 1971, Comsat plans to begin putting into operation its heavy-duty satellites. These are Intelsat IV, each 18 feet high (without antennas) and eight feet in diameter. They are being made for Comsat by Hughes Aircraft Co. under an $82-million contract.

Each will have a deep space antenna and two steerable-dish antennas to be used in concentrating beams to heavily populated areas where communication needs are greatest. Each will have 12 transponders, capable of receiving, transposing frequencies and transmitting voice, record and TV signals (each Intelsat III satellite has only two transponders). Four of the Intelsat IV transponders will be capable of being switched to operate on an east beam (roughly Europe and North Africa), four on a west beam (eastern North America and Puerto Rico), or all 12 can be made operable for global coverage.

Even Intelsat IV's power capabilities are enormous, up to 25.2 kw, considering that Early Bird's peak output was only 20 w, Intelsat II's 35 w, and Intelsat III's 300 w. Each of Intelsat IV's transponders will be capable of 200 w ERP with a 20-degree beam or 4 kw with a 4.5-degree beam.

Each Intelsat IV will have a single transponder reserved for TV, with additional channels available when needed.

Comsat was established following the passage and signing of the Satellite Communications Act of 1962. Its establishment was generally hailed, although there were murmurs during the congressional debates that the system should be owned by the federal government, since it was using the developments tested out by NASA and paid for by U. S. taxpayers.

Its governing board has 15 members, three appointed by the President and the others representing the ownership of Comsat—roughly half by the public and half by the commercial carriers. James McCormack, a retired Air Force major general, is chairman; Joseph V. Charyk, one time under secretary of the
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Air Force, is president.

Last year, when ITT sold its 12% interest, reducing common-carrier participation to 38%, Comsat requested, and Congress enacted, an amendment that makes carrier representation on the board proportional to each’s interest in the company.

Although it is purely a U. S. corporation, Comsat acts as manager of the 68-nation International Telecommunication Satellite Consortium. Under a five-year interim agreement that was signed in 1964, it has a 53% voice in the consortium’s decisions. The interim agreement is currently under review by an international conference that met in Washington earlier this year and meets again in November. One of the major issues is whether to continue Comsat as the manager of the consortium; there is a strong desire on the part of some European nations to establish an international secretariat to operate the satellite system. Two-thirds of the members must approve changes in these matters.

One of the highlights of the conference has been the attendance of non-Intelsat members (as observers), including Russia and other Soviet-bloc nations.

In the international field, a United Nations committee has been working on satellite communications as part of a larger group concerned with the peaceful uses of outer space. The broadcast subcommittee with a membership from 26 nations only weeks ago completed a month-long conference in Geneva, and called for further study on legal, social and cultural questions as they relate to direct broadcasting from satellites to home receivers.

Olof Rydebeck of Sweden, who was chairman of the working group, said that worldwide broadcasting by satellite would be feasible by 1985. But, he warned, there are still unresolved problems, like frequency allocations and controls to prevent the use of TV as a propaganda weapon by one nation against another.

Last year for the first time, Comsat turned in a profit from its operations. Revenues from operations were $30.5 million, and operating income, $988,000. This compares to operating revenues of $18.5 million and a loss of $642,000 in 1967. Comsat is still getting income from temporary cash investments, $8.5 million in 1968 compared to not quite $8 million in 1967. Comsat’s total assets are $253.2 million.

In the first six months of this year, TV accounted for 31.1% of Comsat’s operating revenues. In 1968 this was 4.8%; in 1967, 6.6% and in 1966, 6%.

But, it should be noted that revenues from voice and record traffic have grown tremendously so that TV usage, although growing also, has become small in the over-all picture.

Notwithstanding the use of communications satellites solely for overseas TV transmissions, an overview of the subject would not be complete without mention of the imminent establishment of a domestic satellite system.

This has been brewing in the bureaucratic confines of Washington officialdom even since 1965 when ABC electrified the telecommunications world with its bid to the FCC for permission to establish its own space network to feed its affiliates—with a sweeterin in the form of an offer to provide free a channel for educational television networking.

The networks now spend over $50 million a year with AT&T to interconnect their affiliates. A domestic satellite system—whether dedicated for single use or established as a multiple-service installation—could well halve that cost.

At its ultimate, insofar as television is concerned, there could be a single satellite system capable of providing 12 TV channels, day in and day out, furnishing four channels to each of the three networks.

The ABC proposal called for a single satellite to be owned by the network, providing four 25-mc channels—three to interconnect its own affiliates, and the fourth for educational use. ABC proposed originating earth stations in New York and Los Angeles, at a cost of about $2.5 million for both, with each affiliate building its own receiving facility for about $40,000. ABC calculated the launch of such a satellite at $10.5 million, and average yearly operating costs at 6 million to connect 200 affiliated stations. ABC said at that time it was paying AT&T $12 million a year for connecting the network to its affiliates.

Six months later, three different plans were submitted to the FCC by as many other entities.

NBC plumped for a four-network-owned system using six satellites with a total of 18 channels. NBC said the six satellites could be launched for $35.7 million, 12 originating stations erected, in New York, Washington and Hollywood, plus one mobile unit for each network, for $6.6 million, and receiving stations built for 500-odd TV network affiliates at $27.4 million, and for 500 radio network affiliates at $5.5 million. Another $800,000 would be spent to install signal circuits at two of the major ground stations.

The Ford Foundation, spurred by its TV consultant, Fred Friendly, former CBS News chief, suggested a dedicated system for TV and radio relay to be owned by a noncommercial holding company that would use the profits from the operation for the benefit of noncommercial, education TV programming. The Ford plan aimed for four satellites, each containing 12 TV, 40-mc-wide channels, using one satellite for each of the country’s four time zones.

On the ground, Ford saw 20 fixed stations—12 for commercial use and eight for noncommercial broadcasting—plus 25 mobile units. Capital costs were estimated at $80 million and annual costs at $19.3 million. For Alaska and Hawaii, Ford suggested an additional satellite to provide 12 channels at $6.3 million in capital costs and $1.4 million as annual operating costs.

Ford estimated that the operating corporation would realize about $30 million yearly in profits and perhaps twice that amount in 10 years—all for ETV program development.

Comsat, insisting that it is the only entity entitled to operate communications satellites anywhere and stung by the activity in what it assumed was its private field, proposed a multi-use service, using four satellites that would provide simultaneously 16 full-time TV distribution channels, each 40 mc wide, as well as 21,000 full-time, trunk-type voice and record channels, and 3,700 full-time multiple-point message channels.

Comsat also projected 10 high-capacity multi-use earth stations, and 12 lower capacity earth stations, plus more than 100 other earth stations that would be used principally for TV distribution, each serving three to four TV stations through ground lines. It saw four main 85-foot antenna stations each in New York and Los Angeles, and two such stations in Chicago. The 12 lower capacity stations, using 42-foot antennas, would be in Washington, Atlanta, Omaha, Colorado Springs, Shreveport, La., and Portland, Ore. For the receiving stations, Comsat figured 84 in the eastern and central time zones, and 24 in the Pacific and mountain time zones.

Capital costs of the Comsat system, it calculated, would run from $110 million to $126 million.

It also proposed that a pilot system, on a test basis, be authorized so that questions of service, ownership, finances, costs, and other elements could be tried out.

It is this proposal that has been studied by an FCC team since 1966. For a year the word informally has been that the commission was on the verge of authorizing such a test program, particularly with this in mind of the recommendations made by President Johnson’s Task Force on Communications Policy which was delivered last December. More recently, Comsat and NASA have been working jointly on a plan to try out a domestic satellite
system on a noncommercial basis, using unused capacity in NASA's ATS satellites, with all interested communications organizations participating.

But as reports of the imminence of the authorization heated up, the Nixon administration stepped in. Only last month, the White House decided to take a coordinated look at the whole question of a domestic satellite system; Dr. Clay T. Whitehead, a White House assistant, was named to head a government task force to look over the whole idea. And, until this is done, the FCC was asked to hold up any decision for at least 60 days.

(The foregoing special report was compiled by Earl B. Abrams, senior editor, Washington, with reporting assistance from Hazel Hardy, staff writer, New York.)

---

**FocusOnFinance**

ABC to buy back stock for $7.5 million

ABC Inc. announced last week that it plans to purchase on the open market during the next several months up to 150,000 shares of its own common stock for use in possible future acquisitions and for other corporate purposes. As of July 31, 1969, ABC had 4,862,783 shares of common stock outstanding.

A company spokesman said that no acquisitions were planned for the immediate future. Stock-market sources indicated that ABC's move may be a precautionary one, buying its shares at a time when the price is relatively depressed. On the day of the announcement last Monday (Aug. 18), ABC closed at 49.625, up 1.375 but down substantially from its 1969 high of 76½.

The ABC shares to be purchased will cost about $7.5 million, based on latest quotations, and presumably will be used if and when ABC proceeds with plans for acquisitions.

Production house plans stock offering

National Showmanship Services Inc., Brooklyn, N. Y., a post-production service company, has filed a registration statement with the Securities and Exchange Commission offering 175,000 common shares for public sale at $8 per share maximum. The offering is being handled through underwriters headed by Goldwater, Valente, Fitzpatrick & Schall.

National Showmanship (formerly Income Properties) provides technical services required for the final production of motion pictures and television commercials. The firm also produces and distributes motion pictures. It owns Cineffects Color Laboratory Inc., a New York film processor, and Manhattan Sound Studios, New York, which does sound-mixing for television commercials.

Of the net proceeds of the stock sale, $111,000 will be used to pay off short-term unsecured bank loans, which were used to purchase a new printer and for working capital; $218,000 will retire the company's 8% notes due October 1970, and $150,000 will be used to purchase a new developer for Cineffects. In addition, $183,000 will retire secured debt and $100,000 will fund a small portion of the production of a film based on Anthony McCall's book, Ho-locust. The balance will be added to working capital.

National Showmanship has 445,433 common shares outstanding, of which management officials as a group own 9.25%. Joseph J. Macaluso is president.

Good fiscal '69 shown by Meredith

Meredith Corp., Des Moines, Iowa, publisher and group broadcaster, reported a 16.3% increase in consolidated revenues, a 21% gain in broadcasting revenues and a 35.4% increase in net income for fiscal 1969.

Darwin Tucker, president and chief executive officer of Meredith, said during the year magazines and printing contributed about 50% of total sales; text and consumer books, 35%; broadcasting, rolls and other sources, 15%. He added that in the broadcasting division national TV spot sales were up 23%; local TV registered a 32% gain.

For the year ended June 30:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Source of Revenues</th>
<th>Consolidated Revenues</th>
<th>Net Income</th>
<th>Shares Outstanding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1969</td>
<td>$2,779,406</td>
<td>$14,183,000</td>
<td>$1,711,135</td>
<td>2,744,343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968</td>
<td>$2,744,343</td>
<td>$13,621,000</td>
<td>$1,642,000</td>
<td>2,744,343</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: 1969 earnings include extraordinary items (primarily a gain from the sale of the company's 50% interest in Meredith-Aveco Inc., a CATV operator) amounting to $1,711,135 or 62 cents per share.

Company reports:

Papert, Koenig, Lois Inc., New York, advertising agency, reported decreases in gross billings and net income for the first half of 1969.

The company also announced it has agreed in principle to acquire Cyber-
The Broadcasting Stock Index

A weekly summary of market activity in the shares of 86 companies associated with broadcasting.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock Symbol</th>
<th>Exchange</th>
<th>Closing Aug. 21</th>
<th>Closing Aug. 28</th>
<th>Closing Aug. 7</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Low</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABC</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>484</td>
<td>514</td>
<td>514</td>
<td>764</td>
<td>451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic States Ind.</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital Cities</td>
<td>CCB</td>
<td>630</td>
<td>694</td>
<td>694</td>
<td>934</td>
<td>654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBS</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>454</td>
<td>473</td>
<td>473</td>
<td>594</td>
<td>424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cox</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>694</td>
<td>714</td>
<td>714</td>
<td>894</td>
<td>664</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross Telecasting</td>
<td>GGA</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metromedia</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>374</td>
<td>234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacific &amp; Southern</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>264</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reeves Telecom</td>
<td>RBT</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>394</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sansing-Howard</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>314</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonderling</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>314</td>
<td>314</td>
<td>314</td>
<td>434</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starr Broadcasting</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>754</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teft</td>
<td>TFN</td>
<td>314</td>
<td>314</td>
<td>314</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>6,158</td>
<td>84,524</td>
<td>84,524</td>
<td>12,872</td>
<td>318,582</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Broadcasting with other major interests

- ABC: Additional stocks include ABC, American Broadcasting Company.
- CBS: Additional stocks include CBS, Columbia Broadcasting System.
- FOX: Additional stocks include FOX, Fox Broadcasting Company.
- Media Broadcasting: Additional stocks include Media Broadcasting, Media General.
- Viacom: Additional stocks include Viacom, ViacomCBS.

Viapetco Inc., Hoboken, N.J., electronic components manufacturer, TV film producer, and CATV system owner-builder, has reported record sales and earnings for six months ended June 30:

- Viapetco Inc.'s predecessor corporations, including Viapetco Inc.'s predecessor corporations, reported a 12% increase in revenues and a substantial gain in net income for the six months ended June 30:

- Viapetco Inc. reported $2,662,434 in sales and $2,550,475 in net income for the period ending June 30, 1968.

- Viapetco Inc.'s predecessor corporations, including Viapetco Inc.'s predecessor corporations, reported a 12% increase in revenues and a substantial gain in net income for the six months ended June 30:

- Viapetco Inc. reported $2,662,434 in sales and $2,550,475 in net income for the period ending June 30, 1968.

- Viapetco Inc.'s predecessor corporations, including Viapetco Inc.'s predecessor corporations, reported a 12% increase in revenues and a substantial gain in net income for the six months ended June 30:

- Viapetco Inc. reported $2,662,434 in sales and $2,550,475 in net income for the period ending June 30, 1968.

- Viapetco Inc.'s predecessor corporations, including Viapetco Inc.'s predecessor corporations, reported a 12% increase in revenues and a substantial gain in net income for the six months ended June 30:

- Viapetco Inc. reported $2,662,434 in sales and $2,550,475 in net income for the period ending June 30, 1968.

- Viapetco Inc.'s predecessor corporations, including Viapetco Inc.'s predecessor corporations, reported a 12% increase in revenues and a substantial gain in net income for the six months ended June 30:

- Viapetco Inc. reported $2,662,434 in sales and $2,550,475 in net income for the period ending June 30, 1968.

- Viapetco Inc.'s predecessor corporations, including Viapetco Inc.'s predecessor corporations, reported a 12% increase in revenues and a substantial gain in net income for the six months ended June 30:

- Viapetco Inc. reported $2,662,434 in sales and $2,550,475 in net income for the period ending June 30, 1968.

- Viapetco Inc.'s predecessor corporations, including Viapetco Inc.'s predecessor corporations, reported a 12% increase in revenues and a substantial gain in net income for the six months ended June 30:

- Viapetco Inc. reported $2,662,434 in sales and $2,550,475 in net income for the period ending June 30, 1968.

- Viapetco Inc.'s predecessor corporations, including Viapetco Inc.'s predecessor corporations, reported a 12% increase in revenues and a substantial gain in net income for the six months ended June 30:

- Viapetco Inc. reported $2,662,434 in sales and $2,550,475 in net income for the period ending June 30, 1968.

- Viapetco Inc.'s predecessor corporations, including Viapetco Inc.'s predecessor corporations, reported a 12% increase in revenues and a substantial gain in net income for the six months ended June 30:

- Viapetco Inc. reported $2,662,434 in sales and $2,550,475 in net income for the period ending June 30, 1968.

- Viapetco Inc.'s predecessor corporations, including Viapetco Inc.'s predecessor corporations, reported a 12% increase in revenues and a substantial gain in net income for the six months ended June 30:

- Viapetco Inc. reported $2,662,434 in sales and $2,550,475 in net income for the period ending June 30, 1968.

- Viapetco Inc.'s predecessor corporations, including Viapetco Inc.'s predecessor corporations, reported a 12% increase in revenues and a substantial gain in net income for the six months ended June 30:

- Viapetco Inc. reported $2,662,434 in sales and $2,550,475 in net income for the period ending June 30, 1968.

- Viapetco Inc.'s predecessor corporations, including Viapetco Inc.'s predecessor corporations, reported a 12% increase in revenues and a substantial gain in net income for the six months ended June 30:

- Viapetco Inc. reported $2,662,434 in sales and $2,550,475 in net income for the period ending June 30, 1968.

- Viapetco Inc.'s predecessor corporations, including Viapetco Inc.'s predecessor corporations, reported a 12% increase in revenues and a substantial gain in net income for the six months ended June 30:

- Viapetco Inc. reported $2,662,434 in sales and $2,550,475 in net income for the period ending June 30, 1968.

- Viapetco Inc.'s predecessor corporations, including Viapetco Inc.'s predecessor corporations, reported a 12% increase in revenues and a substantial gain in net income for the six months ended June 30:

- Viapetco Inc. reported $2,662,434 in sales and $2,550,475 in net income for the period ending June 30, 1968.

- Viapetco Inc.'s predecessor corporations, including Viapetco Inc.'s predecessor corporations, reported a 12% increase in revenues and a substantial gain in net income for the six months ended June 30:

- Viapetco Inc. reported $2,662,434 in sales and $2,550,475 in net income for the period ending June 30, 1968.

- Viapetco Inc.'s predecessor corporations, including Viapetco Inc.'s predecessor corporations, reported a 12% increase in revenues and a substantial gain in net income for the six months ended June 30:

- Viapetco Inc. reported $2,662,434 in sales and $2,550,475 in net income for the period ending June 30, 1968.

- Viapetco Inc.'s predecessor corporations, including Viapetco Inc.'s predecessor corporations, reported a 12% increase in revenues and a substantial gain in net income for the six months ended June 30:

- Viapetco Inc. reported $2,662,434 in sales and $2,550,475 in net income for the period ending June 30, 1968.

- Viapetco Inc.'s predecessor corporations, including Viapetco Inc.'s predecessor corporations, reported a 12% increase in revenues and a substantial gain in net income for the six months ended June 30:

- Viapetco Inc. reported $2,662,434 in sales and $2,550,475 in net income for the period ending June 30, 1968.
the six months ended June 30:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1968</th>
<th>1968</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gross Revenues</td>
<td>$5,972,000</td>
<td>$4,588,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net income</td>
<td>$329,000</td>
<td>271,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average shares outstanding</td>
<td>1,623,000</td>
<td>1,614,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Financial notes:
- Wometco Enterprises Inc., Miami-based diversified company and group broadcaster, has acquired for an undisclosed sum controlling interest in Yemeno International Inc., a fast-food concern which will incorporate seven separate restaurants under one roof. The initial Yumbrella operation is scheduled to open in South Miami in January 1970.

A $60-million offering of Ampex Corp.'s 25-year 5 1/4% convertible subordinated debentures was sold out quickly last week. The underwriters were headed by Blyth & Co. and Lazard Freres, both New York. The proceeds will be used to retire certain debts of the company.
- Subscription Television Inc., New York, electronic equipment manufacturer, has requested withdrawal of the registration statement it filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission (BROADCASTING, April 28). Withdrawal of the registration statement, which covers 800,000 common shares and 160,000 shares, is being requested because of current market conditions.

Movielab Inc., New York film processing company, reported an increase in net sales but a decrease in net income for the six months ended June 25:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1968</th>
<th>1968</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Earned per share</td>
<td>$0.10</td>
<td>$0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net sales</td>
<td>3,126,973</td>
<td>3,058,666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretax income</td>
<td>226,517</td>
<td>437,456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net income</td>
<td>137,141</td>
<td>218,743</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shares outstanding</td>
<td>1,407,000</td>
<td>1,407,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pacific and Southern Broadcasting Co., New York, group broadcaster, reported a 21% increase in gross revenues and net income for the six months ended June 30:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1969</th>
<th>1968</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gross Revenues</td>
<td>$5,972,000</td>
<td>$4,588,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net income</td>
<td>$329,000</td>
<td>271,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average shares outstanding</td>
<td>1,623,000</td>
<td>1,614,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: 1968 figures have been restated to include a pooling of interests basis business acquired in 1968 and 1969. Extraordinary items were $0.03 for 1968 as restated and $0.01 for 1969.
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Who traded stock during July

The Securities and Exchange Commission has reported the following stock transactions of officers and directors and of other stockholders owning more than 10% of broadcasting or allied companies in its Official Summary for July (all common stock unless otherwise indicated):

- **Ampex Corp.—James F. Connon sold 4,000 shares, leaving 134 held personally and 1,703 held as custodian.**
- **John Bliss Co.—M. Sliver bought 100 shares, giving him a total of 200 shares.**
- **Capital Cities Broadcasting Corp.—D. B. Burke sold 300 shares, leaving 20,400.**
- **CBS Inc.—E. Thayer Drake sold 400 shares, leaving 1,034. J. A. Schneider sold 4,250 shares, leaving 4,453.**
- **Chris-Craft Industries—John Hicks bought $15,000 of 6% convertible subordinated debentures. Mr. Hicks' son holds $5,000 of 6% convertible subordinated debentures.**
- **Commonwealth United—Peter Gettinger sold 6,500 shares, leaving 169,994.**
- **Corinthian Broadcasting—H. A. Watkins bought 1,000 shares, giving him a total of 2,900.**
- **Cox Broadcasting Corp.—M. Bertlett bought 1,000 shares, giving him a total of 11,100.**
- **Cypress Communications—David Graham through his account bought 117,060 shares and sold 23,515 shares, leaving 49,923 held through trading account and 1,193 held personally.**
- **Dorlel Dane Bernbach—Jason Roy Grace bought 5,000 shares, giving him a total of 5,250. John R. Noble bought 5,000 shares.**
- **Eliot T. Russell sold 2,532 shares, leaving 85,735. H. P. Atlas sold 1,000 class A shares, leaving 102 class A shares held personally and 300 class A shares held by family. Ted H. Factor sold 2,500 class A shares, leaving 54,419 class A shares held personally and 300 class A shares held as trustee. E. R. McNally bought 200 class A shares, giving him a total of 16,497 class A shares.**
- **Foote, Comer & Belding—Louis E. Scott sold 8,682 shares, leaving 14,598.**
- **Gannett Corp.—E. W. Hewitt bought 200 shares, giving him a total of 700.**
- **Kinney National Service Corp.—Rosenthal sold 1,900 shares, leaving 171,104 held personally, 95,800 held by trusts, 2,220 held by children and 136 held by wife.**
- **MCA Inc.—Berle Adams received as compensation 25,000 shares, giving him a total of 47,992. Salvatore Chiania received as compensation 23,000 shares, giving him a total of 25,900. A. A. Dorskin received as compensation 25,000 shares, giving him a total of 41,256 held personally and 450 held by family. L. N. Friedland received as compensation 25,000 shares, giving him a total of 40,775. H. M. Hars received through incentive compensation plan 3,000 shares.**
- **Memorex Corp.—Alger Chaney sold 1,550 shares, leaving 64,000 held personally and 45,000 held by corporation. E. F. Ploch sold 775 shares, leaving 300. E. S. Seaman sold 1,014 shares, leaving 2,250. Mr. Seaman's children sold 130 shares, leaving none.**
- **Meredith Corp.—John Gregg received through incentive stock plan 1,500 shares, giving him a total of 1,900 held personally and five held as custodian.**
- **Metromedia Inc.—M. E. Austad (Mark Evans) bought 700 shares, giving him a total of 30,003.**
- **M 3 Co.—Ralph H. Dwan through one trust sold 100 shares, leaving 318,209 held through that trust. 276,000 held through another trust, 1,000 held personally and 3,900 held through a corporation. Sold 10,000 shares, leaving 2,607,220 held personally and 1,673,203 held by wife.**
- **MPO Videotronics-Marshall Stone exercised option to buy 16,500 shares and sold 14,000 shares.**
- **National General Corp.—W. H. Hedford bought 3,000 shares, giving him a total of 5,658.**
- **Oklivy & Mather Internationals—David Ogilvy sold 6,000 shares, leaving 94,000.**
- **Papert, Koenig, Lois—Theodore Levenson sold 300 shares, leaving 50,849 held personally and 500 held by wife. John F. Shima sold 200 shares, leaving 100. N. Grulich sold 3,110 shares, leaving 38,183 class A shares held personally and 9,510 class A shares held by family. John M. Hunter sold 200 shares, leaving 130. Johnken sold 3,000 class A shares, leaving 65,822 held personally and 200 shares.**
- **Post Corp.—Loewi & Co. bought 5,810 shares and sold 2,635 shares, giving it a total of 11,072.**
- **RCA Corp.—G. H. Brown exercised option to buy 1,159 shares, giving him a total of 7,000 held personally and 82 held by wife.**
- **Scotty Denny sold 2,000 shares, leaving 8,095.**
- **Richmond Newspapers—A. J. Brent acquired 5,000 class A non-voting shares, giving him a total of 6,500 class A non-voting shares. A. S. Donohue acquired 10,000 class A non-voting shares, giving him a total of 11,000 class A non-voting shares.**
- **Rollins Inc.—John W. Rollins sold 12,000 shares, leaving 93,140 held personally, 7,494 held as custodian and 3,250 held by wife.**
- **Sonderling Broadcasting Corp.—A. Harry Becker sold 1,000 shares, leaving 9,000. Richard Goodman sold 64,000 shares, leaving 14,700. Mason A. Loundy sold 500 shares, leaving 46,800. Sigmund Wahlsr sold 300 shares, leaving 1,200.**
- **Storer Broadcasting—F. W. Sullivan bought 1,000 shares, giving him a total of 9,600.**
- **Teleprompter Corp.—C. C. Kieffer through partnership bought $15,000 of 5 1/2% convertible subordinated debentures.**
- **Time Inc.—B. M. Auer sold 200 shares, leaving 9,592. J. L. Hallenbeck sold 300 shares, leaving 4,400 held personally and 400 held by wife and children. Andrew Heilskel bought 2,500 shares, giving him a total of 33,767. Henry Luce III bought 250 shares, giving him a total of 150,180 shares, giving him a total of 130,317 held personally, 254,058 held through family trusts, 19,045 held through another trust and 11,535 held as co-executor.**
- **Telenetics—L. W. Self bought 200 shares, giving him a total of 544.**
- **Walker Reade Organization—S. Gumsberg sold 11,000 shares, leaving 22,500. E. Schumacher received as bonus 1,000 shares, giving him a total of 9,900.**
- **Woltempo Enterprises—M. Wolfson through corporation bought $10,000 of 5 1/4% convertible subordinated debentures.**
- **Zenith Radio Corp.—John Kuhajek bought 200 shares, giving him a total of 9,680 held personally and 1,040 held by wife.**

Programing

'... May the best man win...'

Griffin debuts to sight of other familiar CBS faces appearing across the dial; ratings prove mixed

The great late-night sofa war rumbled into action last week with New York City audiences giving the kid—Merv Griffin—a break against his stiff Johnny Carson. Carson-Bishop rose to the challenge by trotting out a host of guest stars, some of whom are connected with past and present CBS shows. But, by all the numbers that count, it was an inconclusive skirmish. Consistent viewing patterns, industry sources said, will determine the winner.

Mr. Griffin drew a larger New York audience his first night (Aug. 18) than either of his two competitors, but dropped to second place behind the Carson show on NBC-TV, in the New York Nielsen and Arbitrons Tuesday and Wednesday. There was considerable feeling, shared privately by at least some CBS-TV authorities, that the Griffin premiere had not been the audience-rouser it might have been and that this format was a failure.

The competition wasn't taking any chances. The Carson and Bishop programs had called on every top star they could last week to keep their established 11:30 p.m.-1 a.m. audiences from spending too much time with the newcomer.

ABC's play was to lead off The Joey Bishop Show with the Smothers brothers, whose own show was dropped by CBS last December; this led into "Censorship" (BROADCASTING, April 7). Mr. Bishop permitted the brothers to go through two songs unedited, then urged them to return to television. Tom Smothers announced the sale of their April 4 program, the one not shown on CBS, to TV stations in Canada and Canada the U.K. (including four Metro-"media stations for broadcast Sept. 10, and also indicated the brothers would be doing three or four specials for syndication (BROADCASTING, Aug. 11). In all cases, the Smothers brothers said, artistic control would remain in their hands.

Scheduled to appear on The Joey Bishop Show last week were Tony Bennett, George Burns, Milton Berle, Eddie Fisher, George Shearing, Peggy Lee, Ed Ames and the Harkness Ballet.

NBC-TV resorted to its consistent
Merv Griffin, new late-night star for CBS, got talented support on his first night for the network from Leslie Uggams (l) and Hedy Lamarr (c).

Bob Hope (c) was the star of the Johnny Carson Tonight Show on NBC last Monday. Here he is flanked by regular Ed McMahon (l) and the host, Johnny Carson.

audience attractor, Bob Hope, for the Monday night (Aug. 18) Tonight Show with Johnny Carson. And the network too, or at least a CBS affiliate presenting Eva Gabor and Eddie Albert of the CBS series, Green Acres. Also planned for last week's programs were Lucille Ball (also a long-standing CBS star), Bill Cosby, Joe DiMaggio, Rowan and Martin, Raquel Welch and Flip Wilson.

Against this line-up, Merv Griffin opened with Woody Allen, Leslie Uggams, "Moms" Mabley and Hedy Lamarr. Mr. Griffin followed up the rest of the week with Mohammed Ali, Beatrice Lillie, Walter Cronkite, Art Linkletter, Penelope Ashe and others.

How did the strategies work? No national ratings were as yet available, but the overnight New York ratings showed a good sampling for the Merv Griffin Show Monday night. CBS averaged an 8.6 rating, 36 share for the 11:30 p.m.-1 a.m. EDT period in the New York Arbitrons, as compared to NBC's 6.3 rating, 26 share, and ABC's 1.6 rating, 7.0 share. New York Nielsens also put CBS on top with an 8.1 rating, 31 share, while NBC had a 6.5 rating, 25 share, and ABC a 2.0 rating, 8 share.

Johnny Carson topped the late-night battle Tuesday and Wednesday nights with average New York Arbitrons of 7.5, 26 and 8.5, 36 respectively, and average New York Nielsens of 8.8, 30 and 8.1, 36.

Merv Griffin had a 4.8, 17 Arbitron Tuesday and a 4.8, 21 Wednesday, with Nielsens of 5.3, 18 and 3.2, 14. Joel Bishop's Arbitrons Tuesday and Wednesday were 2.9, 10 and 1.8, 8. ABC Nielsens were 1.0, 3 Tuesday and 3.2, 14 Wednesday, a tie with CBS for the 11:30-1 period. That time slot included the last 15 minutes of news on ABC-TV, because of a late-running movie prior to the news.

Merv Griffin may draw audience from the other two, or he may develop additional "night-owl" fans, as Joey Bishop appeared to do when he started in May of 1967. Up until that time, Johnny Carson averaged a 6.5 National Nielsen rating for the five years he conducted the lone network talk show. After Mr. Bishop's debut, Mr. Carson's average rating rose to 7.6, with Mr. Bishop at 3.9.

NBC claims to have 214 stations broadcasting the Tonight Show. ABC affiliates carrying the Bishop show number around 160, while the estimate for the Griffin premiere was 185 stations.

"Why Not Quit?" to start next month

Triangle Stations said last week that its instructional five-minute TV and radio program series on how to stop smoking, Why Not Quit?, will be released for national syndication in September. The radio-TV group owner said 20 program tapes have been produced at its WFIL-TV Philadelphia. Actor E. G. Marshall is host and narrator of the series, which was announced last spring (Broadcasting, May 5). Proceeds of the syndication will go toward medical research at the University of Pennsylvania, which is cooperating in the production with WFIL-TV.

Reeves, IATSE resume contract talks

The technicians strike at Reeves Production Services, New York, last week moved into its fifth week with some hope for settlement soon, but with Reeves' losses estimated already around $1 million.

Labor and management met all day Thursday (Aug. 21) for the first time in weeks.

The strike began July 23 when 72 video technicians, members of Local 52 of the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees, walked off the job. The sound and lab men subsequently refused to cross the picket lines, and work on a TV special, commercials and syndicated series was halted (Broadcasting, Aug. 4).

The union asked for a wage increase and a gradual reduction of the work week to 35 hours. Its contract with Reeves had expired July 1. Management called the demands too high and refused the request. A federal mediator was brought in, but both sides held to their positions.

Reeves is the only tape company in New York that has a contract with IATSE; therefore Reeves' competitors have been doing a brisk business.

Plenty of discs

Formats Unlimited Inc., Albany, N. Y., has been formed to provide radio stations with single and album records from virtually every record manufacturer in the country. The service will be operated by Toni Z. Grady, president of Eastern New York Broadcasting Corp., WABY Albany, and Dick Lawrence, a program and station consultant. Clients will receive records plus program and promotional aids for a $14 weekly fee. Firm is located at 1654 Central Avenue, Albany 12205.

Screen Gems gets CBC series

Screen Gems has acquired the U.S. distribution rights to the Tommy Hunter Show from the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. The half-hour country-and-western musical-variety series will begin its fourth season on the CBC next month. Dan Goodman, vice president and director of national spot sales for Screen Gems, said the package includes 125 half-hour programs that will be offered for sale to U.S. advertisers.

Voice service expanded

Metromedia Radio News will expand its voiced news service to station subscribers, starting Sept. 15, to include 15 complete radio newscasts weekdays from 6 a.m. to 8 p.m. Each newscast, to consist of four minutes of news, will enable stations to fill a traditional five-minute segment by adding either a local commercial or filling with local news and weather.
Backroom politics dominate NATRA

Elections bring to fore regional factions, as leaders urge unity, stressing responsibilities of black DJ's

The National Association of Television and Radio Announcers left Washington last week after a four-day event that had been billed in advance as a convention but turned out to be more of a happening.

It was election time for the organization of Negro disk jockeys, and there was more politicking in the suites of the Washington Hilton hotel than attendance in the meeting rooms. Delegates who did show up for formal sessions were exhorted by several speakers to assume larger roles. As Dick Gregory, the comedian who gave up his profession for the civil-rights movement, put it: "You ain't in show business no more. You're in a revolution."

Mr. Gregory spoke at a luncheon on Sunday, Aug. 17, the concluding event of a four-day program that mostly took place in closed sessions. Newsmen were barred from conventional coverage of a number of seminars on such subjects as black management, FCC rules, unions and civil rights. They were told they could enter those sessions if they registered as NATRA members and paid a delegate's $52 fee.

The back-of-the-bus treatment was unexpected. Before the convention Del Shields, who conducts the syndicated radio program, Night Call, and is executive secretary of NATRA, had issued a cheery invitation to newsmen to attend the convention. Throughout his stay in Washington, Mr. Shields remained unavailable to Broadcasting. He was said by associates to have spent his time in his suite, where politicking must have been intense. At the end of the convention Mr. Shields was threatening to resign.

According to former NATRA officials close to the discussions, NATRA came close to fratricide last week, with the 11 regional factions jockeying for position as new officers or board members for the next two years. "It was a North against South thing," said one official. "Outside individuals," he said, were attempting to influence delegates.

The official refused to identify the "outside individuals," but indicated that they might be other splinter black groups not in the broadcasting industry trying to exercise influence on NATRA.

One such group said not to be involved is the Fair Play for Black Citizens Committee, which surfaced at the convention briefly to apologize for its disruptive activities at the Miami convention last year (Broadcasting, Aug. 26, 1968). The group said it was going to turn its energies to getting the public into station ownership. Efforts to reach the committee for elaboration at the New York address last given by one of its officials proved fruitless.

Basic criticism of NATRA leaders was said to have run rife throughout the discussions. Several outgoing officers were posed as possible candidates for president, but declined the chance reportedly because of obvious lack of support. A slate proposed principally by the Southern region was "steamrolled through," according to one source, with the result that Alvin Dixon of WAXP Montgomery, Ala., a NATRA regional president, was elected president. "There was a Southern deal in the slate," said one ousted official, "the feeling was that we in the East [and the top echelon of NATRA] are kind of slick. The members of this organization, if it's going to get anywhere, have to trust in the ability of the people running it."

The "integrity and respect" that this official felt was necessary to be accorded NATRA's leaders was said not to have been given Del Shields. Associates close to Mr. Shields said he was set to resign his nonelective post Saturday (Aug. 16) by releasing a public announcement, but none was forthcoming. Efforts to reach Mr. Shields in New York last week proved futile. His home telephone had temporarily been disconnected and he was said to be taking a two-week vacation.

The uncertainty that surrounded much of the convention also involved the new officers. They were introduced at a Sunday (Aug. 17) luncheon, but, according to one source there may be challenges to the elections within two weeks because some of the officers may not be eligible for election. "There may have been some public-relationships types elected, not disk jockeys," one source said.

The factionation developed despite calls for black unity that were made by guest speakers.

Comedian Dick Gregory noted the responsibility that black DJ's "owe to black folks": "I have seven black kids, and radio has more of an influence on them than I do. I hope you understand what you're doing with your power; if you blow that power, baby, you're in trouble."

Mr. Gregory observed that in a revolution the channels of communication are "the first to go." As disk jockeys, Mr. Gregory said, "you're playing a sound, not a record. And after you get rid of all those bull-shit commercials [for used cars and shoddy merchandise] at high credit rates, you'd better inform me."

"You'd better give us an attitude, a direction," he continued, "we're not worried about your communications. You must inform that white boy who owns that station [you work for] what you must do [in programming]. You ain't in show business no more," he said.

"You're in a revolution. I hope this organization understands itself."

The Rev. Jesse Jackson, civil-rights leader, appearing at the awards dinner Saturday night, the only well attended event, noted the importance of Negro disk jockeys. Mr. Jackson went to the banquet with H. Rap Brown, chairman of the Student National Coordinating Committee, Mr. Brown did not speak at the dinner, but he was warmly received by the audience as was FCC Commissioner Nicholas Johnson, who was noted as being present.

The black disk jockey, according to Mr. Jackson, has a "most challenging responsibility because nobody else talks to America's slave-labor base every day, but you." He told the delegation: "Your ambition must be to own the stations you talk through every day."

Two of the speakers associated with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission condemned alleged exclusion of black faces on and behind the nation's TV screens.

"We want a chance to earn some bread," said Clifford Alexander, former chairman of the EEOC. Mr. Alexander will probably achieve his goal; he has become a partner in the Washington law firm of Arnold and Porter. "We want to buy fancy homes and see us..."
water ski like they do on TV."

A blanket indictment of network employment discrimination and programming practices based on EEOC’s hearings on employment practices in the communications industry was leveled by William H. Bitman, III, chairman of EEOC. "The communications industry is one of the most crucial industries in mid-20th century American life," he said. "Its role in reporting and interpreting new events, molding public opinion, and creating popular tastes and attitudes makes it an almost omnipotent force in America today."

Despite its vital role in society, Mr. Brown charged that broadcasting has been "guilty of gross distortion of the lives and activities of America’s minority groups." Among those groups he included the American Indians, Oriental Americans and Eskimos. "None has been left unscathed by the image-producing media," he said.

The communications industry mistreats minority groups in two ways," Mr. Brown said, by projecting a "false image or no image at all" of the groups, and by engaging in employment discrimination. The media have been "among the worst practitioners" of this discrimination in the country, he alleged.

Stanley Gortikov, president of Capitol Industries, parent of Capitol Records, said that his own industry was "too damn white" and needed to give blacks better management opportunities. But the record companies and NATRA, he said, had to do some soul-searching of their own. The relationship between the organization and the record companies was termed by Mr. Gortikov "one big generous grab-bag, undignified for you and dangerous for us." Mr. Gortikov asked: "Why aren't the station owners in this hall today, responding to legitimate criticism?" The owners, he suggested, have "allowed" NATRA to become dominated by record companies rather than by the station proprietors who must soon hear the calls for better employment.

Much the same reaction was registered privately by a Negro delegate, who is in station management—but it was a caustic comment on the attitude of "Who needs black people to talk to black people at this convention? Where are the white people, the white station owners? Why aren't they here? Very simply, the jocks don't care [to have them here]."

Mr. Gortikov also warned the association from adopting a "me-tooism" attitude and a "mirror image of your white owners." NATRA, he said, should search for programs that are pertinent to the association’s future.

Dick Gregory suggested that NATRA assess its estimated membership of 2,500 $2 a week to hire a national law firm to handle cases "when the white cats try to fire you. You can get some slick lawyers for that." The association could also raise sustaining funds by putting on 10 benefits a year, he suggested. "You could get any black entertainer you wanted for free, raise $1 million a year this way," Mr. Gregory said, and he pledged to do two of the benefits, if they are effected, in the coming year.

But who was in the audience to listen? Mr. Gortikov’s talk was postponed from an early-morning Saturday (Aug. 16) session to that noon because of a downpour, Mr. Gregory said. And poor attendance in the closed sessions evoked a public blast from Herb Campbell of KSOL, San Francisco.

The former vice president of NATRA said that only 22 members showed up at a closed seminar on labor unions and that most of the other meetings went begging. "DJ’s here appear to be more interested in being funded by the record companies," he charged. "They seem to be opposed to helping themselves. If you don’t want it [the convention], you really ought not to be here."

The disk jockeys do want the convention, confided one member, but it’s for purposes of getting support from the record companies for airplay and programs. NATRA, he said, should “still be called the finger-snapping doo-wop association because that’s all they are right now—a fraternal organization. Ask them [the disk jockeys] who [Senator] Pastore is and they’ll say he’s a DJ. They don’t know. We blacks like to put up a front organization, like the NAACP and CORE, which somehow doesn’t reach the mass of people below,” he added.

When they talk of exploitation [a word frequently used last week to denote poor working conditions], they mean guys who don’t get anywhere, the member continued. "Look, we’re all exploited—you and me. This is a capitalistic society. If I can’t make it, it’s because either I don’t have it or the station owner is bigoted. If he’s bigoted, then I look for the record company back to back with him. Why don’t they?”

In order for NATRA to become an effective organization, he said it would have to be opened up to permit representation of white station owners and management.

A NATRA official acknowledged that some members have refused to attend the convention because of this, but that the group has asked some station owners to attend and have been rebuffed. "Look, in time we just want to tell them [the owners] what they’re doing [to their employees], that times have changed," the official said. But he indi-
A classical conflict fails to block sale

A vigorously protested application for transfer of WGKA-AM-FM Atlanta from Glenkaren Associates Inc. to Strauss Broadcasting Co. was affirmed by the FCC last week. The sale was approved in August 1968 after spirited opposition from The Citizens Committee to Preserve the Present Programming of WGKA and WGKA-FM, which feared loss of the station's classical music format (Broadcasting, Sept. 2, 1968).

Strauss also owns KXKL-AM-FM Dallas and KCEE-AM-FM Tucson, Ariz., both middle-of-the-road programing operations.

After the transfer application was filed in March 1968 Strauss surveyed Atlantans' tastes and announced plans to substitute show tunes and light classics for the classical programming. Listeners complained to the commission and filed an informal petition protesting the change. The commission at first said it found no "substantial question" requiring hearing, but after the citizens committee filed a petition for reconsideration, the FCC directed Strauss to undertake an additional survey of public needs.

A marketing and research firm hired by Strauss produced a survey showing that "73% of all Atlantans would, if asked, vote in favor of the new Strauss format." Strauss said it would endeavor to satisfy the needs of the classical music audience by presenting such music over its FM facility six evenings a week, and a complete opera on Sunday nights. It also offered to further alter its format as needed to satisfy the public interest.

The commission observed that "the fact that one station started with a classical music format does not mean that forever more it must continue with that format," and, dismissing as unfounded subsequent charges that Strauss made misrepresentations in its surveys, found the sale approval justified.

Apollo 11 film available from NASA

A color documentary on the Apollo 11 moon flight, "Eagles Has Landed," has been released by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration for use by TV stations in public-affairs programming.

The film runs 28:30 minutes, and includes motion-picture footage and still photos taken by the Apollo astronauts. A major feature of the film is a section devoted to crew activities on the surface of the moon. The film was directed by Ted Lowry and produced by the NASA staff.

The film may be ordered through Clayton Edwards, Code FP, NASA headquarters, Washington 20546.

More foundation awards

Awards of $5,000 each in both radio and TV will be presented by Freedoms Foundation for programs dealing with the theme, "Goals for America for 1976." Radio nominations should include a recording, script and synopsis of individual programs that "stimulate thoughts about U.S. goals to create a stronger and free society." TV nominations may be dramatic or documentary and should include a kinescope or videotape along with a script and program synopsis. Awards will go to the program producer. Contact award administration, Freedoms Foundation, Valley Forge, Pa. 19481, by Nov. 1.

'Misterogers' gets support from Sears

The Sears-Roebuck Foundation will support National Educational Television's Misterogers' Neighborhood, a children's program, for the third consecutive year. The $180,000 Sears grant will be used in the production of 65 half-hours for the daily series.

Misterogers' Neighborhood is produced by Fred Rogers at WQED(TV) Pittsburgh. About 135 of the 165 NET affiliates carry the series.
**Auto ad buys hold steady in ‘69**

New-car introductions, model-year campaigns find several manufacturers returning to spot

Introductions of 1970 automobiles in mid-September promise advertising expenditures in broadcast by the major manufacturers on a level comparable to 1968. Some auto makers are buying spot TV and radio again after several years hiatus, allaying early fears that the general economic slowdown would affect the advertising pocketbook as well. Indeed, spot buying for introductions as well as the model year appears to be bright for TV and especially bright for radio. Radio may be up 15% to 20% this year in this category if Detroit’s, and the American public’s buying intentions hold firm.

According to Detroit spokesmen network TV increases should come through extra participation buys. Network radio buying may be just slightly off from last year although participation buys later in the model year may alter this.

Chevrolet, the big spender among all makes, through Campbell-Ewald, is understood to be increasing its market list for spot TV at introduction time and probably will be using more spot TV during the model year.

Chevrolet also is considerably increasing its use of spot radio at introduction time (Sept. 17-19 for most auto makers) and may be using spot radio for more than 40 out of the 52 weeks during the year as well, marking a large dollar increase for radio. Chevrolet continues strong in local-program franchises on stations in about 50 markets, especially news and sports shows.

Robert D. Lund, general sales manager for Chevrolet, said last week that the advertising will put heavy emphasis on the all-new Monte-Carlo personal car designed to compete with Pontiac’s Grand Prix, and the addition of diesel trucks to the line of commercial vehicles. Car and truck advertising will be more integrated than before, he said.

Chevrolet’s new TV commercials will hit the air first on the NCAA Game of the Week on ABC-TV Sept. 13 and on Chevrolet’s share of Bonanza on NBC-TV Sept. 14. Chevrolet will be sole sponsor of the Dionne Warwick special on CBS-TV on Sept. 17 and will be a major sponsor Sept. 24 on the Glen Campbell Goodtime Hour.

Mr. Lund said all Chevrolet advertising will carry a new announcement theme of “On the Move—the Chevrolet 70’s” along with the continuing theme, “Putting You First Keeps Us First.”

A check of the spot and network

---

**ONE OF THE BEST REASONS FOR BUYING A TAPECASTER CARTRIDGE MACHINE today, is tomorrow.**

There are many good reasons for purchasing a TAPECASTER cartridge machine: its superb performance is insured by the use of only the highest quality components, each subjected to rigorous quality control testing by trained TAPECASTER technicians. Its advanced solid state design offers a new industry standard for excellence and dependability.

Standard in all TAPECASTER units is the new SUPER-TORQUE hysteresis synchronous motor. It is twice the weight of motors found in competitive units, contains extended life bearings and is rated for continuous duty with an estimated three times longer life.

The SUPER-TORQUE motor, exclusively in TAPECASTER units represents a significant breakthrough in professional tape cartridge machine design and promises far better performance with years of trouble-free operation.

Before you buy a tape cartridge machine today, consider tomorrow and you will find yourself buying TAPECASTER.

---

**TAPECASTER® TCM, INC.**

**BOX 662 — 12326 WILKINS AVENUE**

**ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND 20851**

Please send additional information:

Name & Co. .................................................................

Street ...........................................................................

City .......................................................... State ........ Zip ........

---

**TAPECASTER® TCM, INC.**

Box 662 — 12326 Wilkins Avenue, Rockville, Maryland 20851

Phone: 942-6668 Area code 301
buys by the other auto manufacturers shows:

- American Motors, through Wells, Rich, Greene, is expected to increase its use of spot TV at announcement period.
- Buick, through McCann-Erickson, because of budget circumstances at the present, has dropped plans to use spot TV for introduction time. Its plans for spot radio during the year also are not firm. Buick is using network radio for introduction and again for a spring campaign.
- Cadillac, through MacManus, John & Adams, plans to maintain its current selective use of spot radio.
- Dodge, through BBDO, out of spot TV at announcement time for a couple of years, will return this year. Level of spending in radio is expected to be at least as much this year as last, chiefly through dealer associations.

All of the major auto makers have been increasing their "wild footage" TV commercial film and general promotion packages for dealers and groups to use in the creation of their own local area commercials. Ford and Dodge particularly place considerable importance on dealer-association advertising cooperation.

- Ford, through J. Walter Thompson Co., out of spot TV last year, will be back in the medium for introduction time this year. Current radio use is expected to be maintained through dealer associations.
- Lincoln-Mercury, through Kenyon & Eckhardt, has no plans for spot TV at announcement time, but possibly will use it during the model year. Lincoln-Mercury is expected to increase its use of both spot and network radio during the year for the Marilyn Maye "lead the way" musical campaign, having enjoyed an all-time record sales year in 1969.
- Oldsmobile, through D. P. Brother, will use spot TV during announcement period and is expected to possibly double its use of radio spot during the model year as a whole.
- Plymouth, through Young & Rubicam, a user of spot TV in the past but out of it at announcement time last year, will be back this September. Plymouth also is returning to radio spot for introduction time in a big way. The radio drive will kick off the week of Sept. 22 and run four weeks in the top-50 markets. Four stations per market and 25 spots a week per station is the average formula for a mix of 10's, 30's and minutes. Plymouth also is expected to use spot radio during the model year as the result of tests this past season.
- Pontiac, through MacManus, John & Adams, has no plans for spot TV at announcement time, but probably will use it during the year as market situations require. Pontiac is expected to maintain its level of radio spot during the model year.

A check of automotive buys on the TV-radio networks shows:

- On CBS-TV, American Motors with 42 minutes scattered in various evening shows; Ford with six minutes in the Walter Cronkite Evening News and as a major sponsor in National Football League coverage; Lincoln-Mercury with 18 minutes spread among Hawaii Five-O, CBS News Hour and Ed Sullivan.
- General Motors business on CBS-TV takes in four of the auto firm's divisions. Buick has a weekly minute in Get Smart and scattered minutes in Mission: Impossible; Chevrolet has 25 minutes, and Pontiac has seven minutes, in scatter-plan purchases.

In other CBS-TV buys, Chrysler's Dodge has 16 minutes in a night-time scatter plan, and three minutes in each of the Thursday and Friday (Sept. 25 and 26) night movies during the CBS premiere week. And Volkswagen has 40 minutes in a scatter plan—14 of these minutes concentrated in the Leslie Uggams Show.

- On ABC-TV, Ford is full sponsor of FBI; Dodge is a participating advertiser in Mod Squad and The Music Scene; Buick, for its Opel division, will have seven minutes in the Wednesday night movie on Sept. 17, while Pontiac, American Motors, Oldsmobile and...
Plymouth will all have minutes in various night-time shows. In addition General Motors has made corporate buys on ABC-TV.

- On NBC-TV Ford is in 10 different shows; Plymouth is in 10; Dodge is in four series; Buick is in 10; Oldsmobile in 14, and Pontiac in nine different night-time shows.

Additionally, Chrysler is sponsoring five Bob Hope specials on NBC-TV and is a sponsor of the American Football League games and major league baseball, including the World Series in a baseball package.

Auto buying on network radio—not yet complete—indicates Chevrolet and Oldsmobile are mostly in news on ABC Radio, and Ford, Chrysler, Dodge and Buick on NBC Radio news and sports.

A check of various national station representatives indicated that spot-TV automobile business for the fourth quarter of this year will be about the same as last year, but spot radio appears to be lagging behind the 1968 level. One disquieting note cited by several reps: Both Buick and Ford sought last week to cancel nationwide introductory three-week TV campaigns scheduled to start on Sept. 17.

The reps said they would seek to hold Buick and Ford to their contracts unless they could find other advertisers to fill the schedules ordered by the auto makers. They speculated that Buick and Ford were attempting to shift the money they had allotted to spot TV into network TV.

---

**More women are watching color**

NBC research study details color ownership by age and income groups

New and expanding dimensions to enhance the marketing value of the color-TV audience are pointed up in a report prepared by the NBC research department.

The report presents findings of nationwide studies that Brand Rating Index conducted among women in December 1967 and December 1968 and points up changes that occurred during the 12-month span. The study found that color-set ownership among the women surveyed had increased from 23% to 31.6% during the year and...
Ad tax economics subject of study

A study of the economic implications of direct state taxes on advertising is one of three research projects for which grants totaling $26,500 were announced last week by the Consumer Research Institute, Hackensack, N. J.

The projects are in the area of marketing and advertising and will be conducted at two different universities.

Robert G. Cosgrove, chairman of the institute and of the Green Giant Co., Le Sueur, Minn., said the University of Iowa will study the state ad-tax problem. He noted that in the past few years as many as 15 state legislatures have considered bills to tax advertising services.

The study will seek to answer such questions as: Will such taxes be a major source of revenue, and could they do immense damage to the tax base of a state, if other states offer protection from such taxes?

The two other advertising-tax projects will be conducted at the University of Michigan. One will try to discover whether consumer values and life styles stem more from peoples’ roles in life as consumers rather than their occupational roles. The other project will explore how housewives perceive the information they receive from various sources about products available on the market.

that 20.9% planned to acquire color.

Other highlights:

* Color-set ownership continues to be highest among people in the upper and middle-income brackets: 54.9% of women in the $15,000-plus bracket, 45.9% in the $10,000-$15,000 group, and 38.2% in the $8,000-$10,000 classification had color sets in December 1968, up from levels of 44.4%, 34% and 31.7% a year earlier.

* Color-set ownership is highest in the 35-49 age group (35.4% up from 26.5% in December 1967) but is growing fastest in the under-35 group (33.9% as against 23.6% in 1967).

* In terms of family size, color ownership is highest among those with three or four members (36%, compared with 25.4% in 1967) and is also above average among those with five or more members (34.5% as against 25.4% in 1967). Families with only one or two members are below the national average in color ownership (24.8% of these families have color sets, as compared with 18.7% a year earlier).

* NBC said plan-to-buy data gathered in the study indicated that these trends will continue, and that other findings also indicated that the larger metropolitan areas—so-called “A” counties—now have and will continue to have the highest color-set ownership levels.

More local programing key to greater sales

Broadcasters were assured last week that they have “a virtually unlimited potential” for increasing sales to major advertisers if they meet their continually increasing responsibilities in local programming.

The assurance was given by Martin L. Nierman, president of Edward Petry & Co., station-representation firm, in a speech prepared for delivery Friday (Aug. 22) at the annual fall meeting of the West Virginia Broadcasters Association, held at the Greenbrier, White Sulphur Springs.

Mr. Nierman said top executives of major advertisers more and more are thinking in terms of buying local programing and that broadcasters will benefit “if your station is fully attuned to your community and reflects its needs accurately in your local programing.”

Broadcasters will need to increase sales to pay for expanded community service, Mr. Nierman said, as their responsibilities “continue to enlarge.” But with increasing responsibilities, he said, will come “greater opportunities than ever before—for deeper community involvement, for imaginative programing more relevant to the needs of listeners and viewers, for closer regional ties to the national advertiser and, if these are carried through, a sustained and perhaps even higher level of prosperity.”

In addition to expanded news, information and editorial services, he called specifically for “a larger effort” by networks and stations to develop meaningful programing for the 14- to 25 age group and to “provide the means for the kind of continuing dialogue needed to narrow our present divisions.”

Most of the extra money to underwrite expanded services must come from national advertisers and the competition for it will continue to grow as UHF and cable television expand, requiring that broadcasters mount “a much more comprehensive sales effort,” Mr. Nierman said.

FTC starts action to untie knot

Sterling, Lehn & Fink '66 pact is target of antitrust complaint

The Federal Trade Commission has challenged the 1966 merger of Lehn & Fink Products Corp. into Sterling Drug Inc. in a complaint that charges violations of the Clayton Antitrust Act. Both firms are heavy users of radio-TV advertising.

The commission alleged the effect of the merger has been to “substantially lessen competition” and has tended to create a monopoly in the health and beauty aids market, in the proprietary drug and personal-care products markets and in certain specific product lines.

Lehn & Fink has been eliminated as an independent competitive factor in the manufacture and sale of health and beauty aids, the commission said, and further, “potential” competition between the two firms has been eliminated in the drug and personal-care markets.

“Actual” competition between them has been foreclosed in making and selling acne aids and external antisepsics, the commission claimed, and L&F’s position as the dominant firm in the household deodorizer market [with Lysol spray disinfectant-deodorizer] has been “entrenched to the detriment of actual and potential competition.”

The products mentioned by the commission are, for Sterling: Bayer aspirin,
Phillips milk of magnesia, Campho-Phenique external antiseptic, Cope and Vanquish pain relievers, Dr. Lyon’s tooth powder, ZBT baby powder, Phisohex skin cleanser and Phisooac acne aid.

And for Lehn & Fink: Medi-Quick antiseptic products, Stri-Dex medicated products, Dorthy Gray and Tussy cosmetics, and Noreen and Ogilvie hair preparations.


Hearings on the alleged violation are scheduled for September. A finding against the merger would mean divestiture by Sterling within six months after the final commission order.

**Computer will provide data for D.C. advertisers**

WTOP Washington has begun an overnight computerized timebuying service which it says will enable a radio advertiser to reach the largest potential area audience for his dollar.

COR An—Computerized Overnight Radio Analysis—uses published data of the American Research Bureau to analyze in advance the size of audience to be reached, the cost-per-thousand, how many times each individual will be reached, how many impressions a schedule will make and the cost-per-thousand impressions. It also provides a demographic breakdown of the potential audience as to sex and age.

The free service can be used as a planning or buying tool for any size spot schedule on WTOP or any other radio station or combination of stations in the Washington market.

Michael Heimberg, WTOP’s research director and developer of CORA, said the timebuying information can be based on a proposed advertising schedule or CORA can evaluate an existing one.

Mr. Heimberg said the time to deliver a radio schedule profile can eventually be reduced to 15 minutes.


**Another agency for L&N**

Lennen & Newell Inc., New York, has acquired Ackerman Associates Inc., Oklahoma City-Tulsa, an agency that bills about $5 million. L & N previously bought Wyatt & Williams, Dallas, bringing total billing from the two acquisitions in the Southwest to more than $13 million.

**Smaller TV markets score 10% spot gain**

Small markets as well as big ones “seem to be holding their own” in 1969’s strong spot-TV economy, LNA/Rorabaugh reported last week.

The conclusion stemmed from the service’s estimate that national and regional spot-TV sales in approximately 100 markets below the top 75 totaled $21,740,900 during the second quarter of 1969. That total was up 10.4% from the first-quarter total.

Comparisons with the second quarter of 1968 were unavailable, because LNA/Rorabaugh, a service of Leading National Advertisers Inc., did not start compiling its smaller-market measurements until this year. The spot estimates do not include local business.

LNA/Rorabaugh listed approximately 110 products and services identified as “new” national and regional TV advertisers in the 100 markets during the...
second quarter.

The top-10 spenders, in order, were: Procter & Gamble; Coca-Cola; General Foods; Lever Bros.; PepsiCo; William Wrigley Jr.; Sears, Roebuck; Shell Oil; Colgate-Palmolive and Schlitz Brewing.

Networks find things going better with Coke

Coca-Cola Co., Atlanta, will launch a major participation campaign for various brands in prime-time network television during the first quarter of 1970. The company said it has purchased 52 minutes on eight NBC-TV and eight ABC-TV programs.

The cost of the campaign was not divulged but is reported to represent an unusually heavy investment for Coca-Cola for the first quarter. The order was placed jointly by McCann-Erickson, New York, for its Coca-Cola brand and by the Marschalk Co., New York, on behalf of Fresca, Hi-C, Minute Maid and Tab. The minutes will be shared in 30-second announcements.

Agency appointments:

- United California Bank, Los Angeles, affiliate of Western Bancorporation has awarded its retail services account to Doyle Dane Bernbach, Los Angeles, and its commercial banking service account to Foote, Cone & Belding, Los Angeles. The complete account had been with Erwin Wasey, Los Angeles, for some 20 years. The bank's ad budget runs more than $2 million a year.
- Virgin Islands Department of Commerce (tourism and rum industry) named Clinton E. Frank, New York, to handle account that bills about $700,000 and uses spot TV.
- Dino's Gondolias Inc., Tampa, Fla.-based Italian fast-food franchise firm, has named A. D. Adams Advertising Inc., New York. Billing for the remainder of the year was announced at about $200,000.
- R-A Industries Inc., has named Warren, Muller, Dolobowsky Inc., both New York, to handle advertising for its Treadway Inns and resorts division.
- Tatham-Laird & Kudner, New York, has been named by Builtoni Foods Corp., Hackensack, N.J., to replace Doyle Dane Bernbach, New York. Billings are about $1.5 million. Last year Builtoni spent over $1.2 million in spot television.
- Doyle Dane Bernbach, New York, will take over the Bulova brand name account next Jan. 1. The account, now with Young & Rubicam, New York, bills an estimated $1.5 million a year. DDB already handles Bulova's Accutron and Caravelle lines. The new account will give an estimated $4.5 million a year in total Bulova billings.
- G. Heileman Brewing Co., LaCrosse, Wis., names Campbell-Mithun, Minneapolis, for its Blatz beer which Heileman is acquiring from Pabst Brewing Co. and which bills about $3 million. Blatz was at Kenyon & Eckhardt, Chicago. Campbell-Mithun, which recently lost Hamm's beer to J. Walter Thompson, already represents Heileman's Weidemann beer.

WXYZW delivers a P.S. to antismoking spots

In accordance with FCC requirements, WXYZ Suffolk, Va., carries antismoking messages—but the station doesn't pretend that it likes the idea. Following each antismoking message, WXYZ broadcasts a little message of its own. The following is representative:

"The preceding announcement was broadcast without charge by WXYZ, under orders of the FCC, which has proposed a ban on advertising of cigarettes. While WXYZ is taking no sides in the inconclusive controversy on smoking, we believe it is unfair to require only one advertising medium, the broadcast industry, to carry antismoking material; and this requirement is certainly not consistent with the federal practice of subsidizing tobacco production."

Business briefly:

Union Carbide Corp., through Wm. Esty Co., both New York, has purchased time on NBC Radio's News on the Hour and Monitor.

Procter & Gamble, Cincinnati through Compton Advertising, New York, will sponsor the rerun of The Second Bill Cosby Special on NBC-TV, Sept. 11 (7:30-8:30 p.m. EDT).

Sanford Ink Corp., Bellwood, Ill., through Presba-Muench Inc., Chicago, is introducing its new Expresso pen on CBS Radio. Arthur Godfrey is the key commercial spokesman.

Devilique Products, through Davi-Calihan Inc., both New York, in conjunction with American Enka Corp., New York, manufacturer of Enkasher stretch nylon, will use a heavy TV schedule for the 1969 fall and holiday buying season to promote Devilique's one-size stretch hosiery and pantyhose.

Store buys 10,000 newscasts

KELA, Centralia-Chelahis and Gesler McNiven Co., Centralia, both Washington, are celebrating a 30-year relationship. The retail furniture store sponsored the first Gesler McNiven news on Jan. 3, 1939, and has since sponsored each 9:30-9:45 a.m. newscast. Ceremonies at the store included a one-hour live KELA news broadcast July 29—date of the 10,000th sponsored news program—and 10,000 bargains at the "sale-a-bration."

Rock spot around the clock

Utilizing broadcast for the first time, Van Raalte Co., New York, has launched rock-flavored campaign for its Vanilon panty hose on top-40 radio. A rock song titled "Walkin' Pretty" was developed by Van Raalte's agency, Chirurg & Cairns, New York, and is designed to appeal to the panty-hose market: young-adult females. The 60-second spots will run initially on WABC New York, KJL Los Angeles, WLS Chicago, WPH Philadelphia and WXYX Cleveland from Aug. 24 through Sept. 13. Each of the five stations will air about 20 spots per week in varying around-the-clock time slots.

Rep appointments:


Low-budget service offered

Needham, Harper & Steers's Chicago division has formed The Focus Group, described as "an agency within the agency" to serve advertisers budgets of less than a million dollars. Co-managers of the new group are George Mrkvicka, copy supervisor, and Earl Glass, art supervisor. George Oliver, NH&S vice president-account supervisor, is the administrative coordinator of the new six-man unit.

Also in advertising:

New production firm Robert Nash, former vice president and executive music director of Foote, Cone & Belding, New York, has formed Bob Nash Productions Inc., 165 West 46th Street, New York. The firm will specialize in musical services to agencies and advertisers.

Free medicine spots Radio & TV Roundup Productions, Maplewood, N.J., will make available 10 three-and-one-half-minute free radio "Medicine '69" spots for fall programming. Subjects covered include: attitudes toward cancer, sleep, arthritis, tetanus, German measles, and sinusitis. Phone: South Orange
(201) 763-1044; New York (212) 867-8400; Hollywood (213) 466-6124.

Office switch • Campbell-Ewald Co. has moved its Chicago office to John Hancock Center, 875 North Michigan; phone (312) 751-0800. Agency will use temporary space on 15th floor until permanent quarters are completed on 18th floor by Dec. 1. New space will include closed-circuit TV operation.

Electronic Music • Lektrafon Music has been formed in Los Angeles to produce and create electronic music for radio-TV commercials. The new company also plans to provide services for various types of film effects, including optical printing. First commercial to be put together by the company is one for Ford Motor’s 1970 line of cars.

New office • Gardner Advertising Co., St. Louis, has signed a 15-year lease for three floors in the new $20-million Equitable building scheduled for completion by January 1971. Gardner is now at 915 Olive Street.

**Gotham office • Capitol Records Inc. has opened a New York office for Capitol Production Music to service film producers and advertising agencies specializing in radio and TV commercials. Address is 1650 Broadway, New York 10019.**

New home • Noble-Dury & Associates, Nashville, will end a quarter-century stay in the Life & Casualty Tower when it moves into the new two-story $800,000 Noble-Dury building at 3814 Cleghorn Road by the end of the year.

---

**Study sees spectrum as regional problem**

Stanford report indicates better user assignment is a cure for congestion

Broadcasters can take heart from Stanford Research Institute’s FCC-sponsored study of land-mobile spectrum congestion, the final version of which was released last week. The study generally affirmed SRI’s interim report (Broadcasting, April 7), pointing to inequitable user distribution rather than a shortage of spectrum space as the cause of congestion.

The report gave little support to adoption of two FCC proposals aimed at relieving spectrum crowding. One would permit land-mobile and UHF sharing of the seven lowest (14-20) UHF channels; the other would reserve land-mobile use 115 mc between 806 and 960 mc, which includes channels 70-83.

The SRI report found a “spectrum congestion crisis” to exist in the New York City land-mobile spectrum. Although a more equitable assignment of users would eliminate most of the present congestion, SRI said, “little, if any, room for growth exists” in the city. It recommended that the FCC consider limiting the number of new licenses in the New York area to equal the “user dropout rate.”

SRI called for a combined national and regional approach to existing frequency assignment problems in land mobile. While the FCC should continue to provide nationwide direction in regulating land mobile, SRI maintained, “there is no acceptable alternative to the establishment of regional centers.” Such centers could be established gradually, but should be separate from existing FCC regional offices, SRI said, adding that they could take the form of nonprofit corporations, deriving operating expenses from fees collected for spectrum engineering and management services.

The report reiterated criticisms of the FCC’s lack of an adequate data base in formulating land-mobile solutions. It noted that FCC licensing records “were lacking in currency and accuracy,” that no significant relationship existed between transmitter assignment records and actual spectrum use, and that no relief for spectrum congestion is possible “without the acquisition and analysis of spectrum occupancy data.”

Finding that the land-mobile use pattern varies from channel to channel, service block to service block, band to band, service to service and urban area to urban area, SRI said any effective spectrum relief must be based on the individual channel in each urban region.

The Association of Maximum Service Telecasters, while welcoming the thrust of the SRI study, criticized its findings of “crisis” congestion in New York. It alleged that certain data bases used in computing peak channel load figures were arbitrary and did not allow for reasonable access-waiting periods for users on the same channel. AMST suggested the New York crisis was not as acute as SRI indicated.

SRI concluded that a suitably augmented land-mobile data base “would make it possible to redistribute users among channels in order to relieve overcrowding.”

**Seminars will show versatility of tape**

The Vidtronics division of Technicolor Corp., Hollywood, has announced plans to conduct a series of seminars for West Coast advertising agency creative teams and for producers of television commercials on how to use its latest piece of equipment—an Ampex HS-200 electronics special-effects unit.

“What we’re doing in effect,” reported Joseph E. Bluth, Vidtronics vice president and general manager, “is to carry the hardware story to the usage people. Essentially, we’re going to try to educate film-oriented people to what tape can do.”

The Ampex HS-200, a computer-controlled disc system that records frame-by-frame color animation and permits an operator almost immediate access to any recorded frame from a push-button editing console, was purchased by Technicolor’s Vidtronics division for $130,000. Vidtronics claims

---

**How did KABC-FM make a 60-day jump from zero ratings to night-time dominance over all three Los Angeles FM rock stations with listeners 18+?**

**What is responsible for the 60-day, 60% increase in WXYZ-FM’s total Detroit audience?**

---

*ABB Apr/May ’69 vs Jan/Feb ’69 — Avg 14 hr — Total Survey Area — 7pm-MID M-F
**ABB Apr/May ’69 vs Jan/Feb ’69 — Metro Survey Area — Total Persons 12+ Cume — 6am-MID M-S
Subject to qualifications available on request.

---

**Breaching the Wall**

**Deterrence to hostilities**

**In our services**

**Economic arguments**

**Financial aspects**

**Historical precedents**

**International law**

**Military options**

**Political strategies**

**Regional concerns**

**Security guarantees**

**Strategic considerations**

**Tactical responses**

**Ultimatum demands**

**Verbal threats**

---
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Receiver imports soar in U.S.

Television sets, sold under foreign labels in the U.S., virtually tripled in the first six months of this year compared to the same period last year. And foreign label imports of home radios during the first half of the year were almost 50% up compared to the same period last year.

These were the two major items notable in the reports issued last week by the Electronic Industries Association reporting total U.S. sales of consumer electronic products for the first six months of the year. All major products showed increases, EIA noted.

The full report, dealing with TV and radio, follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First half of 1969 (in units)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Factory sales U.S. produced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home FM/AM or FM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto FM/AM or FM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total FM/AM or FM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Television</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monochrome TV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color TV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total TV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

it has the only operative system on the West Coast.

Every major advertising agency, including Young & Rubicam, BBDO and Foote, Cone & Belding; and every major commercial producer, reportedly, will be asked to participate in the Vidtronics' seminar. The producers and agencies will be told that the new Ampex unit will allow them the same flexibility and creativity on video tape that they currently enjoy with film, but at a far faster rate. Vidtronics claims that it can now process special effects work for TV commercials in 24 hours. Normally, the company contends, film laboratories take as long as six weeks to handle similar special effects processing.

RCA equips WSMW

RCA Commercial Electronic Systems Division, Camden, N. J., announced last week the sale of approximately $1.3 million worth of color television studio and transmitting equipment to State Mutual Life Assurance Co. of America for wsmw(tv) Worcester, Mass.

The insurance company is erecting a new studio building for the channel 27 station, slated to begin operating in late fall.

Microwave plans set for live TV in Alaska

Anticipating the day when there will be a satellite earth station in Alaska—and when it will be possible to feed network TV programs live to the state's TV network affiliates—RCA Global Communications Inc. has asked the FCC for permits to construct a broadband microwave relay system between Talkeetna, where the earth station is being built, and Anchorage, 90 miles south.

President Nixon announced in June that the RCA bid of $28.4 million for the Alaska Communications System was favored over other bids. Transfer to RCA of the system, initiated by the U. S. Army Signal Corps in the last century but more recently operated by the Air Force, is expected to take place early next year. RCA has agreed to invest an additional $27.4 million over the next few years to improve facilities and services.

At the beginning, the proposed new $600,000 microwave system will provide three broadband channels in each direction for TV, telephone and control use. The system is designed for extension northward to Fairbanks, as well as connections to existing microwave and tropospheric systems in the state.

House of sound planned from Boston

High fidelity buffs, who live in the Boston area and who have been anxious to experience the full environmental impact of a concert hall in their homes, are going to be given the privilege next month. They will get it from a four-channel stereo broadcast by two Boston area FM stations—but they will need two receivers and two pairs of loudspeakers.

Planned for each Saturday evening concert of the Boston Symphony, beginning Sept. 27, are the four-channel stereo broadcasts by wcbr-FM Waltham, Mass. (102.5 mc) and noncommercial wcbm-FM Boston (89.7 mc). Listeners must have two multiplex stereo receivers, one to tune to each of the stations. The four loudspeakers, two for each tuner, should be placed at the four corners of the living room, the stations recommend, so that the listener can experience the "surround" of an actual concert hall.

Sponsoring the concerts on wcbm-FM will be Acoustic Research Inc., Cambridge, Mass.

Please send
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EBS test limited to continental U.S.

The first nationwide test of the Emergency Broadcast System next week is expected to involve more than 3,000 radio stations—but broadcasters in Puerto Rico, Hawaii, Alaska, the Virgin Islands and Guam learned last week that they are not among those participating.

The 10-minute test, which will take place at 12:40 p.m. on Sept. 3, will be the first time that EBS stations are to be interconnected into one national emergency network. AT&T is interconnecting the stations, whether or not they are network affiliates, without charge. Stations, however, must provide their own local loop. Because of the extensive long-haul facilities that would be required to tie in the off-shore stations, the FCC decided that stations there would not participate in the test next week.

West Coast branch
Imiero Fiorentino Associates Inc., New York, lighting designers and consultants, has opened a West Coast office at 7250 Franklin Avenue, Hollywood. Telephone is (213) TR 6-6000.

ABC daytimer does well in moving merchandise

Dark Shadows, ABC-TV daytime series, has proved a large success in the merchandising area, according to William F. Dennis, vice president in charge of merchandising. He said that total retail sales of Barnabas (hero of the series) merchandise should reach $20 million.

Among the products being merchandised are puzzles, comic books, costumes, games and records. Lou Weinberg, manager of licensing at ABC, said that actor Jonathan Frid, who plays Barnabas, the 175 year-old love-struck vampire, has helped the licensing with his frequent public appearances.

Among the manufacturers who have licensed items is the Milton Bradley Co., Springfield, Mass., toy maker. The company is preparing a three-dimensional game that is scheduled to be promoted with national television advertising this fall.

Love hits the spot

Sales tip to TV stations: In this affluent society, there may be a market among young men who want to proclaim their love for their one and only on TV. In Philadelphia a young social worker bought a 10-second participation on the To Tell the Truth program on WPHL-TV last Thursday (Aug. 21). The commercial depicted a heart inscribed "Jerry Schall loves Barbara Rubin" and carried the following poem: "I have often heard it said/that dreams do not come true/to this I hope I never wake/because Sunday you'll say I do." Mr. Schall and Miss Rubin were scheduled to be married yesterday (Aug. 24). Mr. Schall's bill for his video valentine: $75.

Publicists OK new contract

The Publicists Guild, local 818 of the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees, last week overwhelmingly approved a new contract with the Association of Motion Picture and Television Producers. The vote for approval was 159-to-10. The new contract calls for a new minimum rate for publicists. The new minimum is $316.75 per week, retroactive to Feb. 1, 1969. The old minimum was $282.81. The minimum increases to $332.59 on Feb. 1, 1970, and to $345.89 on Feb. 1, 1971. Distinct location work and publicity tours over weekends will add one-third to the basic rate under the new contract.

Promotion tips:

Taplinger in Miami • Robert S. Taplinger Associates, New York public relations agency, has opened a Miami office, headed by Antoinette Spitzer, at 3801 North Miami Avenue, (305) 757-4118.

It only hurts a little • They couldn’t make the trio of WFIL-TV Philadelphia viewers laugh by making them watch a taped Steve Allen Show, so they flew them to California and made them sit in on a live production of the show where they were teased by Mr. Allen and his guests, but still they didn’t laugh. Not even a smirk. So in the end, Mr. Allen pulled one of their names from a wine glass and awarded the winning lady a new Ford Maverick. All this started back in a "Try Not to Laugh at Steve Allen’ contest as part of a $100,000 promotion campaign designed to herald the arrival of that show’s second year on WFIL-TV. Out of 8,000 entries, 15 semi-finalists were chosen then later forced to watch the taped show. After muffled giggles, chortles, and smiles, three surviving no-laugh viewers went on to the end.

State bug • WLW Cincinnati is pushing the lightning bug as the official state bug of Ohio. The honored insect was chosen in one day of call-in balloting after a five-week campaign that included write-in nominations of seven crawling contestants and the awarding of a new Volkswagen bug to a lucky listener. The lightning bug garnerd more than 2,000 of the 10,000 plus votes cast, and plans are now afoot to present him to Governor James A. Rhodes at the Ohio State Fair in September.

Calling Dagwood • KVT Seattle has come up with a contest to see what the most unique sandwich combination, designed especially after Northwest landmarks, could be created by one of its listeners. A "Mount Rainier Sandwich," for example, might be mounds of snowy mashed potatoes and white turkey between slices of foggy sourdough bread. Winners will be treated to a special "sandwich-testing party" to which underprivileged children will be invited.

How did KGO FM become San Francisco’s #1 progressive rock station among adults 18+ in only 60 days?

Why isn’t any FM station in Chicago even close to WLS FM in total night-time teens?

*BRS Apr/May ’69 – Avg 94 hr – Total Survey Area – 6am-Mid M-S
**BRS Apr/May ’69 – 7pm-Mid M-F
Subject to qualifications available on request.
More study urged on satellite-to-home TV

A United Nations working group on direct broadcasting from satellites called for further study at the conclusion of its meeting in Geneva. The conference recommended study of the legal aspect by the parent committee, and suggested that the social and cultural aspect be looked into by the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) and copyrights by the International Union for the Protection of Industrial Property.

Olof Rydbeck, Swedish chairman, said that worldwide broadcasting by satellite would be feasible by 1985. But, he warned, there are numerous problems still to be solved, among them allocation of frequencies and the establishment of controls to prevent the use of TV by one country as a propaganda weapon against other nations.

In a discussion of legal problems, Polish representative Slavomir Dabrowa said that the working group should concentrate on this aspect first, for "once agreement was reached on legal principles, it would be easier to agree on other aspects." Several delegates cited the need for regulations restricting broadcasts in countries not consenting to them.

U. S. delegate Herbert K. Reis expressed confidence that direct satellite broadcasting would "offer prospects for improving human life at a cost which would be within the reach of most countries. Prospects for reducing illiteracy, improving health, increasing agricultural productivity and facilitating family planning might be considerable."

Jean-Felix Charvet of France noted that principles of freedom of space and freedom of information could only be applied in accordance with appropriate international regulations. Such regulations, he suggested, should be based on free access to radio transmitters in satellites, and on a good-conduct code which would include a ban on propaganda and "objectionable broadcasts likely to disturb the balance of cultures, religions and philosophies."

Grey streamlines overseas liaison

Grey Advertising Inc. announced last week that it has established a new international management group with Thomas G. Armstrong, executive vice president and board member of Grey, in charge of the unit. Formed as a means of strengthening and expanding the scope of the agency's overseas business, the unit will be integrated with Grey's domestic operations.

Other top executives in the group are Michael Agate, senior vice president for operations, and Dr. E. Lawrence Deckinger, vice president and general manager. It will be based in New York. Grey has offices in 12 countries and 14 cities outside the U.S.

Nixon via TVR

When President Nixon toured Romania, a fair number of U.S. viewers followed his progress through facilities provided by a comparatively unknown British company, Television Recordings.

TVR, based in London, was commissioned by CBS at a fee of about $120,000 to pick up the telecast from the Romanian State Network, edit it
and transmit it to New York via Earlybird satellite. CBS also used TVR to cover European reactions to the Apollo 11 moon landing.

The company was launched three-and-a-half years ago by a lawyer and a chemist on an investment of $360,000. TVR estimates earnings last year at $2.4 million.

Abroad in brief:
Grant lands in Europe • Grant Advertising, Chicago, has opened its 44th international office and its first in Continental Europe. Grant has acquired in Copenhagen the Wahl Amsussen Agency which bills about $500,000. Grant’s London office was opened in 1945. The agency’s offices now are in 24 countries including the U.S. Further European expansion is planned.

Marconi Realigns • Under a new management structure, Marconi Co., Chelmsford, England, has formed four electronics companies covering communications, radar, aviation and space- and-weapon systems in addition to the broadcasting and radio divisions.

Broadcast advertising
Walter J. Konjolka, formerly with Metro TV Sales, New York, joins WHTN-TV Huntington, W. Va., as general sales manager.

Tom Boise, with KHJ-AM-FM Los Angeles, appointed general sales manager of KHJ-FM.

Dick Janik, general sales manager, KMBC-TV Kansas City, Mo., named VP.


Bill Thomas, media director, Earle Ludgin & Co., Chicago, named VP-media. Dick Williamson, media supervisor, appointed media director.

William J. Rogers, VP and account supervisor, Compton Advertising, San Francisco, appointed acting general manager of office there.

Donald A. Pelletiere Jr., account supervisor, N. W. Ayer & Son, Chicago, named VP.

Bruce Jed, assistant to chief of network production, American Forces Korea

O’Donnell named

T. Byrne O’Donnell has been appointed Midwest sales manager for Broadcasting magazine in Chicago. He succeeds David J. Bailey, who has joined Television Bureau of Advertising in that city. Mr. O’Donnell, who graduated from Loyola University, Chicago, after service with Navy (1945-46) and Air Force (1950-1953 with combat duty in Korea), held various positions in advertising and selling in the Midwest prior to establishing T. Byrne O’Donnell Enterprises, Chicago TV production and packaging firm, in 1965.

The answer to the ABC Owned FM Stations’ 60-day audience and sales success is simple:LOVE.

LOVE is a total programming/promotion/sales service now available through syndication.

For all the facts, call Jim Smith...
(212) LT 1-7777 ext. 7406

ABC Owned FM Stations
1330 Avenue of the Americas, New York 10019
North Advertising, Chicago, named senior VP.

John A. Gibbs and Alfred A. Neely, account supervisors, BBDO, New York, named VP's. Pat Kaup, senior account executive, appointed account supervisor.

Frank Berman, executive VP, Movielab Inc., New York, appointed to head Movielab's new East Side commercial production facilities, 322 East 45th Street, New York.


Richard A. Foley, VP and account supervisor, Dodge & Delano, New York, joins Rozell & Jacobs, same city, as account supervisor.

Barry Smith, account supervisor, Goodwin, Dannenbaum, Littman and Wingfield Inc., Houston advertising and PR firm, appointed production operations administrator.

Yves Vezina, TV production manager, BBDO, Chicago, joins Bill Stokes Associates Inc., Dallas, film and TV commercial production firm, as video-tape producer and production manager.

**Media**

Elmer O. Wayne, VP and general manager, KKHI San Francisco, retires to follow personal interests. He has also served as VP and general manager of KGO there.

Richard L. Winslow, formerly general manager, WLIW Islip, N.Y., joins WTHE Mineola, N.Y., in same capacity.

Sherman K. Headley, assistant manager of WCCO-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul, appointed general manager. Phil Lewis, assistant general manager, WCCO Minneapolis, appointed general manager.

George C. Coupillard, with Associates Investment Co., South Bend, Ind., elected senior VP-finance for Kaufman and Broad Inc., Los Angeles, cable TV operator.

Samuel Gunnell, chief engineer, Teleprompter Cable TV of Greenwood, S.C., appointed manager.

James Withers, station manager and director of sales, WGCL-AM-FM Mendota, Ill., joins WEK-AM-FM Charleston, Ill., in same capacity. He succeeds Thomas N. Ehke, who resigns. Both are Hurli but stations. Michael Ross, assistant to president of Hurli but stations, succeeds Mr. Withers in Mendota. Mr. Ross also continues as director of planning and sales development for Hurli but stations.

Russell Wittberger, with WNUW-FM Milwaukee (formerly WRMP-FM), appointed station manager.

Don Dillon, program manager, WTVY-TV Bloomington-Indianapolis, Ind., joins WPTA-TV Roanoke-Fort Wayne, Ind., as general manager. Both are Sarkes Tarzian Inc. stations. He is succeeded at WTVY by Don Tillman, formerly manager, WTA-FM, Marion, Ind. Mr. Dillon succeeds Victor Sterling, who joins WLYV Fort Wayne.

Frank A. Balch, general manager of WJOY Burlington, Vt., named president of WJOY-AM-FM.

Ralph E. Hembree, VP and general manager, United Transmission Inc., CATV systems operator in Kansas City, Kan., elected president.

**Programing**

Alan B. Sacks, with ABC-TV's New York programing department, moves to Hollywood where as program executive he will be responsible for five network TV series in production. James Hay, ABC Sports producer, succeeds him in New York where he will supervise New York and European based ABC-TV shows.


Benjamin Kalnenson, president, Warner Bros.-Seven Arts, Hollywood, retires. Future plans are unannounced.

Jim O'Brien, program director for CKLW Windsor, Ont.-Detroit, appointed program director for KHJ Los Angeles.

Larry Edwards, technical director, KERO-TV Bakersfield, Calif., appointed production manager.

**NBC research changes**

Five appointments in NBC research department were announced last week:

Dr. Sam Tuchman, manager, marketing and management research, named director, research projects; Gerald M. Jaffe, director, TV ratings, becomes director, audience measurement operations; Alvis Cohen, supervisor, TV ratings projects, promoted to manager, special projects and circulation; Peter F. Hanes, supervisor, daytime and sports ratings, named manager, broadcast ratings; and J. Ronald Milavsky, senior research consultant, Prudential Insurance Co. of America, joins NBC as manager, social research.

Gene Cless, production manager, KCMA-TV Kansas City, Mo., joins WNEM-TV Bay City-Saginaw-Flint, Mich., as program director. Both are Meredith Broadcasting stations.

Bill Kelsey, producer-director, KGSC-TV San Jose, Calif., appointed production manager.

Richard M. Helzberg, with Transmedia International Corp., New York-based supplier of mobile color facilities, appointed secretary.

Todd A. Spoeri, promotion manager, WXYZ-TV Detroit, appointed program director. He succeeds Robert L. Rier son, who joins WTOP-TV Washington in same capacity.

Joseph Hall, former producer-director, KSKA-TV Pittsburgh, joins WPX-TV New York as director.

Larry Yount, music director, WRFM-FM New York, appointed program director and operations manager of both WRFM and international shortwave station WNYW there.

Emory Bundy, administrative assistant to Representative Allard K. Lowenstein (D-N.Y.), joins KING-AM-FM-TV Seattle, as director of community services. Ken Schwedop, producer-director, KING-TV, also appointed to community services department as producer-director.

Paul Steele, producer-director, WBBZ-TV Boston, joins WKBG-TV Cambridge-Boston, in similar capacity.

Paul Oughton, staff director, KCMA-TV Kansas City, Mo., joins KMBC-TV there as production manager.

David Miller, news producer-director, WKBW-TV Richmand, Va., appointed program manager.

**News**

Charles P. Arnott, bureau chief, ABC News, Chicago, and former chief of ABC's Saigon bureau, rejoins Saigon bureau which he will again head beginning first of year. Jim Kincaid, ABC News correspondent in New York and ABC's anchorman during Apollo 11 coverage, also joins Saigon bureau. Mr. Kincaid succeeds Kenneth Gale, who has been assigned to Chicago.

Bob W. Neal, news-director, WXIT-AM-FM Atlanta, appointed news director of WXIT-TV there.

Joe Tucker, news director and formerly sports director for 32 years, WWSW Pittsburgh, resigns to resume free-lance sportscasting.

Paul Van Amburgh, newsmen, WGHQ Kingston, joins WONY Newburgh, both New York, in same capacity.

William Dorvillier, founder and former
editor, *Sun Juan Star*, and publisher of *Dorovillier News Letter*, weekly business report, joins WAPA-TV San Juan, P.R., as news director.

Dan Daniels, sports information director, University of Maryland, College Park, joins WRC-AM-FM-TV Washington as sportscaster.

Virgil O’Dell, sports director, WNEM-TV Bay City-Saginaw-Flint, Mich., joins Gerity Broadcasting’s WGER-TV Bay City, Mich., and WJRJ Adrian, Mich., in same capacity.

Mike King, with WMK Nashville, appointed director of news and public affairs.

Bob Tarbell, with KMA Shedadouah, Iowa, appointed newsman.

Bill Bailey, formerly with KADI(FM) St. Louis, joins KMOX there as news director.

Larry Myers, sportscaster, KTUC Tucson, Ariz., joins KNAC Long Beach, Calif., as sport director and sportscaster for California State University, Long Beach, football and basketball.

Zack McColl, member of production staff, WRTW(FM) Florence, S.C., joins WLOS-TV Asheville, N. C., as chief news director.

Ray C. Smucker, KTAR-AM-FM-TV Phoenix, elected to board of directors of AP Radio and Television Association, New York, representing western district TV stations. Others elected: Thomas Frawley, WHIO-AM-FM Dayton, Ohio, central district radio stations of 5 kw or more; Theodore McDowell, WMAL-AM-FM-TV Washington, eastern district TV stations; J. Parry Shetlull, WJZM Clarksville, Tenn., southern district radio stations less than 5 kw; and Richard Smiley, KXCL Bozeman, Mont., director-at-large of western district.

Gary DeLaune, KNZU Houston, elected president of Texas AP Broadcasters Association.

Tom Dunn, newscaster, WCHS-TV New York, joins WABC TV there in same capacity.

Wayne Fariss, formerly newscaster, WCKT(TV) Miami, appointed news director at WBBM-TV Chicago, Ron Santo, of Chicago Cubs, signed by WBBM Chicago for sports shows in afternoon drive-time and Chris Wheeler, news writer there, appointed news director.

Howard T. Nielsen, executive publisher in charge of circulation and agency contacts for *Maine Times*, joins WRKO Boston, as news director.

Robert Brown and Emil Wilde, news casters, WING Miami and KKRW St. Louis, respectively, joins KSD St. Louis in same capacities.

J. Robert Lereght, head of Cheyenne, Wyo., AP bureau, joins Boise, Idaho, bureau, specializing in state-government news. He is succeeded in Cheyenne by John Vivian, AP correspondent.

Promotion

R. Kevin Bucta, with promotion department, KMTV-TV Omaha, joins KMBC-TV Kansas City, Mo., as promotion manager.

Allan Stenholm, producer-director, KGSC-TV San Jose, Calif., appointed promotion director.

Lane Epstein, with WTMJ-TV Milwaukee, appointed director of sales promotion and merchandising.

Equipment & Engineering

William Strube, engineering supervisor, WOW-TV Omaha, joins WNEM-TV Bay City-Saginaw-Flint, Mich., as chief engineer.

James A. Gimbel, with commercial electronic systems division, RCA, Camden, N.J., appointed manager, North Central broadcast sales. Jerome Grever, product manager for RCA TV cameras for electronic systems division, appointed to newly created position of manager, broadcast-market administration.

Lewis Parrish, founder of WFTN Franklin, N.H., and founder-president of WETC Wendell-Zebulon, N.C., joins WPPT-AM-FM Raleigh, N.C., as chief engineer.

Roy Fullen, chief engineer, Capital Cities WTVD(TV) Durham, N.C., also appointed assistant director of engineering for parent company.

E. E. Gloystein, formerly with RCA, Camden, N.J., joins Hammnett & Edison, San Francisco, consulting engineer, as associate engineer.

Jerry Bennett, with Utility Tower Co., Oklahoma City, appointed operations manager.

Paul Viriglio, assistant operations director, WNEM-TV Bay City-Saginaw-Flint, Mich., joins Gerity Broadcasting’s WGER-TV Bay City, and WJRJ Adrian, both Michigan, as engineering director.

Kenneth F. Petersen, VP-marketing, Hickok Instrument Co., Cleveland, joins Cohu Electronics Inc., San Diego division, as VP-product development.

Eugene D. Warren, named manager, technical services for International Video Corp., Sunnyvale, Calif.

Richard P. Gifford, general manager of General Electric Co.’s communication products department, chairman of Joint Technical Advisory Committee, and leader in efforts to reassing some UHF television channels to land-mobile services, named general manager of GE’s newly formed communications systems division, Lynchburg, Va.

Allied fields

Leon Lewis, news scanner, WMCA New York, joins faculty of Fordham University, Bronx, N.Y., as one of a team of teachers involved in new program, mass-media journalism. Team will also include Louis Boccardi, assistant to general news manager, AP; Edward Watkins, educational editor, WCBS-TV New York and Frank Seitz, director and general manager, noncommercial wrvuv New York. Mr. Lewis will continue on WMCA’s Power Line news program.

Bill Sharp, creative group head, J. Walter Thompson, Chicago, and head of special training group, that city, sponsored by local region of American Association of Advertising Agencies, which has been helping to train blacks for careers in advertising, appointed to public affairs office, Office of Economic Opportunity, Washington.

Elmer E. Walls, with WHTI-TV Terre Haute, Ind., joins Indiana Higher Education Telecommunication System, Indianapolis, as technical supervisor.

Deaths

Robert A. Kottwit Jr., 64, founder and president of Robert Kottwit Advertising Inc., New Orleans, died Aug. 13 at his home there following brief illness. He is survived by his wife, Mildred, and two sons.

J. Elroy McCaw, 57, president of KXU Seattle and KTVW(TV) Tacoma, Wash. and former owner of WINS New York, died Aug. 17 in Seattle. He was also president of Colorable Inc., Renton, and Twin City Cablevision Inc., Centralia-Chehalis, both Washington, and past president of Washington State Association of Broadcasters. Mr. McCaw sold WINS in 1962 to Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. for $10-million. He had been president of Gotham Broadcasting Co., New York, owners and operators of station, for many years. He was also formerly chairman of board of Manhattan Cablevision. He also once owned KYA San Francisco. While in Air Force, which he entered in 1942, he served as assistant executive officer to Air Force Chief Gen. Hap Arnold, and then as executive officer to Brig. Gen. H. M. McClelland, in charge of Air Force communications. He is survived by his wife, Marian, and four sons.

Mr. McCaw
As compiled by BROADCASTING, Aug. 12 through Aug. 19, and based on filings, authorizations and other FCC actions.

Abbreviations: Ann.—announced, ant.—antenna, aur.—aural, CATV—community antenna television, CH—critical channels, CP—construction permit, D-day—directional antenna, ERP—effective radiated power, kHz—kilohertz, kw—kilowatts, L.A.—local area, lic.—licensees, mot.—modernization, N—nightly, PSC—prescriptive service authority, SCA—subsidiary communications authorization, SH—specialized hours, SSA—special service authorization, T—transmitter, UHF—ultra high frequency, V—unlimited hours, viz.—visual, w—watts, -ed.—educational.

New TV stations

Start authorized


Initial decision

- WNYW, Calif., KFidelity Television Inc., Homer, N.Y., in initial decision granted ch. 9; ERP 158.5 kw VSWR, 193 kw aur. Ant. height above average terrain 3,000 ft. above ground 493 ft. P.O. address c/o: William G. Simon, 131 W. Wilshire Blvd., Fullerton, Calif. 92632. Estimated construction cost $1,430,000. First year operating cost $2,000,000; revenues $2,500,000. Studio in Norwalk, trans. on Mt. Wilson, Los Angeles County, Calif. Geographic ordnance 34° 14' 49" north lat., 118° 04' 10" west long. Type trans. RCA TST0-11H-L type ant. RCA Custom, Local counsel Witham & Morgen: consulting engineers, George C. Davis, New York. Principals: William G. Simon, Ross W. Cortese (each 40%). Labor: Jur. Cilli Jr., Walter B. Chaffee (each 10%). Mr. Simon is lawyer; Mr. Cortese is real estate developer. Action Aug. 13.

Other actions


Actions on motions

- Hearing Examiner Millard F. French, in

EDWIN TORNBERG & COMPANY, INC.

Negotiators For The Purchase And Sale Of Radio And TV Stations • CATV Appraisers • Financial Advisors

New York—60 East 42nd St., New York, N.Y. 10017
West Coast—1357 Jewell Ave., Pacific Grove, Calif. 93950
408-375-0905

NEED A SPARTA CONSOLE?

CONTACT CCA (WE SPECIALIZE IN GAMES)

CCA ELECTRONICS CORP.
1255 Old Post Rd., Elmsford, N.Y. 10523
914-838-7719
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New AM stations

Applications

Laurel, Mont.—Laurel Broadcasting Co., Laurel, Mont. (Street address: Rural Route 1, Laurel, and 816 South Miss., Laurel, Mont.), for authority to amend application with respect to time

New 74.315.70, operating a signal station in Boiling Spring, Action Aug. 12.


Call letter applications


Existing AM stations

Application


Final actions

KAWV Heber Springs, Ark.—Broadcast Bureau granted CP to increase power to 1 kw and to extend license for continuous test, remote control permitted. Action Aug. 11.

KQMS Redding, Calif.—Broadcast Bureau granted CP to increase power to 1 kw and install new trans.: remote control permitted: conditions. Action Aug. 8.

KVII Fort Collins, Colo.—Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of license covering change in location of studio of station. Action Aug. 8.


WVOK Morgantown, W. Va.—Broadcast Bureau granted CP to install new trans. at main station location, for auxiliary purposes only. Action Aug. 13.


VMTL Dunedin, Fla.—Broadcast Bureau granted CP to install new trans. at main station, location for use as main trans., nighttime and all other times: remote control permitted: daytime. Action Aug. 9.

WAVE Louisville, Ky.—Broadcast Bureau granted CP to install new trans. at main station location, for auxiliary purposes only. Action Aug. 13.


WNYC New York.—Broadcast Bureau dismissed petition by Metropolitan Inc. to renew station's licenses, subject to condition that assignment of licenses be consummated within 45 days of station. Action Aug. 6.

WYNS Leshington, Pa.—Broadcast Bureau granted license covering use of former trans. local auxiliary purposes. Action Aug. 11.

WKMC Roaring Spring, Pa.—Broadcast Bureau granted the license covering use of former trans. for auxiliary purposes only. Action Aug. 11.

Actions on motions

Chair, Office of Opinions and Review, in Minneapolis (Midwest Radio-Television Inc.), granted CP for extension of license of WCCO and WCCO-TV, granted petition by Midwest Radio-Television Inc. for extension through June 29, to file petition for reconsideration of order directing renewal of license. Action Aug. 8.

Fines

KLIN Twin Falls, Idaho.—FCC notified of apparent liability forfeiture of $500 for violation of Iteration of the rules. Investigation with respect to persons holding third class operator permits rather than required first class permit, and that lost entries were made in logs from Sepi. 21, 1968 to Oct. 8, 1968 by improperly licensed operators. Action Aug. 13.

KIGO St. Anthony, Idaho.—FCC notified of apparent liability forfeiture of $500 for violation of Rule 57 of Order 1046, for contract, within three days, for the services of operator holding radiotelephone first class license to provide service for period Sepi. 20 to Sepi. 28, failing to inspect transmitting equipment for three days during period Sepi. 20 to Sepi. 28, and failing to have maintenance and other necessary inspections have been made during this period. Action Aug. 13.

WAVF Arlington, Va.—FCC notified of apparent liability forfeiture of $1,000 for violation of Rule 57 of Order 1046, failure to file notice of application for license and renewals. Condition: no renewal and no mod. of license for non-payment of fine. Action Aug. 13.

Call letter application

KEPR, Tri-Cities Communications, Pasco, Wash. Requests KONA.

Call letter action

KCOY, James H. Raker, Santa Maria, Calif. Granted KULI.

New FM stations

Applications

City, Fla.—Naples Image Inc. seeks FM station need for license. Action Aug. 13.


VKMY McCalla, Mich.—Broadcast Bureau dismissed petition by Metropolitan Inc. to renew station's licenses, subject to condition that assignment of licenses be consummated within 45 days of station. Action Aug. 6.

Broadcast Bureau dismissed petition by Metropolitan Inc. to renew station's licenses, subject to condition that assignment of licenses be consummated within 45 days of station. Action Aug. 6.


WYNS Leshington, Pa.—Broadcast Bureau granted license covering use of former trans. for auxiliary purposes only. Action Aug. 11.

WKMC Roaring Spring, Pa.—Broadcast Bureau granted the license covering use of former trans. for auxiliary purposes only. Action Aug. 11.
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Summary of broadcasting
Compiled by FCC, Aug. 1, 1969

Final actions
- Kasalekeke, Hawaii—KOKA, AM and FM
- Rulemaking actions
  - Peoria, Ill. — City of
    - reason: PET to authorize number of nonreserves.
    - includes two licensed UHF’s that are not on the air.

Other actions
- Review board in Rockmart, Ga., FM proceeding.
- Joint request for extension of temporaryflatMap March 1 by Faulkner Inc. and Georgia Radio
- FCC in abeyance for 15 days from release date of order.

Actions on motions
- Hearing Examiner: Basil P. Cooper in San
  - California, 15
  - Camino Broadcasting Corp., FM proceeding, granted by applicant and ordered record kept open for an
  - reason: for Petitioner's request.

Rulemaking petitions
- WARJ Jasper, Ala.—Requests rulesmaking to amend
  - action: PRR Aug. 11

Rulemaking actions
- Anitive, La.—FCC denied request by Anitive Broadcasting Service for waiver of rules requiring
  - operation of antennas.

Call letter applications
- Loma Linda University, Riverside, Calif., Requests *KLLU(FM).

Call letter actions
- Riverside Baptist Church, Ft. Myers, Fla., Requests WSRQ(FM).
- Emmett Radio Corp., Estherville, Iowa, Requested KILK-FM.
- Calvary Bible College, Kansas City, Mo., Requested *KLJC(FM).

Designated for hearing
- FCC set for hearing applications by Harri son
  - Radio Corporation, and KHEP, New Berlin, Ind., for
  - another proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law.

Existing FM stations
- Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of CP’s to extend completion dates for:
  - WKPQ(FM), Minneapolis, Minn., to Aug. 19, 1969.
  - KHFP-FM Phoenix — Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of SCA to change subcarrier frequency from 65 kc to 67 kc.
  - WWBA-FM St. Petersburg, Fla. — Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of license to change operation by remote control.
  - WFLA-FM Tampa, Fla. — Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of CP to change ant.
  - WXLM(FM) Savannah, Ga., Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of CP to change ant.
  - WEAW-FM Evanston, Ill. — Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of CP to change ant. location to 875 North Michigan Ave.
  - WKJC-FM Fort Wayne, Ind. — Broadcast Bureau granted remote control.
  - WFM(FM) Indianapolis — Broadcast Bureau granted CP in change ER. to 25 kw.
  - WZE(M) Muncie, Ind., Broadcast Bureau granted remote control for FM.
  - WBIR-FM Manchester, N. H. — Broadcast Bureau granted CP to install new trans.;
    - install circular polarized D1; change ERP to 15.3 kw continuous and 330 ft.; remote control permitted.
  - WKNM-FM Seattle — Broadcast Bureau granted CP to replace expired permit.
  - WRAR-FM Tappan,n., Va. — Broadcast Bureau granted CP to install new trans. and
    - new ant.; make changes in ant. system.
  - ant. height to 430 ft.; ERP to 50 kw.

- KOL-FM Seattle — FCC granted application by Buckley Broadcasting Co. for license to
  - change in facilities from 5.8 kw and
  - height of 245 ft., (Continued on page 73)
  - 5.8 kw and height of 540 ft., with change of ant. trans.,
  - type of ant. and ant. system.

- WRAC-FM Racine, Wis. — Broadcast Bureau granted remote control.
- Initial decision
- KFMQ(FM) Lincoln, Neb. — Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donohue’s initial decision in
  - FCC, issued notice of no unauthorized transfer of
  - control and KFMQ Inc. should not be disqualified.

Actions on motions
- Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper in Chicago, application for assignment of license of
  - WFM(FM) from Gale Broadcasting Co.
  - to WGN Continental FM Co. granted motion by Gale Broadcasting and WGN Continental FM
  - to extended to Aug. 13 time for filing responses to pleadings filed July 28 by Citizens Committee to Save

Fine
- WLYV(FM) Franklin, N. J. — FCC notified of apparent liability for forfeiture of $1,000 for
  - violation of rules limiting station records in maintenance log which indicated
  - inspection of logs, had been performed by operator holding second-class license.

Call letter applications
- WFMQ(FM) Hilley Inc., Utica, N. Y., Requests WZOW(FM).
- WBYM(FM) Radio Aeropuerto Inc., Bayamon, P. R., Requests WEYA(FM).

Modification of CP’s, all stations
- Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of CP’s for partial change in
  - Bureau for following CP’s:
  - Modification of CP’s for partial change in
  - Bureau for following CP’s:

(Continued on page 73)
PROFESSIONAL CARDS

JANSKY & BAILEY
Consulting Engineers
1812 K St., N.W.
Wash., D.C. 20006
296-6400
Member APOCB

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.
Wash., D.C. 20004
Telephone District 7-1205
Member APOCB

—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Box 798, Upper Montclair, N.J. 07043
Phone: (201) 746-3000
Member APOCB

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
527 Munsey Bldg.
783-0111
Washington, D.C. 20004
Member APOCB

COMMERCIAL RADIO EQUIPMENT CO.,
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
Edward F. Lorentz, Chief Engr.
PRUDENTIAL BLDG.
347-1319
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20005
Member APOCB

A. D. Ring & Associates
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1771 N St., N.W. 296-2315
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20036
Member APOCB

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
930 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington, D.C. 20004
Member APOCB

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N.W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20006
Member APOCB

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS, TEXAS 75209
(214) 631-8900
Member APOCB

GUY C. HUTCHESON
817-261-8721
P. O. Box 808
1100 W. Abram
Arlington, Texas 76010

SILLIMAN, MOFFET
& KOWALSKI
711 14th St., N.W.
Republic 7-6466
Washington, D.C. 20005

JULES COHEN
& ASSOCIATES
Suite 716, Associations Bldg.
1115 19th St., N.W., 659-3707
Washington, D.C. 20036
Member APOCB

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Street
Cleveland, Ohio 44141
Phone: 216-526-4586
Member APOCB

VIR N. JAMES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Application and Field Engineering
345 Colorado Blvd.—8026
Phone: (Area Code 303) 323-5562
TWX 910-931-5016
DENVER, COLORADO
Member APOCB

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
19 E. Quincy Street
Riveride, Illinois 60546
(A Chicago Suburb)
Phone: 312-247-2401
Member APOCB

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio & Television
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco, California 94128
(415) 341-5208
Member APOCB

JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER
9208 Wyoming Pl. Hilland 4-7070
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI 64114

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio—Television
Communications-Electronics
2029 K St., N.W., 4th Floor
Washington, D.C. 20006
Telephone: (202) 233-4694
Member APOCB

SILLIMAN, MOFFET
& KOWALSKI
711 14th St., N.W.
Republic 7-6466
Washington, D.C. 20005

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
822 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas 75901
634-9558
632-2821

RAYMOND E. ROHRER
Consulting Radio Engineers
427 Wyatt Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20005
Phone: 347-9061
Member APOCB

E. HAROLD MUNN, JR.
BROADCAST ENGINEERING
CONSULTANT
Box 220
Coldwater, Michigan—49036
Phone: 517—278-6733

ORRIN W. TOWNER
Consulting Engineer
11006 Beech Road
Anchorage, Kentucky 40223
(502) 245-4673

ROSNER TELEVISION SYSTEMS
ENGINEERS—CONTRACTORS
29 South Mall
Plainview, N.Y. 11803
(516) 694-1903

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.
Wash., D.C. 20004
Telephone District 7-1205
Member APOCB

ROSNER TELEVISION SYSTEMS
ENGINEERS—CONTRACTORS
29 South Mall
Plainview, N.Y. 11803
(516) 694-1903

Estab. 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Box 798, Upper Montclair, N.J. 07043
Phone: (201) 746-3000
Member APOCB

TERRELL W. KIRKSEY
Consulting Engineer
5210 Avenue F
Austin, Texas 78751
(512) 454-7014

COMMERCIAL RADIO MONITORING CO.
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
AM—FM—TV
103 S. Market St.
Lee’s Summit, Mo.
Phone Kansas City, Laclede 4-3777

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM—FM—TV
445 Concord Ave.
Cambridge, Mass. 02138
Phone (617) 876-2810

Telecommunication Consultants
International, Inc. (TCI)
Offering the Services of
Telecommunications & Electronics
Data Handling Systems
Gerald C. Green, President
1020 Conn. Ave., N.W., Wash., 20036
Phone (202) 659-1155

COMMERCIAL RADIO MONITORING CO.
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
AM—FM—TV
103 S. Market St.
Lee’s Summit, Mo.
Phone Kansas City, Laclede 4-3777
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SERVICE DIRECTORY

COMMERCIAL RADIO MONITORING CO.
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
AM—FM—TV
103 S. Market St.
Lee’s Summit, Mo.
Phone Kansas City, Laclede 4-3777

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM—FM—TV
445 Concord Ave.
Cambridge, Mass. 02138
Phone (617) 876-2810

Telcom, Inc.
Offering The Services Of
Its Registered Structural Engineers
8027 Lee’sburg Pike
McLean, Va. 22101
(703) 893-7700
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

Payable in advance. Check or money order only.
Situation Wasted $25 per word—$2.00 minimum.
Applicants: If tapes or films are submitted, please send $1.00 for each package to cover handling charge, forward remittance separately. All transcriptions, photos, etc., addressed to box numbers are sent at sender’s risk. BROADCASTING expands nothing; in fact, liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
Help Wasted 30c per word—$2.00 minimum.

RADIO

Help Wanted—Management

Immediate opening for sales manager for 100 kilowatt FM stereo. Excellent draw with unusually high income potential. Top sales agency with ability to motivate others and interested in the community in which you live. Upper Midwest location. Please mail complete personal and work history including present earnings. Strict confidence guaranteed.

Southeastern fulltime major market AM station needs level headed manager capable of keeping top adult station on top. Must provide leadership ability to attract sales talent and deliver increasing profits. Box H-177, BROADCASTING.


Sales manager with track record. Managing now or capable of handling charge. Forward resumes of two references and separate salary requirements in first letter. Box H-170, BROADCASTING.

Major Broadcaster has opportunity for successful sales manager in Los Angeles TV. If you have a proven record in competitive markets, please reply stating salary history. Financial return can be interesting to right individual. Box H-234, BROADCASTING. An equal opportunity employer.

Aggressive, experienced radio salesman wanted for station in top 20 midwestern market. You are in a small to medium market size and are ready to take that giant step we may have you looking for. Good salary plus unique situations. Full details to Box H-260, BROADCASTING.

New Mexico daytimer needs salesman-announcer who likes small market. Salary plus commission. Will Chavez, KARS, Belen.

KEZY 5kw non-directional, Anchorage, California, has immediate openings for two radio account executors, with experience small to medium markets. This job entails selling Orange County businesses, by area sales agency. A top sales opportunity for hard working, creative local salesman. The Orange County market is the fastest growing in the nation and the market is in the country with only two AM stations serving that market. Income limit is based strictly on the salesman's ability. We have had salesmen in the past make in excess of $15,000 in the first year. Job benefits; draw, commission, bonuses. G. insurance plan. Contact Daniel P. Mitchell, Vice President & General Manager, 1776 7th St. S.W., Anchorage, Alaska. 92850.

$750-$1,000 a month still waiting for top 40 lock who can add it or fast to job at Phoenix J. Radio station. 5,000 W power, night life, all sports, top market. Send photograph, resume, tape to Anne McCarty-Reddy, PO. Box 1732, Phoenix, Arizona 85010.

Strong aggressive, production company with successful track record expanding sales department. Travel four or five state area. Call on top management in radio station. Exciting saleable products. Salary plus bonus arrangements. Send resume and references to Charles Riles, Cine-Vox Productions, Inc., 12 East 41st Street, New York, N.Y. 10017.

Announcers


First phone announcer needed at progressive, bright rock in Pennsylvania resort area. Experienced. $10,000 plus benefit. Box H-216, BROADCASTING.

KEZY Radio 5kw non-directional serving Orange County, Calif. Looking for talented, hard working sales and news and sales background. Sidewalk sales and light radio background. Send photograph, resume, tape to Anne McCarty-Reddy, PO. KEZY, Beacon, Calif. 92850.

Announcer experienced and with production background. It's an opportunity if experienced or adaptable. KWHW, Altus, Okla.

First phone for transmitter watch. Age no barrier. Will train beginner. WAAMD Aberden, Md.

Immediate first person announcer emphasis on production for automated AM and FM. Tape and resume to Ron Alftan WAAO P.O. Box 2529, Oputka, Alabama.

Experienced announcer and local news and with ability to handle play-by-play sports. Good working conditions and single market. Excellent references required. Please send resume and tape to Creely N. Hilton, WBUY, Lewiston, N.Y.


The Rock DJ metropolitan Washington, D.C. market. If you move tomorrow, you move in the fast lane to top rockers in the country. Send tape resume. and current Pic to WEAM Box 589, Alexandria, Va. Must have at least one year of experience in flat shift experience. No telephone calls, please.

Immediate opening—announcer for morning shift. MORM FORMER. Send photo, tape, resume, references. WFRX, P.O. Box 7, Humble, Ala. 35084.

Immediate opening for experienced announcer for stable newspaper owned station. Seek person looking for permanent position for all around announcer. Send resumes and photos for publication next Monday. No telephone calls, please.

Immediate shift. Experience needed for top market. Send tape and resume to J. W. Poolie, Manager, WFLS Radio, P.O. Box 59, Fredericksburg, Va. 22401.

Talented relative beginner or young pro needed. Production spot pro position. Several companies management necessary. We work hard, and we are having fun doing it. 5000 watt, format modem country. Interested contact Don Miller, WAXY, Harrisonburg, Va. 22801.

Experienced top 40 night man. Excellent for young guns. Send resume and send resume of one you're interested in the job. Box 2329, WFLS Radio, Staunton, Va. 24401.

Ohio M&R needs announcer with third. Will consider limited experience or qualified beginner. Contact Robert Valluvski, WTNS-Coxhon, Ohio 43182.

New NY mid-Hudson valley AM seeks quality voices: maturity, common sense, knowledge of good music. Guaranteed salary plus sales position for all around announcer. Send resumes and tape references & salary desired to: Allen Faust, Box 597, Milton, N.Y.

Opportunity unlimited for talented, experienced announcer who wants to move into the big time. DJ market, East coast. Strong experience in major Eastern market. Local sales and network station. Excellent salary plus percentage and fringe benefits. Send resume and tape to: Station KBZT, 940 W. 11th St., New York, N.Y. 10014.

Deadline for copy: Must be received by Monday for publication next Monday. Display ads $25.00 per inch. 50¢ or over billed at run-of-book-rate. Stations for sale, bought, sold, managed, closed, etc. Sale, purchase, lease, assignment, merger. All other classifications 35¢ per word—$4.00 minimum. No charge for blind box numbers.

Technical

Chief engineer, full time 5kw directional, medium market, east coast. Strong on maintenance. Excellent fringe benefits. Give complete details and salary requirements. Box C-135, BROADCASTING.

First class engineer for Entertaining Department of State of South Dakota. Some year's experience. Send complete resume and salary requirements. Box C-136, BROADCASTING.

First class engineer wanted to work in completely newly constructed and modernized studios. Must be willing to travel. Complete resume and salary requirements. Box H-94, BROADCASTING.

BROADCASTING, August 25, 1969 64
NEWS

Newsmen who can tell it like it happens. Freedom to get on with it. Opportunity to write and report. Consider your experience helpful... desire and perception more important. Pittsburgh area. Box H-85, BROADCASTING.

Fast-growing New York suburb station needs experienced newsmen with strong air personality, also strong on newsmanship. Good salary and benefits for the right man. Box H-92, BROADCASTING.

Challenge: Rebuild news department at top rated midwestern station. Must have resume and picture to Box H-146, BROADCASTING.

Wanted professional newsmen for leading midwestern contemporary station. Box H-240, BROADCASTING INC.

Have opening for news director in news-active radio station in news hot border city. Send full particulars Box H-213, BROADCASTING.

Immediate opening for qualified news director-satellite station. Live-on-air, developing, Group profit sharing, advancement opportunities. Send full particulars to Jack Miller, KCRD, Chadron, Nebraska.

KTSN-TV AM FM in El Paso. Looking for a newsman who needs a young man with ability to report and air radio and television news. Emphasis on reporting. Send resume to Jack Deneau, News director, KDNO N Oregon St 902.

Television opportunity for the right young personable type. interested in news presentation. Rush resumes, picture, and tape to News Director, KUTV, 179 Social Hall Ave., Salt Lake City, Utah 84111.

Newsmen to work as the second man in a three man news operation. We are looking for a dedicated newsman who enjoys digging for stories and can write and deliver them on the air. We will pay well for top man. Must have experience. Send resume to Continental KU19 Mix at Radio Station WFLR, Winston Rapids, Wisconsin 54949.

On air newsmen working at small station in or near Chicago, opportunity to move up in major market operation. Five-day day 40 hour week. Must have air personality and can shift for weekend. Apply for job. Short news tape, writing samples, complete resume to Durham Caldwell, WBYN-AM-FM, Springfield, Mass. Or call 413-770-1911.

Immediate opening for experienced newsgroup TV and radio. News director leaving for major new market. Send tape to WIMA Radio 223 N. Main St., Lima, Ohio 45802.


Need aggressive news director, September first. 100,000 university town market, New York State. News is our bag. If it’s yours send us resume and contact. Robert Berkman, WTKO, Ithaca.

NEWS continued

Immediate opening—Direct-H staffer, Hi Power AM,成熟的, opportunity to move up to general sales and salary requirements. Box H-116, BROADCASTING.

Chief engineer, immediate opening with full salary. Responsibilities include operation, technical repair, new sales and salary requirements. Box H-120, BROADCASTING.

Combined AM-FM-TV facility in medium sized Minnesota market has opening for assistant chief engineer. Call a background preferred. Contact Box H-125, BROADCASTING.

Cable Engineer--announcer needed soon by Iowa station. Write Box H-275, BROADCASTING.

First ticket engineer with little news and jock background, Progressive, bright directional in Pennsylvania. Send resume with references and salary requirements. Box H-287, BROADCASTING.

First class chief engineer wanted for 550 watt directional station. Immediate opening. Contact Dan Meineri, KOAK, Red Oak, Iowa.

Transmitter engineer to operate and maintain RCA TT-25-EH for new channel. ETV station. Excellent facility includes color, mobile equipment, ITC channels, translators location near Lake Havasu, and television for one year experience and first class license required. Monthly salary range $750 to $1,000 plus benefits. Box H-287, BROADCASTING.


Minneapolis-St. Paul AM FM stereo well established, needs news director. Experience—will grow. Send resume and tape. First class position. Box G-126, BROADCASTING.

Twenty years experience, fifteen as manager, civic leader exceeds sales record. Box H-88, BROADCASTING.

General Manager--sales manager, medium market only, $7500-10000 desired. Excellent opportunity in A Midwestern city. Box H-91, BROADCASTING.

Nine years in radio, one in TV B.S. in communications. 1st ticket SOX, want to manage small market station. Box B-281, BROADCASTING INC.

Business manager: Strong station financial administrative backgrounds. Presently with agency seeking return to broadcasting with growth oriented management team Box H-350, BROADCASTING.

Manager-sales manager, medium market, 4 years sales manager, first three years Central Illinois 20 years old, married, prefer South or Southwest. Send resume and photo Sept. 1 Tom Ehlke, -211: 345-7041.

Attention owners of AM fulltimers in top 50 markets Ratings Down! Billdon Roof! Wanting to spend more money to make more? I'll build you into a leader by programing a "proven" good music format that really works interested. Let's talk! 615-451-711 $13,000 minimum. Presently announcing at leading station with this format.

Sales

Mature salesmen, managerial experience, familiar with Washington DC markets. Apply to Arlington Charles Liahten 915-663-2316.

PD/commercial pilot first phone. Sold “Drape” or December, and traffic reporter. Major market only. Box H-154, BROADCASTING.

Radio commercials, enhancements at all your service. Skilled, experiment, experienced, reasonable. Box H-190, BROADCASTING.

DI—announcer newscaster 3rd endorsed, some experience. Married I love Broadcasting! Box H-205, BROADCASTING.

Articulate, aware, ambitious, young, college graduate, veteran, third endorsed, start anywhere, Box H-210, BROADCASTING.

Want a tcp shelf, well-rounded, pitty-play man sportscaster? Let’s get together. Box 441 Emery for major market, ISG on commercials, Box H-23, BROADCASTING.

Skilled country-western disc jockey—anncer tapes and disc jockey professionally tapes. Will relocate Tape available. Thurston screened Phone 715-762-2632, Box H-246, BROADCASTING.

Soul jock, light board, current broadcast school grad, third endorsement, Will relocate anywhere Box H-251, BROADCASTING.

Working for the no. 1 station in the second biggest city in the state for quite some time. Now looking to move up. Will relocate anywhere. Box H-256, BROADCASTING.

Working for the no. 1 station in the second biggest city in the state for quite some time. Now looking to move up. Will relocate anywhere. Box H-256, BROADCASTING.

Hard working young MOR ROCK announcer, 3rd endorsement, will relocate anywhere for the right position. Box H-350, BROADCASTING.

Announcers continued

First phone—compo. references, experience, south in accent, immediately. Box H-361, BROADCASTING.

Experienced personality, first phone, veteran, seeking position with rock-up-tempo MOR station. Box H-362, BROADCASTING.

First phone, next, DJ seven years experience. Box H-269, BROADCASTING.

For: Sales: One slightly used DJ—like new. Well broken in, but not broken A perfect buy for a commercial man. Needs a fast quick outlet. Box H-281, BROADCASTING.

Immediate opening. Willing to break into radio. Will go anywhere for experience. Box H-726, BROADCASTING INC.

First phone wants western state. Experienced, college degree, military complete. Box H-275, BROADCASTING.

First phone, 2 years experience, 26, excellent voice, flexible personality, network news, northeast preferred. Box H-235, BROADCASTING.

Need DJ on weekends? Ambitious broadcasting school graduate 3rd phone endorsed, Prefer Bowling Green or area. Top 40 sports. Box H-194, BROADCASTING.

Young experienced pro looking for a great place to live and work, and raise upcoming family. 5 years experience, production, creative.: Box H-236, BROADCASTING INC.

MOR personality, 9 years experience mostly small market, wants to move up. Family man, 29, desires day shift Box H-297, BROADCASTING.

First phone, 2 years experience. Howard Thayer, LaHollie, Illinois 61330.


Ohio Only... 15 years includes management, sales, copywriting, denny appointment. First ticket 35. married 614-364-4411

8 & 9 B announcer: 9 years experience. DI or news; 3rd phone endorsed. 6401 9th St., N.W. Washington D.C. 20015 TA 3-9561.


Michigan--young, employment sought. Air work, copywriting, production, resume, tape, details 313-983-5348

West Coast or desert Southwest, 14 years experience, all formats. Local news, remotes, copy, programming, management. Box H-350, BROADCASTING.


Now available after 2 year engagement with Uncle Sam—one top personality. Nutty, unpredictable, camp, punny, can go serious and sincere easily. Good experience, skills, plus personality, mind write copy. Six years experience includes western and general market, AM-FM, group format, East Coast Network. Not "time & temp" man. Prefer Eastern U.S. Mike Tremora, RD #2, Englishwood, New Jersey 07426, 201-462-2784.


North Carolina-Virginia stations: 1st phone major market top 10 (1) morning drive announcer wants air. You must have air with MOC or past personality rock, will take cut in pay to re-capture the spot. Job is working for good station in smaller market. College family-wife teach. Excellent references-successful formats. Particular talents in programming and promotion. Call Bob Walker, 919-330-4236.

First phone announcer/engineer 1 year experience immediately call 312-328-6529.

Believable, motivating broadcaster. Talks with all audience members, nice people. Currently major market copy-production, miss or worse experience. Want to relocate south-west or mid-west. Call H-284, BROADCASTING.

Many years experience in technical radio and television. Excellent background as broadcast engineer. Desire relocation in south-west or mid-west. Call H-284, BROADCASTING.

First class ticket veteran, 24, seeking position as broadcast engineer-operator-trainee. Four years college-radio TV experience. Ambitious, hard working. Phone to resume. Box H-263, BROADCASTING.

Engineer wants change. Would like to relocate in other market. Pittsburgh, Pa. or Wheeling, W. Va. Well versed in all phases of AM and FM radio. Box H-292, BROADCASTING.

News

News coverage means full time curiosity, professionalism, dedication, challenge, and hard work. I've got three years experience and a lot of ambition. Northeast preferred, but all offers considered. Box H-193, BROADCASTING.

Top rated midwest radio news director with TV experience seeks opportunity. PR considered. Box H-238, BROADCASTING.

First phone. Employed seven months. CT, family. Contact seeks news anywhere. Box H-277, BROADCASTING.

Major market news director, can do it all. Now in 4% million market seeks midwest opening. Chairman or station building news department. Box H-284, BROADCASTING.

News director medium market midwest market seeks an experienced news director. Excellent references will consider TV, present salary, 10,000. Box H-291, BROADCASTING.

News

director-experienced authoritative delivery. MOC format or C & W preferred. Veteran, will relocate. Prefer Southwest or Midwest. John Ben- son, 300 Blenkins, Canton, Calif. Phone: 714-727-7024.

Young, experienced, aggressive radio newsmen seeks challenging spot as heavy outside reporter in medium market. Must have combined TV spot as well. Post’s Guest House. Ohio City. Maryland 21842 or call 301-269-8155.

Programing, Production, Others

Radio/TV sports director seeks position with heavy play-by-play schedule. Box H-221, BROADCASTING.

Creative position - responsible no man. 511-DM plus potential. Worth more Box H-172, BROADCASTING.

Copwriter, broadcast school MGR operation, 203-638-0196 or Box H-220, BROADCASTING.

Program director, MOR CW. first phone. 10 yrs. experience, about to end a long term contract now looking for more. Box H-328, BROADCASTING.

Last Call? Anyone want to beat bus radio. Box H-221, BROADCASTING.

Programing, Production, Others continued

First phone: sincerity, inspiration, motivation, being "one of them," delivers the audience. If you appreciate this concept, let's share Monies, MOR or modern CDW, 26, family, excellent references, $1,400 with incentive. Box H-280, BROADCASTING.

Available immediately, program director, medium, major markets, excellent management, administrative abilities, better than 10 yrs. all years all formats, first. Phil Robbins 319-583-1623, 402-391-5900.

TELEVISION—Help Wanted

Sales

Top broadcasting sales/sold by South Florida television station. Professional broadcasting experience with proven sales record essential. Liberal salary plus commission basis. Send complete resume, full particulars to Box H-173, BROADCASTING.

Sales—Opportunity—unlimited for right man with fast growing network affiliate in major Florida market. Good, excellent commitment, fringe benefits, Send photo, complete resume and requirements to Box H-244, BROADCASTING.

Wanted professional young television account executive. Large midwestern market television affiliate. Outstanding opportunity for bright, aggressive individual. Research openings. Send resume, full particulars and return to Box H-275, BROADCASTING.

Partner, sales background, small markets. To 3 stations. $3000 investment or 10% contract split. Sales manager-opportunity. Send resume and VTR to Box H-259, BROADCASTING.

Technical

Announcer-midwest-top station in market has opening for an all around experienced professional. Must be an all around man. Send VTR and resume to Box H-337, BROADCASTING.

TV weatherman—excellent salary and opportunity in midwest for proven professional. Will also perform announces duties including on-camera personalities and resume and VTR to Box H-259, BROADCASTING.

Immediate opening for several TV engineers with first class license. Experience desirable for studio maintenance and operation of cameras and VTR. Send complete resume and salary requirements to Box H-216, BROADCASTING.

Collect newscast-technician. New full-color broadcast facilities on college campus in Washington, D.C. area seeks seasoned broadcast television engineer time to college teaching in television engineering, management of facility. E.E. required; 5 years experience; depending upon professional experience. Send resume and salary requirement to Box H-252, BROADCASTING.

Engineer, First class license, experienced in radio & TV. Write Glenn P. Vanwagen. Cin Mgr. WACAC-FM, WAIMTV-Audion, South Carolina. An equal opportunity employer.

News

Newscaster—Conventurat into Florida TV market. Experience only needed is good eye contact. Dig. write. interview. Send resume, salary requirements. VTR of past work, opportunity employer. Box G-123, BROADCASTING.

Pioneering spirit wanted. English in a Spanish language market. (Tiene que hablar espanol) hard working, broadminded with high energy. Must do on camera and street work plus community relations. Need to develop a firm hand and there is helpful. Low-salr VTR’s and resume to Box H-200, BROADCASTING.

Need all-around man to produce and host regularly scheduled public affairs program. Excellent sales experience, TV or radio newsman as required; occasional fill-in as staff announcer and contact list. Good opportunity, but we'll train you for television, photography, etc. Good salary and other company benefits including retirement program. Call Richard V. Taber, V.P. & Gen. Mgr. KAUS AM-FM-TV, Austin, Minnesota.

Newman, handle 16 G 33mm, on-air ability helpful. To head new department. Write or call, Ed Peiss, KJLF-TV, Butte, Montana.


Newsmen, handle for award winning TV and news department. Prefer experience in writing film techniques and air work. Send resume and tapes to TV director, WCIV, high road. West Jefferson Blvd., South Bend, Indiana —6001.

Versatile newsmen-gather, write, deliver. Experience with both TV & documentary. We're on film, color, we want film, color. Location Florida. Call news director or program manager 813-936-0195.

Programing, Production, Others

Continuity director-announcer, idea man who can manage 3-man staff. Good future. Good salary. With new station. Write Box H-291, BROADCASTING.

Top ten market ETV station needs senior producer-director and assistant to director of production. Experience in all phases of production and editing required. Salary, remote, necessary. Immediate. Box H-232, BROADCASTING.

Producer/director-experienced man to develop and produce creative local commercials. We have strong local sales force used to create spots for their clients. EBS or Wilfile—northern Nevada or Raymond Cilvaid, program director, WCNV-TV, 390 Congress St., Portland, Maine.

Cinematographer, excellent professional opportunity with WWVU TV, West Virginia’s first public education-station. Opportunity to work with the students and faculty at West Virginia, seventy miles south of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Help develop picture documentary production unit. Experience with Arriflex, Nagra, and Magna-sync equipment. Location and studio shooting. Excellent starting salary and fringe benefits. Apply by return to Employment manager, office of Personal, West Virginia University, Morgantown, West Virginia 26506. An equal opportunity employee.

TV production supervisor with station or agency experience to direct programming and production of largest closed circuit system in U.S. Should know all phases of production. Position is administrative requiring supervision of staff and writer in technical personnel. Position is working with TV station personnel. Home furniture, house is included as an asset. Chicago resident only. For further details and interview appointment, phone Mr. Larson, 278-4319.

TELEVISION

Situation Wanted

General manager or sales manager—Professional broadcasting management with sales performance; sound judgment; good experience; excellent contacts and ability. Opportunity and challenge. Write Box H-211, BROADCASTING.

General Sales Manager with opportunity for advancement. With General Manager position track record, in management, likable-in-corporal—sales departments, meat and potatoes. Now business. Creative, competitive, above average college graduate. Family with all excellent references. Box H-215, BROADCASTING.
INSTRUCTIONS continued


Fun In the Sun and a first phone too at T.I.B. in Sunny Miami . . . 4 week accelerated course with results guaranteed . . . tuition $295.00, next classes Sept. 6, October 6th. Technical Institute of Broadcast- ing, 283 Krome Avenue, Homestead, Florida. Phone 305-247-1135.

American Institute of Radio has the nation’s finest quality course for your first class license in five weeks, tuition $300.00. Classes begin September 8, October 13, November 17, December 22. 2622 Old Lebanon Rd., Nashville, Tennessee 37214 615-389-5469 or 615-889-2480.

Broadcasters are passing their first phone exams in six to twelve weeks through tape recorded lessons at home, plus one week personal instruction. During 1967-68, one week sessions were held in Memphis, Seattle, Minneapolis, Washington, D. C., Portland and Los Angeles. An outstanding success rate has brought expansion in 1969 to Boston, Detroit, Atlanta, Denver and New Orleans. Our 17th year technical FCC license courses. Bob Johnson Radio License Training. 1000D, Duncan, Manhattan Beach, Calif. 90266. Telephone 213-379-4461.

See our Display ad under Instruction on page 7.

OPPORTUNITY WITH NEW STATION

New radio station under construction in northern Ohio. Top to bottom staffing now being conducted. Interested applicants with ability and experience plus desire to grow with station. Send resume to:

Box H-293, Broadcasting.

SALESMAN

Loading Chicago Radio station has immediate opening for a young aggressive talent salesperson. Candidate should have at least two years of small market sales experience. Our salesmen earn between $55 to $60,000 per year. Send resume to:

Box H-192, Broadcasting.

NATIONAL SALES DIRECTOR

Avco Broadcasting’s Radio Division is seeking a National Sales Director to administer a bright new national sales development strategy. Prefer some major market, major-ad- vertiser experience, but not so much so that he has learned all the things that can’t be done. Local sales experience even more helpful. Combination of both is best. Require top sales ability, vitality, aggressiveness, capable of dealing at all sales levels within Avco, and with highest level advertiser and agency contacts. Job is open now, but timing can be as mutually convenient. Locate in New York, report to Sr. VP Radio, compensa- tion commensurate with experience and ability. Send complete confidential resume to

Mr. John Riche, Personnel Manager, Avco Broadcasting Corporation, 1600 Provident Tower, Cincinnati, Ohio 45202.

An EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER (M/F)

Announcers

URGENT

We have many openings in the Rocky Mt. West plus other great locations for: D.J.s—All Formats Newsmen 1st Ticket Combos Salesmen P.D.s If you’re truly interested, Rush Tape & Resume plus salary requirements to:

Larry Green
Unicorn Services
7125 W. 44th Pl.
Wheat Ridge, Colo. 80033
303-421-7773

Programing, Production, Others

NEED IMMEDIATELY

AIR PERSONALITY

for MOR operation—Good wages, good benefits, good company to work for.

Equal Opportunity Employer Call: Mitch Stanley, Manager Collect 216-744-8611

WFMJ
101 West Broadman St.
Youngstown, Ohio

$15,000 to $18,000

For super P.D. for medium market. Must be creative, knowledgeable in Top 40. Personality radio in the Ken Draper/Chuck Blore tradition. No beginner please. Send a resume-tape of station you are programing, and photo special to:

Box H-236, Broadcasting.

ATTENTION!

WOMAN’S INTEREST BROADCASTERS

Late 20’s to early 40’s. Major company looking for a spokes- woman knowledgeable in home planning. Extensive travel, U.S. and abroad.

Rush resume and photo to:

Morris Wattenberg
Suite 760
20 North Wacker Drive
Chicago, Illinois 60606

NEED IMMEDIATELY

NEWS MAN

Good wages, good benefits, good company to work for.

Equal Opportunity Employer
Call: Mitch Stanley, Manager
Collect 216-744-8611

WFMJ
101 West Broadman St.
Youngstown, Ohio

NEWS

Broadcasting, August 25, 1969
The science of kinesics suggests there are more than 700,000 distinct face, hand and finger movements that can communicate without speaking. This leads authorities to estimate that in face to face communications, the verbal message carries only 35% of the total social meaning.
LOOKING FOR AN ANNOUNCER?
Let Dick Good help you.

Get a Columbia School of Broadcasting graduate to fill your next opening. It's a free service we provide to your station and to our graduate. We have 27 offices in the U. S. and Canada. The chances are we have just the man you're looking for from your part of the country. Just call or write Dick Good and he'll send you a tape, resume and photo of a good graduate near you.

Columbia School of Broadcasting
4444 Geary Blvd., San Francisco 94118
Telephone: (415) 387-3000
(Not affiliated with CBS, Inc. or any other institution)

GET A TELEVISION, RADI0 ADMINISTRATIVE EXECUTIVE TO OPERATE IN CONJUNCTION WITH A LARGE CONGLOMERATE. KNOWLEDGED IN ALL PHASES OF THE TELEVISION AND RADIO INDUSTRY WHO CAN COORDINATE AND CENTRALIZE OPERATIONS. MUST HAVE A SOLID RECORD OF PREVIOUS ACCOMPLISHMENTS, HEAVY MANAGEMENT EXPERIENCE, ALSO TO BE ABLE TO TRAIN AND DEVELOP QUALIFIED PEOPLE FOR FUTURE MANAGEMENT. MUST HAVE THE ABILITY TO EARN FROM $50,000.00 TO $100,000.00 PER YEAR. PLEASE SEND COMPLETE RESUME, AND INCOME HISTORY AND OTHER PERTINENT INFORMATION. ENCLOSE A RECENT PHOTO. ALL REPLIES WILL BE HELD IN STRICT CONFIDENCE.

Box H-247, Broadcasting.

BROADCAST FIELD ENGINEERS RCA

If you have experience in the maintenance of UHF transmitters, television tape or color studio equipment, we can offer you a career opportunity as a field engineer. Applicants for position living in Mid-West or Southwest preferred.

RCA offers outstanding benefits, including liberal vacation, nine paid holidays, life insurance, retirement plan. Plus free medical insurance for you and your family.

Write: Mr. T. J. Kirsch, RCA Service Company, CHIC, Building 225, Cherry Hill, Camden, N. J. 08101. We are an equal opportunity employer.

RCA

PROGRAMING—PRODUCTION, OTHERS

PRODUCER-DIRECTOR-WRITER

Midwest station with new all-color facilities has opening for creative, energetic producer-director-writer.

We prefer someone with a few years experience, familiar with switching function. Salary commensurate with ability and experience.

Send resume to:
Box H-161, Broadcasting.

CAMERAMAN-EDITOR

Cameraman-editor with imagination and desire. For production film unit of major TV station in midwestern market. Should have Cinematography degree and/or two to three years field experience. Familiarity with lighting, editing, and operation of Auricon & Bolex cameras preferred. To work with Producer-director in producing field inserts for regular programs, commercials, special effects and documentaries—no hard news. Salary commensurate with ability and experience. Send resume and any 16mm work samples to:

ALAN WILSON
Administrative Assistant
Employee Relations Department
WHAQ, Inc.
520 West Chestnut Street
Louisville, Kentucky 40202

Assistant Promotion Manager

Major market VHF needs number two man immediately to handle audience promotion and merchandising. Opportunity to advance in all promotion, publicity areas. Salary 9-10,000. Big city, marginal climate. Sell yourself first letter; bare resume no reason to hire a real promotion man who wants creative freedom and responsibility in a six person department. Reply immediately to:

Box H-166, Broadcasting.

THE AMPS AGENCY

BY BROADCASTERS FOR BROADCASTERS

Serving the broadcasting profession with competent management personnel in these areas:
Management, Sales, Engineering, Announcing, Bookkeeping, Traffic, Secretarial. Send your resume or tape or visit us if in the area.

★ THE AMPS AGENCY ★
All Media Placement Service
3924 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif., 90005
Telephone 213-388-3116

THE ORANGE BOWL

Are You Set for Pro Football From The Orange Bowl?
FOR SALE—Stations continued

La Rue Media Brokers Inc.
116 Central Park South
New York, N. Y.
265-3430

FOR SALE—Stations

TEXAS RADIO STATIONS

$75,000 to $450,000 full-time and day-time. Joe M. Leonard, Jr., Broker. P. O. Box 222, Gainesville, Texas 76240. Ph. 817-465-4076.

Confidential Listings

RADIO—TV—CATV
N.E.—S.E. — S.W.—N.W.

G. BENNETT LARSON, INC.
R.C.A. Building, 6363 Sunset Blvd., Suite 701
Hollywood, California 90028.
Phone 213/469-1171

FOR SALE:

Jack L. Stoll
and ASSOCIATES

6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles, California 90028
Area Code 213-464-7779

FOR SALE—Stations

FOR SALE—Stations continued

STATIONS FOR SALE

1. NEW MEXICO. Exclusive. $80,000. 29% down.
2. FLORIDA. Full time. $200,000. Excellent terms.
3. WEST NORTH CENTRAL. Exclusive. $100,000. 29% down.
4. FLORIDA. Exclusive. $105,000. Long term payoff.

Midwest Fulltime

Successful fulltime midwestern station for sale with 29% down. This is the only station licensed to this community to over 50,000 people. It is the dream opportunity of this decade. The station is currently showing a profit, but its potential hasn't even been scratched. No brokers please.

H-278, Broadcasting.

STATIONS FOR SALE

Ind. Small FM 140M 29%
Wash. Med. Fulltime 160M 29%
South Metro FM 75M 15M
West Major AM & FM 425M 29%
South Small CATV 110M CASH
Miss. Small Daytime 65M 16M
Neb. Med. AM & FM 200M 29%
Midw. Metro Fulltime 155M 50M
Midw. Major Daytime 265M 29%
Wisc. Small CATV 19M CASH

2045 Peachtree Road
Atlanta, Ga. 30309

CHAPMAN ASSOCIATES
media brokerage service

BROADCASTING, August 25, 1969
Transactor actions

- Broadcast Bureau granted renewal of license for Certain Broadcasting Corporation to Indiana for $55,000. (Local)(25), (38). Violation: inviolation for non-payment of license fees.

- Catskill CATV, Inc., owners of CATV system in Catskill, N.Y., are seeking renewal of its license for $175,000. (Local)(25), (38). Violation: non-payment of license fees.

- WMRO Aurora, Ill., is seeking renewal of license from the Cable Development Corp. to broadcast CATV signals to Aurora, Ill., for $55,000. (Local)(25), (38). Violation: non-payment of license fees.

CATV final actions

- Walsenburg, Colo.—FCC authorized Televivid of Walsenburg Inc. to operate CATV system in Walsenburg, Colo., for $175,000. (Local)(25), (38). Violation: none.

- Williamsport, Pa.—CATV system is seeking renewal of license for $175,000. (Local)(25), (38). Violation: none.

- American Cablevision of New York, N.Y., is seeking renewal of license for $175,000. (Local)(25), (38). Violation: none.

- Jepko Community System, Colo., is seeking renewal of license for $175,000. (Local)(25), (38). Violation: none.

- K11DX Translator, Colo., is seeking renewal of license for $175,000. (Local)(25), (38). Violation: none.

- CATV, Inc., owners of CATV system in New York, N.Y., are seeking renewal of its license for $175,000. (Local)(25), (38). Violation: none.

- Williamsport, Pa.—CATV system is seeking renewal of license for $175,000. (Local)(25), (38). Violation: none.

- American Cablevision of New York, N.Y., is seeking renewal of license for $175,000. (Local)(25), (38). Violation: none.

- Jepko Community System, Colo., is seeking renewal of license for $175,000. (Local)(25), (38). Violation: none.

- K11DX Translator, Colo., is seeking renewal of license for $175,000. (Local)(25), (38). Violation: none.

- CATV, Inc., owners of CATV system in New York, N.Y., are seeking renewal of its license for $175,000. (Local)(25), (38). Violation: none.

- Williamsport, Pa.—CATV system is seeking renewal of license for $175,000. (Local)(25), (38). Violation: none.

- American Cablevision of New York, N.Y., is seeking renewal of license for $175,000. (Local)(25), (38). Violation: none.

- Jepko Community System, Colo., is seeking renewal of license for $175,000. (Local)(25), (38). Violation: none.

- K11DX Translator, Colo., is seeking renewal of license for $175,000. (Local)(25), (38). Violation: none.

- CATV, Inc., owners of CATV system in New York, N.Y., are seeking renewal of its license for $175,000. (Local)(25), (38). Violation: none.

- Williamsport, Pa.—CATV system is seeking renewal of license for $175,000. (Local)(25), (38). Violation: none.

- American Cablevision of New York, N.Y., is seeking renewal of license for $175,000. (Local)(25), (38). Violation: none.

- Jepko Community System, Colo., is seeking renewal of license for $175,000. (Local)(25), (38). Violation: none.

- K11DX Translator, Colo., is seeking renewal of license for $175,000. (Local)(25), (38). Violation: none.

- CATV, Inc., owners of CATV system in New York, N.Y., are seeking renewal of its license for $175,000. (Local)(25), (38). Violation: none.
There’s a big knife at the top. And Sid Sheinberg is balancing on its sharp edge.

He’s the 34-year-old who’s riding herd on TV production at Universal’s sprawling film lot in the Sun Fernando valley. That’s covering big territory. For among program suppliers these days, Universal is king.

The TV house that Jules Stein and Lew Wasserman built — and Jennings Lang managed for a long while — will be responsible for nine shows amounting to nine hours of weekly prime time on ABC-TV and NBC-TV in the season that’s only a couple of weeks away from unfolding. Not included are 20 two-hour “World Premiere” feature-film-style productions for NBC-TV, 13 of which are scheduled to air during the 1969-70 season.

It all adds up to some 250 hours of new television time that Sid Sheinberg has to hatch and nurture. MGM, in its movie heyday, never had it so busy. The enormity of this responsibility is not lost on Sid Sheinberg. It’s a long way down from the edge of the knife. A guy could get hurt if he loses his balance.

The working days, which stretch into the weekends, are made up of running back and forth judiciously — ever so judiciously — tactfully, yet with poise, confidence and imagination, over the cutting edge of the knife.

It takes a young man to keep up. It takes a determined man to keep going. It takes a quick-witted, agile man not to stumble.

Sid Sheinberg has all of these things going for him. And then, too, there’s a big plus. He’s armed with a solid educational background — second in his class at the University of Texas law school; among the top five graduates at Columbia University law school; winner of both the Harlan Fiske Stone and the James Kent scholarship awards for excellence in law.

So here’s another of Hollywood’s increasing breed — the lawyer wearing a producer’s turtle-neck. NBC-TV West Coast programing vice president Herb Schlosser and Gordon Stulberg, president of Cinema Center Films, among other current production executives, are of the same breed of converted attorneys.

The switch, in at least the examples cited, seems to have worked famously. And certainly in the tangle of negotiations and contracts, that today’s production chief is heir to, it surely makes sense to have legal savvy.

Yet Sid Sheinberg’s background doesn’t end with his law books. This lanky (6 feet, 2 inches), lean (195 pounds), black-haired native of south- east Texas, did a stint in the business-affairs department of Universal and also was on the front lines of production.

Key to success is emotional factor, Sheinberg believes

He was the executive probably most directly involved with the first year’s production of “World Premiere” projects in 1965.

And “World Premiere” is what now takes up as much as 75% of his time. Production of these TV features alone is comparable to running a sizeable film studio operation.

Then, too, “World Premiere” is closely tied to program development. Such current Universal series as Ironside, The Bold Ones, Draguet, Marcus Welby, M.D., and The Name of the Game are offshoots of “World Premiere” presentations.

That’s a valuable mother lode. No wonder Sid Sheinberg mines this vein with such particular care.

But he tends to do most things with care and deliberation. There’s that legal training, remember? You won’t find young Mr. Sheinberg speaking with the callowness of youth. Even when the subject is the future and the talk turns, as it does with more frequency these days, to the prospects of doing a sort of literature of the air, with plot line continuing in weekly installments for as long as it takes to tell a specific story, play or novel, you know this is not an impossible dream.

Instead, if Mr. Sheinberg is mentioning it, it’s a feasible concept, already packaged and awaiting only the tying ribbon and a buyer.

Mr. Sheinberg is all for new forms in television. More precisely he’s in favor of freer forms. The medium, in his view, should be molded to fit programing material and talent. The key, he says, is flexibility.

He’s convinced that more of the TV audience then ever before is mature and selective and that these viewers are really the ones worth attracting.

The way to catch them, he’s sure, is through programing that demands an emotional commitment. The three new Universal TV hours coming up this season, The Bold Ones, The Survivors and Marcus Welby, M.D., all are geared to hold the attention-span of a young-in-outlook, yet mature, more aware audience.

Pre-season word-of-mouth tabs all three as strong shows, but only Marcus Welby is in what could be described as a favorable time slot. The other two face powerful competition.

Sid Sheinberg believes in thinking positively but running scared. He worries about all the opposition all of the time. There’s isn’t much he can do once the film is in the can.

But beforehand he prepares by turning out the most relevant, slickest, most richly mounted productions his budgets and the fragile nature of writing talent will allow.

Sid Sheinberg never really felt comfortable as a legal brain. He prefers to paint with broader strokes.

In the black tower that is the Universal office building, he overlooks the broadest, most important landscape in today’s production picture.
The solicitor
The San Francisco Chronicle has petitioned for the disquali-
fication of Nicholas Johnson to sit in judgment on the chal-
enged license renewals of its KRON-FM-TV. The allegations are that Mr. Johnson has privately given aid and comfort to the complainants who oppose the renewals and has disclosed in public statements a prejudice against multimedia owners in general and the Chronicle in particular.
These are grave charges. They cannot be airily dismissed by Mr. Johnson or by his colleagues, if the FCC is to adhere to the most elementary principles of law and equity.
The Chronicle is the first licensee to challenge Mr. John-
son. It need not be the last. Mr. Johnson has industriously cultivated a reputation as the man to see for redress of any grievance or for advice on destroying the establishment. As reported in an editorial published here last Feb. 24, at least a score of licensees, most of them major group owners, have been publicly identified by Mr. Johnson as unworthy to retain their present properties.
The Johnson technique has been to finger licensees who he as much as says are vulnerable and in the same breath to solicit actions to divest them of their properties. Any licensees so mentioned is entitled to be spared the formality of a Johnson vote that has already been unofficially cast.

Promises, promises
The British are beginning to grumble about the performance of the commercial programing firms that were given new franchises a year or so ago. The complaint is that performances are not living up to promises.
The objections are directed to the companies that the Independent Television Authority picked to replace original firms that were out promised. Here is what a recent editorial in The Times of London had to say about it:
"This was bound to be a testing period for the independent companies. Yet for the most part they have not responded well to the challenge. The most creditable development has been News at Ten, the lengthened ITN evening bulletin, but the general output of most of the companies has been disappointing, and there have been the particular complaints about the new companies failing to honor undertakings given in their written applications to the Independent Television Authority."
So Britain has discovered that the promise of an untired applicant may not turn out to be better than the demonstrated performance of an incumbent franchisee. The same discovery may be made in this country if the Pastore bill to give reasonable protection to incumbents doesn't pass.

50th for freedom
Since we commented here last month on the observance of broadcasting's 50th anniversary next year, we have been bothered as to how justice can be done to this extraordinary occasion. What has been wrought since 1920 by the broadcast arts is almost beyond belief.
The National Association of Broadcasters wisely has started its planning early. The decision to commemorate the event throughout 1970 already has been made. Plans, naturally, will include a golden-anniversary stamp and dramatizations of the fabulous story of broadcasting over radio and television.
 But that is not enough.

What, in addition to the usual manifestations, best depicts broadcasting as we approach the 21st century? What about the communications satellite that provides the instantaneous means of man communicating with man everywhere by voice and video, in natural color?
We suggest that this half-century of broadcasting be symbolized by the Golden Intelsat, to be sent aloft on July 4, Independence Day. Thereafter a successor Golden Intelsat should always be stationed overhead to depict America's contribution to the technology that makes possible global interchange of enlightenment, information and goodwill.

Wild swing
William H. Brown III, chairman of the U.S. Equal Opportu-
nity Commission, has no kind words to say about the communications media. In a speech to a responsive audience at the predominantly Negro National Association of Television and Radio Announcers convention he indicted the media for "gross distortion of the lives and activities of America's minority groups — blacks, Spanish-surnamed Americans, American Indians, and Oriental Americans and Eskimos." The media, he added, have "been among the worst practitioners of employment discrimination."
Mr. Brown's job gives him license to indulge in some exaggeration, but this time he has gone too far. A strong case can be made that television news and documentaries have been a primary means of conveying the struggle of the Negro to the majority of whites. If for the moment the Eskimos not be accorded consistent coverage in depth at, say, 9 p.m. Sundays on national networks, that is a deficiency that can await later repair.
It is also a matter of record that broadcast producers have been engaged in a conscientious effort to cast more and more Negroes in both programs and commercials. Granted, this effort would have been the more commendable if started earlier, but it still bespeaks a current sensitivity that Mr. Brown underrates.
As to employment in nonperformer functions in radio and television, the FCC has adopted rules that will introduce a new form of discrimination: discrimination against broad-
casters. The FCC is insisting that broadcasters not only make affirmative efforts to find, train, hire and promote representa-
tives of minorities but also prove that those efforts are achieving results. No other business is asked to do as much.
August 6, 1969

Mr. Jack Harris
President
KPRC
3014 South Post Oak Road
Houston, Texas

Dear Mr. Harris:

This letter is an attempt to briefly express my total respect and admiration for the management and staff of KPRC who were involved in the APOLLO 11 Coverage.

I don't know how you handled the pool, NBC, and your own operations, but you certainly did. As you probably know, NBC itself accounted for more air time out of Houston than the pool, ABC, and CBS combined. This would not have been possible had not the KPRC people functioned as a cohesive, dedicated, and competent unit. I have never worked with a group of men I admired more or liked better. I think they are unique.

Thank you and congratulations!

Very truly yours,

Frédéric Rheinstein
Producer
NBC NEWS

FR/mc
West Texas Television Network

PROUDLY ANNOUNCES
THE ADDITION OF STATION.......

Where else can you find such
COMPLETE COVERAGE
of the West Texas Market

An ARB Net Weekly Circulation of
KLBK-TV 111,400 HOMES
KTXS-TV 75,600 HOMES
KMOM-TV 91,200 HOMES
OVER 297,000 TV HOMES

West Texas Television Network
4 GREAT TV STATIONS SERVING 7 GREAT TEXAS CITIES

KLBK-TV
LUBBOCK, TEXAS
Represented by WR00 INC.

KTXS-TV
ABILENE-SWEETWATER, TEX.
Represented by WR00 INC.

KMOM-TV
MONAHANS, ODESSA & MIDLAND, TEXAS
Adam Young VTM Inc.

KWAB-TV
BIG SPRING, TEXAS
Represented by WR00 INC.

KLBK-AM RADIO
LUBBOCK, TEXAS
Represented by WR00 INC.

KLBK-FM RADIO
LUBBOCK, TEXAS
Represented by WR00 INC.